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ABSTRACT

DIAMOND,ADELE; PREVOR,MEREDITH B.; CALLENDER,GLENDA;and DRUIN, DONALD P. Prefrontal Cortex Cognitive Deficits in Children Treated Early

and Continuously for PKU. Monographs of the Societyfor Research in Child
Development, 1997, 62(4, Serial No. 252).
To begin to study the importance of dopamine for executive function
abilities dependent on prefrontal cortex during early childhood, the present
investigation studied children in whom we predicted reduced dopamine in
prefrontal cortex but otherwise normal brains. These are children treated
early and continuously for the metabolic disorder phenylketonuria (PKU).
Untreated PKU is the most common biochemical cause of mental retardation.
The root problem is an inability to convert one amino acid, phenylalanine
(Phe), into another, tyrosine (Tyr), the precursor of dopamine. Phe levels
in the bloodstream soar; Tyr levels fall. Treatment with a diet low in Phe
reduces the Phe: Tyr imbalance but cannot eliminate it. We hypothesized that
the resultant modest elevation in the ratio of Phe to Tyr in the blood, which
results in slightly less Tyr reaching the brain, uniquely affects the cognitive
functions dependent on prefrontal cortex because of the special sensitivity
of prefrontally projecting dopamine neurons to small decreases in Tyr.
In a 4-year longitudinal study, we found that PKU children whose plasma
Phe levels were three to five times normal (6-10 mg/dl) performed worse
than other PKU children with lower Phe levels, matched controls, their own
siblings, and children from the general population on tasks that required the
working memory and inhibitory control abilities dependent on dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex. The impairment was as evident in our oldest age range
(31/2-7 years) as it was in the youngest (6-12 months). The higher a child's
Phe level, the worse that child's performance. Girls were more adversely affected than boys. The deficit appears to be selective, affecting principally one
neural system, since even PKU children with Phe levels three to five times
normal performed well on the 13 control tasks. Clinical implications for the
treatment of PKU and other neurodevelopmental disorders are discussed.
V

I. INTRODUCTION

We report here the results of a 4-year longitudinal study designed to
investigate cognitive neuropsychological functioning in children who we hypothesized would have a selective loss of dopamine in prefrontal cortex without other abnormalities in the brain. These children have a moderate increase in the ratio of one amino acid, phenylalanine (Phe), to another,
tyrosine (Tyr), in their bloodstreams. (Tyrosine is the precursor of dopamine.) We predicted that, when the imbalance is moderate, it would selectively affect the dopamine projection to prefrontal cortex.
Children born with phenylketonuria (PKU) have a large imbalance between Phe and Tyr in their bloodstreams if they eat a normal diet. A diet low
in Phe reduces that imbalance; however, if dietary treatment is started too
late, or if the diet is not maintained, permanent, widespread brain damage
can result. Our hypothesis pertains only to PKU children treated early and
continuously. Moreover, the diet is able to control the Phe:Tyr imbalance
better for some children than others, and some children adhere to the diet
more strictly than others. When the diet succeeds and Phe levels do not rise
above three times normal, the imbalance between Phe and Tyr is minimal.
However, for many years it was considered acceptable for plasma Phe levels
to rise as high as five times above normal. Our hypothesis pertains to PKU
children whose plasma Phe levels remain primarily in the three to five times
normal range, not to children who now have, or at any time after the first
weeks of life had, plasma Phe levels above 10 mg/dl for any prolonged period
of time or to children whose plasma Phe levels have generally been kept under 6 mg/dl.
Why should we worry about such a narrowly defined group of children
who are following the medically prescribed treatment? PKU afflicts roughly
1 in every 10,000 children (Gittler, 1988), almost all of whom are now treated
early and continuously. If our hypothesis is correct, we will have identified
a problem that has gone largely unrecognized because most clinicians have
assumed that PKU children do not suffer from cognitive impairments if their
plasma Phe levels are maintained at five times normal or less. We will have
identified what should correct the problem and improve the ability of these
I
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children to think and reason more clearly and creatively, to maintain their
concentration and attentional focus more easily, to integrate and interrelate
multiple facts and ideas more easily, and to act on the basis of what they
choose to do rather than on the basis of prepotent action tendencies or
strong environmental pulls.
Prefrontal cortex dysfunction has been implicated in a host of developmental disabilities, such as attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD).
The behavioral measures and developmental norms reported here should
help in evaluating such claims in general and especially in much younger
children than was heretofore possible. Our work is an example of the contribution that research that combines cognitive development and neuroscience
can make to the early detection of brain dysfunction and of the guidance that
it can provide for isolating the particular neural system that may be involved.
Developmental cognitive neuropsychology has progressed to the point where
we now have precise measures of specific cognitive functions sensitive to the
functions of particular neural subsystems and appropriate for use with young
children.
We are not the first to notice cognitive deficits in PKU children despite
treatment. However, we are the first to present a detailed hypothesis about
the biological cause of these deficits. We have tested that hypothesis in three
animal model of early treated PKU (Diaconverging lines of research-an
mond, Ciaramitaro, Donner, Djali, & Robinson, 1994), an investigation of a
visual deficit in contrast sensitivity in children treated early and continuously
for PKU (Diamond & Herzberg, 1996), and an investigation of the pattern
of cognitive deficits in children treated early and continuously for PKU (presented here). The results of all three lines of research provide support for
the hypothesized mechanism.
The work presented here should provide a bridge between work on the
basic neuroscience of the dopamine projection to prefrontal cortex in monkeys and rats and clinical findings of particular cognitive deficits in people
treated for PKU. It has been demonstrated in rhesus macaques that deficits
in the cognitive functions dependent on prefrontal cortex can result from
depleting prefrontal cortex of dopamine (Brozoski, Brown, Rosvold, & Goldman, 1979; Sawaguchi & Goldman-Rakic, 1991). It has been demonstrated
in rats that the dopamine projection to prefrontal cortex has unusual properties that render it especially sensitive to modest reductions in precursor availability (Bannon, Bunney, & Roth, 1981; Bradberry, Karasic, Deutch, & Roth,
1989; Thierry et al., 1977). We propose that children treated early and continuously for PKU, whose blood levels of Phe remain moderately elevated, provide an example, in human beings, of these two sets of findings previously
demonstrated only in monkeys and rats.
The results reported here from tasks empirically linked to prefrontal cortex add to the growing body of evidence that, although prefrontal cortex is
2
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probably not fully mature until puberty, it is already subserving important
cognitive functions during early infancy. The results also demonstrate that
the ill effects on prefrontal cortex functions from a moderate Phe to Tyr
imbalance in the bloodstream are already evident in early infancy.

BACKGROUND

PKUDefined
PKU is a genetic disorder that, if not controlled, results in widespread
brain damage and severe mental retardation (e.g., Cowie, 1971; Hsia, 1970;
Koch, Azen, Friedman, & Williamson, 1982; Tourian & Sidbury, 1978). Indeed, it is the most common biochemical cause of mental retardation. The
core problem is a marked deficiency in the ability to convert (i.e., hydroxylate) one amino acid (Phe) into another (Tyr). Thus, PKU is one of a class
of disorders called inborn errorsof metabolism.
PKU-which was first described by Folling (1934)-is
caused by any of
a family of point mutations and microdeletions of the phenylalanine hydroxylase (PAH) gene on chromosome 12 (12q22-12q24.1; DiLella, Marvit, Lidsky,
Gfittler, & Woo, 1986; Lidsky, Law, Morse, Kao, & Woo, 1985; Woo, Lidsky,
Gfittler, Chandra, & Robson, 1983). That gene contains the instructions for
the liver's production of the enzyme PAH. PAH is essential for hydroxylating
Phe into Tyr. Phe and Tyr are both large neutral amino acids found in all
dietary protein. In the roughly 1 in every 10,000 people born with PKU, PAH
activity is either absent or markedly reduced.' Since Phe is hydroxylated minimally, if at all, it builds up in the bloodstream. When PKU is untreated,
plasma Phe levels rise to well over 10 times normal (> 20 mg/dl, or > 2,400
gmol/1). Because little or no Tyr is being produced from Phe, the level of
Tyr in the bloodstream is usually low (e.g., Nord, McCabe, & McCabe, 1988).
(Tyr levels would be still lower were it not for the fact that we have some
access to tyrosine directly through the foods we eat.) The result of these alterations in amino acid levels in the bloodstream is widespread brain damage,
which in turn causes severe mental retardation.

' In the classic form of
PKU, phenylalanine hydroxylase is absent or markedly less active.
The phenylalanine hydroxylating system is complex, however. It consists of two enzymes,
phenylalanine hydroxylase and dihydropteridine reductase (DHPR), and an essential coenzyme, tetrahydrobiopterin (BH4). In more recently discovered, less common variants of PKU,
the defect appears to be in the regeneration of BH4 (caused by a lack of DHPR) or in the
de novo biosynthesis of BH4 (Kaufman et al., 1978; Kaufman, Kapatos, McInnes, Schulman, & Rizzo, 1982).
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RestrictPhenylalanineConsumption
DietaryTreatment:
In 1954, Bickel, Gerrard, and Hickmans published the results of a bold
experiment demonstrating that the mental retardation that results from PKU
can be prevented if the child is kept on a diet low in Phe. In the early 1960s,
Guthrie pioneered the development of a simple bacterial inhibition assay for
measuring Phe levels in the bloodstream, which made newborn screening for
PKU possible (Guthrie & Susi, 1963; see also Guthrie, 1996). Today, children
born in any U.S. hospital are routinely tested for PKU at birth. Those with
the disorder are soon placed on a special low-Phe diet that severely restricts
their intake of all protein, including milk and milk products (such as ice
cream, butter, and cheese), meat, and fish.
This diet succeeds in lowering plasma Phe levels so that they are closer
to normal, which in turn succeeds in averting PKU's devastating effects
on brain function and cognitive ability. Children who are started on the lowPhe diet shortly after birth and remain on the diet thereafter do not suffer
major brain damage and do not become mentally retarded. They score within
the normal range on generalized tests of intelligence (e.g., Bickel et al., 1973;
Dobson, Williamson, Azen, & Koch, 1977; Holtzman, Kronmal, van Doorninck, Azen, & Koch, 1986; Hudson, Mordaunt, & Leahy, 1970; Koch, Azen,
Friedman, & Williamson, 1984; Williamson, Koch, Azen, & Chang, 1981).
The focus of dietary treatment has been on reducing the drastic elevation in plasma Phe levels because conventional wisdom has attributed the ill
effects of PKU on brain function to the detrimental effects of high Phe levels.
However, as early as the 1970s, Bessman (1979) argued that low Tyr levels
have detrimental effects as well.

DespiteDietaryTreatment,a Modest Imbalancein
the PlasmaPhe:TyrRatioRemains
While a low-Phe diet reduces plasma Phe levels, it rarely results in normal
Phe levels, and it does nothing to correct the plasma Tyr reduction. Phe levels
remain moderately elevated as an inevitable consequence of consuming even
a minimal amount of protein. The diet reflects the need to balance the requirement to restrict Phe intake with the requirement for protein. Phe occurs
in food as one of the building blocks of protein; to eliminate all Phe from
the diet, one would have to eliminate all dietary protein. Also, the body needs
a small quantity of Phe to produce protein. In light of (a) the need for protein, (b) the difficulties complying with the restrictive low-Phe diet, and
(c) the lack of mental retardation when plasma Phe levels are moderately
elevated, Phe is not eliminated from the diet altogether. The U.S. National
Collaborative Study of Treated PKU has advised parents of PKU children and
their physicians that plasma Phe elevations up to five times normal are accept-
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able in PKU children: "Diet should be managed so that blood Phe levels
neither exceed 10 mg/100 ml [five times normal] nor fall below 2 mg/100
ml" (Williamson et al., 1981, p. 165; see also Koch & Wenz, 1987). The consequence is that children treated early and continuously for PKU by following
a dietary regimen of reduced Phe intake have a modest increase in Phe relative to Tyr in their bloodstreams.

CognitiveDeficitsin ChildrenTreatedEarlyand Continuouslyfor PKU
It stands to reason that, since the plasma level of neither Phe nor Tyr is
fully normal even when PKU children follow the low-Phe diet, some problems
might remain. Indeed, children treated early and continuously for PKU often
have significantly lower IQs than their siblings (e.g., Berry, O'Grady, Perlmutter, & Bofinger, 1979; Dobson, Kushida, Williamson, & Friedman, 1976; Koch
et al., 1984; Williamson et al., 1981) or other family members (e.g., Hudson
et al., 1970; O'Flynn & Hsia, 1968). These PKU children often score in the
80s or 90s on IQ tests (e.g., Dobson et al., 1976; Smith & Beasley, 1989). That
is, children treated early and continuously for PKU have IQs within the normal range, but often just barely.
Recent studies have also reported problems in attention control, concentration, problem solving, and "executive functions." For example, children
treated early and continuously for PKU tend to be more easily distracted
(Brunner, Jordan, & Berry, 1983), be more limited in the amount of information they can hold in mind at one time and manipulate (Faust, Libon, &
Pueschel, 1986), and have more difficulty maintaining concentration until a
problem is solved or a goal attained (Welsh, Pennington, Ozonoff, Rouse, &
McCabe, 1990). (See also Brunner, Berch, & Berry, 1987; Krause et al., 1985;
Pennington, van Doorninck, McCabe, & McCabe, 1985.) These difficulties
are reminiscent of the deficits one sees after damage to prefrontal cortex, as
others have noted (e.g., Welsh et al., 1990). Indeed, after prefrontal cortex
is surgically removed, patients typically score in the 80s and 90s on IQ tests
(e.g., Stuss & Benson, 1986, 1987)--the same low-normal range as PKU children who have been maintained on the low-Phe diet since shortly after birth.

Why Mighta Modest Imbalancein the Levelsof Phe and Tyrin
the BloodstreamProduceDeficitsin the CognitiveAbilities
Dependenton DorsolateralPrefrontalCortex?
First, the moderate elevation in Phe relative to Tyr in the bloodstream
results in moderately reduced levels of Tyr reaching the brain. All large neutral amino acids must bind to the same transporter proteins to cross the
blood-brain barrier. Thus, Phe and Tyr compete for the same limited supply
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of proteins for transport into the brain (e.g., Chirigos, Greengard, & Udenfriend, 1960; Miller, Braun, Pardridge, & Oldendorf, 1985; Oldendorf, 1973;
Pardridge, 1977; Pardridge & Oldendorf, 1977). These protein carriers have
a higher affinity for Phe than for Tyr. Thus, elevations in blood levels of Phe
relative to Tyr place Tyr at a competitive disadvantage in finding transport
into the brain. Because the ratio of Phe to Tyr in the bloodstream is only
moderately increased in those on dietary treatment for PKU, the decrease in
the amount of Tyr reaching the brain should be correspondingly modest. In
this way, the moderate plasma Phe:Tyr imbalance should result in modestly
reduced Tyr levels in the central nervous system (CNS).
Second, a modest decrease in cerebral levels of tyrosine is likely to disproportionately affect prefrontal cortex because of the unusual properties of the
dopamine neurons that project to prefrontal cortex. (Tyr is hydroxylated to
form dopa [3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine], from which dopamine is then produced. Tyr hydroxylation is the rate-limiting step in the production of dopamine.) A large decrease in Tyr availability would adversely affect all dopaminergic systems throughout the brain. However, most dopaminergic systems in
the brain are insensitive to moderatechanges in CNS Tyr levels. The prefrontal
dopaminergic system is an exception to this; it is sensitive to even small Tyr
fluctuations. The dopamine neurons in the ventral tegmental area (VTA) that
project to prefrontal cortex have a higher baseline firing rate, and turn over
dopamine faster, than do most other dopamine neurons in the brain (e.g.,
Bannon et al., 1981; Roth, 1984; Thierry et al., 1977). This makes prefrontal
cortex acutely sensitive to even a modest change in Tyr availability (e.g., Tam,
Elsworth, Bradberry, & Roth, 1990; Wurtman, Lorin, Mostafapour, & Fernstrom, 1974). Indeed, reductions in Tyr too small to affect dopamine synthesis in other neural regions (such as the striatum) profoundly reduce dopamine synthesis in prefrontal cortex (Bradberry et al., 1989).
Third, reducing dopamine in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex produces
deficits in the cognitive abilities dependent on dorsolateral prefrontal cortex.
Selectively depleting dorsolateral prefrontal cortex of dopamine can produce
cognitive impairments as severe as those found when dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex is removed altogether (Brozoski et al., 1979). Local injection of dopamine receptor antagonists into dorsolateral prefrontal cortex impairs performance on tasks dependent on prefrontal cortex in a precise, dose-dependent
manner (Sawaguchi & Goldman-Rakic, 1991). Similarly, destruction of the
dopamine neurons in the VTA that project to prefrontal cortex impairs performance on these tasks (Simon, Scatton, & LeMoal, 1980).
For these three reasons it seemed plausible that the moderate imbalance
in the Phe:Tyr ratio in the plasma of children treated early and continuously
for PKU might well result in deficits in the cognitive abilities dependent on
prefrontal cortex without significantly affecting other brain regions or other
cognitive abilities. This study was designed to test the prediction that children
6
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treated early and continuously for PKU have selective deficits in the cognitive
functions dependent on prefrontal cortex.

IndependentEvidencefromVisualPsychophysics
in Supportof the ProposedCausal Mechanism
Another population of dopamine neurons shares all the same properties
that make the prefrontally projecting dopamine neurons exquisitely sensitive
to small changes in the level of Tyr. The dopamine neurons in the retina also
fire rapidly, turn over dopamine rapidly, and have been shown empirically
to be unusually sensitive to mild perturbations in the level of available Tyr
(Fernstrom & Fernstrom, 1988; Fernstrom, Volk, & Fernstrom, 1986; Iuvone,
Galli, Garrison-Gund, & Neff, 1978; Iuvone, Tigges, Fernandes, & Tigges,
1989). Moreover, the competition between Phe and Tyr at the blood-retinal
barrier is comparable to that at the blood-brain barrier (Rapoport, 1976;
Tornquist & Alm, 1986). Thus, if our hypothesis is correct about why a moderate Phe:Tyr imbalance in the bloodstream causes deficits in prefrontal cortex functions, then that same Phe:Tyr imbalance should also affect the
retina.
The aspect of retinal function most firmly linked to the level of dopamine in the retina is contrast sensitivity. For example, patients with Parkinson's disease, who have greatly reduced levels of dopamine, show impaired
sensitivity to contrast (Bodis-Wollner, 1990; Bodis-Wollner et al., 1987; Kupersmith, Shakin, Siegel, & Lieberman, 1982; Regan & Neima, 1984; Skrandies &
Gottlob, 1986). It is thought that this occurs because dopamine is important
for the center-surround organization of retinal receptive fields (Bodis-WolIner, 1988, 1990). (Contrast sensitivityrefers to the threshold of how dark black
lines [sinusoid gratings] or black letters, and how light the white background,
must be for a person to be able to detect the black lines or letters.)
We measured contrast sensitivity over five spatial frequencies (1.5-18.0
is, five different widths of alternating black-andcycles per degree)-that
white bands. Diamond and Herzberg (1996) found that children treated early
and continuously for PKU, whose plasma Phe levels were 6-10 mg/dl (three
to five times normal), showed impaired contrast sensitivity across the entire
range of spatial frequencies. That is, PKU children with moderately elevated
Phe levels were significantly less sensitive to visual contrast than were their
same-aged peers at each of the five spatial frequencies investigated, even
though all children were tested under conditions of twenty-twenty acuity.
These group differences remained robust even when the two PKU children
whose IQs were below 90 were omitted from the analyses. At no spatial frequency was the contrast sensitivity of any PKU child better than that of his
or her sibling.
No visual deficits had ever been previously reported in PKU children.
7
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Indeed, visual acuity, which is normally measured under conditions of high
contrast, was not worse in the PKU children tested by Diamond and Herzberg. Standard eye exams would not reveal an impairment in contrast sensitivity unless one specifically tested for it. We had predicted the contrast sensitivity deficit for the same reason we had predicted dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
cognitive deficits-the
special sensitivity of dopamine neurons that fire rapidly and turn over dopamine rapidly to moderate reductions in the level of
available tyrosine. The dopamine neurons that project to prefrontal cortex
and the dopamine neurons in the retina are the only known populations of
dopamine neurons to have these characteristics.

TheFirstAnimalModel of Earlyand ContinuouslyTreatedPKU
To investigate the biological mechanism that we had proposed more directly, Diamond, Ciaramitaro, et al. (1994) developed and characterized the
first animal model of early and continuously treated PKU. This enabled us
to study the effect of moderate, chronic plasma Phe elevations on neurotransmitter and metabolite levels in different brain regions. We pharmacologically
induced moderate plasma Phe elevations in rats by modifying a technique
developed earlier to model untreated PKU (Brass & Greengard, 1982;
Greengard, Yoss, & DelValle, 1976). We administered daily subcutaneous injections (24 mmol/10 g body weight) of a-methyl-phenylalanine, an inhibitor
of phenylalanine hydroxylase (the enzyme that metabolizes Phe to Tyr), plus
a small supplement of Phe (13 mmol/10 g body weight). The Phe supplement was needed because a-methyl-phenylalanine does not perfectly inhibit
phenylalanine hydroxylase. There were two experimental groups: pups whose
plasma Phe levels were elevated (a) postnatally and (b) pre- and postnatally.
Control animals came from the same litters as those in the first experimental
group and received daily subcutaneous injections of saline. Each group contained 12 animals (six male, six female).
All were tested on delayed alternation, a task sensitive to prefrontal cortex dysfunction (e.g., Bdittig, Rosvold, & Mishkin, 1960; Bubser & Schmidt,
1990; Kubota & Niki, 1971; Larsen & Divac, 1978; Wikmark, Divac, & Weiss,
1973), as infants and again as juveniles. Different people tested and injected
a given animal; testers were blind to the group assignment of their animals.
Each of the three testers was assigned four animals in each group, and the
order of testing was randomized across experimental condition. Blood samples were collected at three time points (the day before behavioral testing
began, the day following the conclusion of infant testing, and the day following juvenile testing) to determine the animals' plasma Phe levels. Highperformance liquid chromatographic (HPLC) analyses of the brain tissue
assessed the distributions and concentrations of dopamine, serotonin, norepinephrine, and their metabolites in various brain regions.
8
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As predicted, Diamond, Ciaramitaro, et al. (1994) found cognitive deficits (impaired performance on a behavioral task [delayed alternation] dependent on prefrontal cortex) and neurochemical changes (most notably, reduced dopamine and reduced homovanillic acid [HVA]-a
dopamine
frontal cortex) in both groups of early and continuously
metabolite-in
treated PKU-model animals. In contrast, the norepinephrine system was virtually unaffected in any of the neural regions investigated.
Both groups of PKU-model animals failed the delayed alternation task
under the same conditions as do animals with lesions of prefrontal cortex.
They were able to learn the task normally, and performed well when no delay
was used, but were impaired when a delay was imposed. Thus, they were impaired when they had to hold in mind which arm of the maze they had just
entered and inhibit repeating that response in order to alternate.
The most dramatic neurochemical effect was the reduction in both HVA
and dopamine in prefrontal cortex in each of the experimental groups.
There was almost no overlap between HVA levels in the prefrontal cortex of
controls and HVA levels in either experimental group: all control animals
but one had higher HVA levels in prefrontal cortex than any animal in either
experimental group. Norepinephrine was not significantly affected in any of
the four regions investigated (prefrontal cortex, anterior cingulate, caudateputamen, and nucleus accumbens).
Moreover, the neurochemical variable most strongly and consistently related to performance on the delayed alternation task was the level of HVA
in prefrontal cortex. This was significantly related to every dependent measure of performance on the task. This is consistent with previous work, which
has demonstrated that, while delayed alternation performance is highly dependent on the level of dopamine in prefrontal cortex, it is uncorrelated with
serotonin or norepinephrine levels (Brozoski et al., 1979; Sahakian et al.,
1985; Simon et al., 1980) or with dopamine elsewhere in the brain (Sahakian
et al., 1985; Simon et al., 1980). (There is some evidence linking the caudate,
which receives a strong projection from prefrontal cortex, to delayed alternation performance [e.g., Goldman & Rosvold, 1972]. However, in our study,
HVA levels in the caudate were not significantly lowered, and dopamine levels
were only minimally affected, so it is unlikely that the observed impairment
in delayed alternation performance was due to effects on the caudate dopaminergic system.)
Our predictions were not perfectly confirmed, however. We found some
effects on the serotoninergic system in the early and continuously treated
PKU-model animals and on dopamine metabolism in the anterior cingulate
(although the latter may have been due to the inclusion of a portion of prefrontal cortex with the anterior cingulate samples). The lack of complete
specificity may have been due to the fact that plasma Phe levels were raised
a bit more than intended in the animals (to 6.5 times normal rather than 5
9
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times or less) or to the fact that the neurochemical effects of moderately
elevated plasma Phe levels are not as localized as we had hypothesized. Our
lab is presently investigating this further with the genetic mouse model of
PKU created by McDonald and his colleagues (McDonald, Bode, Dove, &
Shedlovsky, 1990; Shedlovsky, McDonald, Symula, & Dove, 1993).
We had predicted that other neural regions receiving dopaminergic innervation would be less affected by a moderate elevation in plasma Phe than
prefrontal cortex because that would reduce the amount of Tyr crossing into
the brain only moderately and other neural regions are relatively unaffected
by changes in CNS Tyr levels that are only moderate. We had predicted that
the norepinephrine system would be unaffected even though norepinephrine
is made from dopamine (and, hence, requires Tyr) because previous work
has demonstrated that norepinephrine levels are relatively insensitive to alterations in precursor (Irie & Wurtman, 1987).
Tryptophan (Trp), another large neutral amino acid, is the precursor of
serotonin. It, too, must compete with Phe and Tyr for transport from blood
to brain. We had predicted that, in PKU children whose plasma Phe levels
are elevated no higher than five times normal, CNS levels of Trp would not
be lowered sufficiently to affect CNS serotonin levels significantly. We predicted that CNS Trp levels would be less affected than CNS Tyr levels for two
reasons: (1) Trp competes more successfully for the protein carriers than
does Tyr (Pardridge, 1988). (2) Plasma levels of Tyr, but not of Trp, are reduced in children with PKU; hence, the plasma Phe:Trp ratio is less out of
balance than is the plasma Phe:Tyr ratio.
If the Phe :Tyr ratio in the bloodstream is elevated, increased quantities
of Phe will enter the brain. If large amounts of Phe enter the brain, myelin
formation is disrupted (e.g., Hommes & Moss, 1992; Huether, Kaus, & Neuhoff, 1982; Reynolds, Burri, Mahal, & Herschokowitz, 1992), as is catecholamine synthesis. At high concentrations, Phe inhibits the hydroxylation of both
Tyr (into dopa, which in turn is used to produce dopamine) and Trp (into
serotonin) (Fernstrom, Baker, & Fernstrom, 1989; Ikeda, Levitt, & Udenfriend, 1967; Katz, Lloyd, & Kaufman, 1976; Levitt, Spector, Sjoerdsma, &
Udenfriend, 1965; Lovenberg, Jequier, & Sjoerdsma, 1968; McKean, 1972;
Milner, Irie, & Wurtman, 1986).2 We hypothesized that the primary effect on
the brain when the plasma Phe levels of PKU children are only moderately
elevated (less than five times normal) is not from the toxic effects of Phe but
from the effect of a moderate Tyr reduction on the most chronically active
dopamine neurons.
We have hypothesized this for two reasons: (1) A primary effect of elePhe is a competitive inhibitor of Tyr- and Trp-hydroxylase activity. This inhibition oc2
curs because Phe competes with Tyr and Trp for the active binding site on their respective
hydroxylating enzymes and because Phe disrupts the cyclic AMP-dependent phosphorylation
of these hydroxylases (Roberts & Morelos, 1982).
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vated CNS Phe levels would not be limited to the prefrontal dopaminergic
system but would affect myelin and the hydroxylation of Tyr and Trp throughout the brain. This would be inconsistent with the selective effects on the
cognitive functions dependent on dorsolateral prefrontal cortex that we and
others seem to be finding. (2) In vivo (i.e., in living tissue, as opposed to in
a test tube) Phe inhibits Trp and Tyr hydroxylation only at concentrations
of Phe near, or higher than, the limit of the range of Phe levels in our children. For example, Fernstrom et al. (1989) found that, in vivo, the rate of
Tyr hydroxylation was normal at all doses of Phe below five times normal
(300 mg/kg) in rats pretreated with a phenylalanine hydroxylase inhibitor
(p-chlorophenylalanine).
Similarly, Milner et al. (1986) electrically stimulated superfused slices of the rat striatum to evoke the release of endogenous
dopamine. When the concentration of Phe in the superfusing medium was
raised, a dose-dependent inhibition of dopamine was observed, but only once
the Phe concentration was raised above four times normal (> 200 jtmol).
Finally, there is in vitro evidence that Phe can serve as a substrate for
tyrosine hydroxylase. This might have meant that mild elevations in CNS levels of Phe might have yielded normal CNS levels of dopamine, even if Tyr
levels in the CNS were below normal. However, there is no evidence that
this happens in vivo; indeed, there is evidence that it does not. For example,
Fernstrom et al. (1989) failed to find any evidence that Phe serves as a substrate for Tyr hydroxylase in vivo.
What we have said here about the selective effect on the dopamine system in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex applies only to the case in which there
is a modest increase in the level of Phe in the bloodstream and a modest
reduction in the level of Tyr in the bloodstream. If Phe levels climb above
five times normal (e.g., if dietary compliance is lax), one would expect a negative effect on diverse neural systems throughout the brain.

What Is the EverydayImportanceof the CognitiveAbilitiesDependent
on DorsolateralPrefrontalCortex?
The cognitive abilities dependent on dorsolateral prefrontal cortex are
needed in daily living, especially when concentration is required. In part, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex enables one to keep information on the active
"stage" of the mind-what is often referred to as working memoryor sustained
attention. Many activities, even simple ones, require holding information in
mind. A simple working memory task, such as remembering a phone number
you have just looked up, probably does not require dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex. Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex is much more likely to be required if
one needs to relate multiple pieces of information held in mind to each other
or to inhibit an interfering response while at the same time keeping information in mind.
11
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Suppose, for instance, that an old friend, whom you have called often,
changes phone numbers. Now you must not only remember the new number
but also inhibit your tendency to dial the old one. The situation could be
made more difficult still by having both numbers begin with the same first
few digits. If you do not concentrate while you are dialing, you may well slip
into the routine of dialing the number you had dialed so many times in the
past. With effort we can all dial the new number correctly, but it certainly
requires less effort to remember and correctly dial other phone numbers
(even if they are less well practiced) that do not require the inhibition of
another number. Similarly, it requires less effort to dial your friend's new
phone number if you are looking at the number written down as you dial it.
It is when you must both hold information in mind and resist or override
a strong countertendency that errors are most likely to occur and, we would
contend, that dorsolateral prefrontal cortex is most clearly required.
Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex is particularly important when changed
circumstances require some alteration of normal practice or when new goals
demand the modification of existing routines (to paraphrase Reason &
Mycielska, 1982, p. 40). This capacity to hold information in mind, so that
it does not need to be perceptually present, and to use that information to
guide your behavior, allowing you to resist taking the "well-trodden" path
when another is more appropriate, is important not only for sophisticated
endeavors such as creative problem solving but also for mundane activities
such as writing the correct year after 1 January. It endows us with the flexibility to respond appropriately to changed circumstances.
The functions of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex are particularly critical
when you are faced with a new problem or are trying to do something for
the first time. For example, neuroimaging studies have shown that, the first
time people try to solve Raven's matrices, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex is
activated but that thereafter, when people work on Raven's matrices problems, activity in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex is not significantly above control levels (cited in Mesulam, 1995; for similar observations with different
behavioral tests, see Jenkins, Brooks, Nixon, Frackowiak, & Passingham, 1994;
Raichle et al., 1994). Similarly, the functions of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
are particularly critical when you are called on to be creative, as when you
are asked to think of as many words as you can beginning with a particular
letter (e.g., Benton & Hamsher, 1976; Borkowski, Benton, & Spreen, 1967;
Phelps, Hyder, Blamire, Rothman, & Shulman, 1994; Spreen & Benton, 1969)
or as many uses as you can think of for a particular object (e.g., Eslinger &
Grattan, 1993). Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex is also required if (a) you must
try to hold a lot of information in mind at the same time by being required
not only to generate new answers but also to remember answers you have
already given (e.g., Deiber et al., 1991; Petrides, Alivisatos, Meyer, & Evans,
1993) or (b) you must try to override the responses you would be inclined
12
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to give, as, for example, when you are asked to complete sentences by giving
inappropriate endings (Burgess & Shallice, 1996).
Why is dorsolateral prefrontal cortex required at such times? Perhaps
the reason is that at such times the most mental effort and concentration are
typically required. Or perhaps the reason has to do with the particular abilities required: the demands on working memory and inhibitory control may
be especially high. One is able to be creative, in part, by recombining familiar
things in new ways or by seeing relations among ideas or pieces of information that had never been considered together before. To do that, one must
be able to hold multiple items in mind at the same time and manipulate
them; that is, one needs the working memory ability that depends on dorsolateral prefrontal cortex.
To sustain the focused concentration required for a difficult task, one
needs to be able to resist distraction, and, to act in new ways, one needs to
resist falling back into one's usual way of acting or thinking; that is, one needs
the inhibitory control ability dependent on dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. To
relate several ideas and facts together, one must be able to resist focusing
exclusively on just one idea or fact, and, to recombine ideas and facts in new,
creative ways, one needs to be able to resist repeating old thought patterns.
In addition, it is not enough to know something or remember it; one must get
that knowledge into one's behavior. Young children, in whom dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex is still immature, and adults in whom dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex has been damaged or destroyed can sometimes get stuck in a behavioral rut from which they cannot easily extricate themselves despite their best
intentions and despite knowing what correct performance demands. For example, consider a child who has just been sorting a set of cards by color, and
who is then instructed to sort the cards by shape, but who continues sorting
the cards by color-even
though on each and every trial he or she correctly
tells you what the new rule is (e.g., shape) and shows you where that means
each card should be sorted (Zelazo, Frye, & Rapus, 1996).
It is easier to continue doing what you have been doing than to change,
and it is easier to go on "automatic pilot" than to carefully consider what to
do next. However, sometimes we need to change; sometimes we need to act
differently than might be our first inclination. The ability to exercise inhibitory control frees us from being "unthinking" creatures of habit and permits
us to act according to what we choose to do. The ability to hold information
in mind enables us to consider alternatives or multiple factors, to bring conceptual knowledge and not just perceptual input to bear on our decisions,
and to consider our remembered past and our future hopes when planning
our present actions. These abilities not only enable us to be creative problem
solvers but also enable us to exercise free will and self-determination. Such
abilities are not needed all the time, but, when they are needed, we would all
like to be able to exercise them, and we would like the same for our children.
13

II.PARTICIPANTS

To investigate our prediction that children treated early and continuously for PKU would have selective deficits in the cognitive functions dependent on dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, we tested 148 children longitudinally
and 364 children cross-sectionally. The longitudinal sample consisted of (a)
37 children (20 male, 17 female) treated early and continuously for PKU, (b)
25 children (9 male, 16 female) with mild hyperphenylalaninemia (MHP),
(c) 25 siblings (17 male, 8 female) of the PKU and MHP participants, (d) 36
control children (18 male, 18 female) matched to the children with PKU or
MHP on a host of background and health variables, and (e) 25 infants (11
male, 14 female) from the general population. The cross-sectional sample
consisted of children from the general population. In general, 20 such children (10 male, 10 female) were tested at each age on each of our tasks. On
the AB and object retrieval tasks only, our normative data come from 25 infants tested longitudinally.
All the children with PKU had been placed on a low-Phe diet within 1
month after birth, and 80% had begun the special diet within 14 days after
birth. All had been continuously maintained on the diet since, although some
followed the diet more rigorously than others.
Non-PKU hyperphenylalaninemia is a milder form of the same disorder
as PKU. It, too, is caused by mutations of the PAH gene on chromosome 12;
however, the enzyme is minimally functional rather than altogether absent
or nonfunctional (Ledley, Levy, & Woo, 1986; Levy et al., 1971). MHP children who eat a normal diet have plasma Phe levels comparable to those of
PKU children on a low-Phe diet (i.e., between 4 and 10 mg/dl, or between
240 and 600 mmol/1). They provide a partial control for the effect of the
diet.3 MHP children differ from PKU children in two other respects as well:
'
The children with MHP in our study had not been placed on a low-Phe diet because
of the generally accepted rule of thumb that plasma Phe levels up to five times normal (up
to 10 mg/dl) are acceptable. The MHP children all had plasma Phe levels five times normal
or lower on a normal diet.
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(1) They do not have grossly elevated plasma Phe levels during the first 24 weeks of life. (Until infants with PKU are placed on the Phe-restricted diet,
their Phe levels are typically 10-20 times normal.) (2) Because MHP children
have some PAH activity, their plasma levels of Tyr tend to be normal or only
very slightly reduced.
All children born with PKU or MHP living in the eastern half of the state
of Pennsylvania are referred to the PKU clinic in Philadelphia. All such children living in southern NewJersey are referred to the PKU clinic in Camden.
Our participants came from these two clinics. Almost all had mean plasma
Phe levels within the standard range of control: all participants but one had
mean Phe levels between 3 and 10 mg/dl; one PKU toddler had a mean Phe
level of 11.5 mg/dl. We tested two other children with PKU but excluded
them from our analyses because we were concerned that they would inflate
our group differences for spurious reasons. One child had a mean plasma
Phe level of 18 mg/dl, which is outside the standard range of control. Her
intellectual ability appeared to be much below that of our other participants;
for example, even at 6 years she did not know the colors red, yellow, and
green. The other child had marked language difficulties unrelated to his
PKU, and we were concerned that he was not understanding the instructions
for our tasks. Only three children (two with PKU, one sibling) dropped out
of the study before the completion of testing, and all dropped out because
their families moved away.
Our early results seemed to indicate that the critical variable was the
plasma level of Phe, in particular whether a child's Phe levels were above or
below 6 mg/dl (Diamond et al., 1992), even though Phe levels of 10-12 mg/
dl have traditionally been accepted as adequate and levels of 10 mg/dl are
still accepted in most PKU clinics in the United States (e.g., Brunner et al.,
1987; Holtzman et al., 1986; Koch & Wenz, 1987). Other reports coming in
at the time also seemed to indicate detrimental effects from Phe levels of 6
mg/dl or slightly higher (e.g., Costello, Beasley, Tillotson, & Smith, 1994;
Levy et al., 1994; Medical Research Council Working Party on Phenylketonuria, 1993). Therefore, although for some of our analyses we have looked at
plasma Phe levels as a continuous variable, for other analyses we have dichotomized the PKU and MHP groups, assigning children with Phe levels under
6 mg/dl (less than three times normal) to the lower-Phegroup and children
with Phe levels of 6 mg/dl or higher (three to five times normal) to the
higher-Phegroup.
Note that the children in the lower-Phe group still had levels of Phe in
their bloodstreams above normal and that they still had the genetic disorder
PKU or MHP; their group assignment simply reflects the fact that the elevation of their plasma Phe levels was lower than that of other PKU and MHP
children. Note also that the children with higher Phe levels did not have
plasma Phe levels considered clinically "high" or outside the range of accept15
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able control; rather, their group assignment simply reflects the fact that their
plasma Phe levels were toward the higher end of the acceptable range.
Because no control group is ever perfect, we have included more than
one kind of control group. Siblings provide a partial control for family background and genetic makeup. We were lucky to have two sets of twins in the
study; one pair was discordant for PKU and the other discordant for MHP.
Siblings are an imperfect control group because, except for twins, they are
not matched for age or birth order and are often not matched for gender
or health status. Therefore, we also studied children unrelated to our PKU
and MHP participants but matched to them on a host of background and
health variables such as gender, gestational age at birth, birth weight, ethnic
background, religion, age at beginning of testing, community of residence,
child-care arrangements, number of siblings, birth order, and the age, level
of education, and occupational status of each parent. To find each matched
control child, we made close to 100 phone calls.4 Table 1 lists some of the
characteristics of two of our PKU participants and the children who served
as their matched controls.
Selecting control subjects by matching on a list of variables is imperfect
as well, however, because the children thus selected may not match on other
critical variables that we had not considered. Therefore, we complemented
our use of siblings and matched controls with a normative sample of children
from the general population. With this last group, we attempted to get an
estimate of the normal developmental progression on each of our tasks, although we did not have a representative, random sample of the entire population, and although we generally tested 20 children on each task at each age
rather than hundreds of children. Our participants from the general population were obtained by soliciting parents who had a child in one of the local
schools, who had announced their child's birth in one of the local newspapers, or whose name had made its way onto a marketing list targeting parents
of young children.
The characteristics of the children in each group of participants are summarized in Table 2. Almost all participants were full-term (100% of the children tested cross-sectionally; 96% of the children tested longitudinally). Because PKU is found primarily among Caucasians, almost all our participants
were Caucasian (95% of the children tested cross-sectionally; 93% of the children tested longitudinally). All participants for whom the data are available
had IQs between 80 and 132. Participants from lower-, middle-, and uppermiddle-class backgrounds are represented in all subject groups.
of our strict criteria for matching controls to our PKU and MHP participants,
4 Because
we were unable to obtain a matched control for every PKU and MHP child. We have concentrated on finding controls for our PKU and MHP participants with higher Phe levels; most
control subjects are matched to these children.
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Because of the large age range studied (from 6 months to 7 years), three
different batteries of cognitive neuropsychological measures were used-one
for infants (6-12 months of age), one for toddlers (15-30 months of age),
and one for young children (31/2-7 years old). The relevant sample sizes to
keep in mind when considering these results are those within the relevant
age groups, as only children within one of these three age ranges received
any given measure. Information on sample sizes is provided in Table 3.
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III.PROCEDURES

OF PLASMA
OF PHEAND TYR
MEASURES
LEVELS
Plasma Phe levels were monitored in all PKU and MHP children from
birth by the two referring PKU clinics. In PKU children, these levels were
generally checked every 2 weeks during the first year of life and every 1-2
months thereafter. In those MHP children whose Phe levels were low and
stable, blood samples were taken less often, as there seemed to be no medically justifiable reason for more frequent sampling. The NewJersey metabolic
disorders laboratory analyzes the plasma levels of both Phe and Tyr; however,
the Pennsylvania lab analyzes only the plasma levels of Phe. Hence, for the
children from the Camden PKU clinic, we have both Phe and Tyr levels from
each blood sample, but, for the children from the Philadelphia PKU clinic,
we have only Phe levels. The staff responsible for drawing the blood and for
maintaining the records of plasma amino acid levels was separate from the
staff responsible for the cognitive neuropsychological testing.
The New Jersey blood samples were subjected to HPLC analyses. The
Pennsylvania blood samples were assessed using the Guthrie test when Phe
levels were well below 10 mg/dl; whenever Phe levels approached 10 mg/
dl, an HPLC assay or the McCaman-Robins fluorometric procedure was
used. HPLC and fluorometric assays are quantitative, precise measures. The
Guthrie technique (Guthrie & Susi, 1963) is less precise but is acceptable
when Phe levels are low.
The measures that we derived from the individual Phe and Tyr readings
were the following:
1. The mean plasma Phe level for the 6-week period prior to a cognitive
testing session (see Table 4).
Thus, one value for the concurrentPhe level was generated for each
testing session for each PKU and MHP child.
2. Theplasma Phe reading closestto the day of cognitive testing and within
the range of not more than 4 weeks beforethe testing session.
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TABLE 4
PHEANDTYRLEVELS
PLASMA
(in Mg/D1) OF THEPKU ANDMHP PARTICIPANTS
CHILDREN
WHOSE
CHILDREN
WHOSE
CONCURRENT
CONCURRENT
PHELEVELS PLASMA
PHELEVELS
PLASMA
WERE< 6 MG/DL
WERE> 6 MG/DL

Infants:
Mean
Mean
life
Mean

concurrent Phe levelsa . ...........
Phe levels during the first month of
.................................
concurrent Tyr levelsc .............

Mean concurrent Phe:Tyr ratio ..........
Toddlers:
Mean concurrent Phe levels .............
Mean Phe levels during the first month of
life ................................
Mean concurrent Tyr levelsc .............
Mean concurrent Phe:Tyr ratio ..........
Young children:
Mean concurrent Phe levels .............
Mean Phe levels during the first month of
life .................................
Mean concurrent Tyr levelsc .............
Mean concurrent Phe:Tyr ratio ..........

PKU

MHP

PKU

MHP

6.47

7.13

4.47

4.70

12.97
1.33
(N = 2)
7.42
(N = 2)

14.98
1.86
(N = 2)
6.68
(N = 2)

...
1.94
(N = 2)
2.28
(N = 2)

4.37
1.87
(N = 1)
2.97
(N = 1)

7.95

8.27

4.33

4.51

18.35
1.36

11.95
1.79

...b

1.89

4.89
2.20

6.16

7.17

2.46

2.32

7.41

8.83

4.30

4.35

19.17
1.44
(N = 5)
10.65
(N = 5)

7.45
N.A.

.b

4.64
2.26
(N = 2)
2.03
(N = 2)

(N = 2) (N = 2) (N = 2) (N = 2)
(N = 2) (N = 2) (N = 2) (N = 2)

N.A.

1.86
(N = 4)
2.52
(N = 4)

NOTE.-N.A. = not available.
"a
Concurrentrefers to the 6-week period preceding each cognitive testing session.
bNo PKU child in our sample had a mean plasma Phe level under 6 mg/dl during the first month of life.
c
Tyr values are available only for children from New Jersey.

Again, one value for the most recentPhe level was generated for each
testing session, except where no Phe measurement had been taken during the 4-week period preceding a testing session.
3. The mean plasma Phe level during the child's first month of life (see
Table 4).
4. The grand mean of the mean of every 2-week period during the child's
first year of life.
The mean of the semimonthly means was used to avoid counting
one month more heavily than another just because more Phe measurements might have been taken during a given month.
5. The grand mean of the mean of every 2-week period during the child's
year
first
of life excluding the first month.
The mean plasma Phe level for the 11 months from 1 to 12 months
of age excluded the period prior to when PKU children began their low23
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Phe diet. The extremely high Phe levels prior to diet initiation sometimes markedly affected the mean for the period from birth to 12 months
of age.
6. The mean plasma Phe level during the period of cognitive testing (612 months, 15-30 months, or 312-7 years of age).
For infants and toddlers, the grand mean of the mean of every 2week period during the relevant age span was used. For young children,
whose plasma Phe levels were assessed less often, the mean for every 1month period throughout the relevant age span was used.
7. The percentage of a child's plasma Phe levels that were between2 and
6 mg/dl during the period of cognitive testing.
Some reports have suggested that Phe levels that are too low (< 2
mg/dl) are as detrimental as higher Phe levels (> 6 mg/dl) and that
PKU children whose plasma Phe levels remain stably between 2 and 6
mg/dl look much better than PKU children who may have the same
mean plasma Phe level but whose Phe levels fluctuate between being
excessively high or low (e.g., van der Schot, Doesburg, & Sengers, 1994).
8. The percentageof a child's plasma Phe levels that were between2 and 6
mg/dl during the child'sfirst year of life.
9. The plasma Phe: Tyr ratio closest to the day of cognitive testing and
within the range of not more than 4 weeks beforethe testing session.
10. The mean plasma Phe: Tyr ratio for the 6-weekperiod prior to a cognitive testing session (see Table 4).
The procedure was similar to that used to calculate measure 1 above:
one value for the concurrent Phe:Tyr ratio was generated for each testing session for each PKU and MHP child.
11. The grand mean of the mean Phe: Tyr ratios for every 2-weekperiod
during the child'sfirst year of life excluding thefirst month.
12. The mean plasma Phe: Tyr ratio during the period of cognitive testing
(6-12 months, 15-30 months, or 312-7 years of age).
The same procedure as used for measure 6 above was used here.
We were most interested in the relation between plasma amino acid levels
around the time of cognitive testing and performance during that testing
session (concurrent Phe level). We feel that a child's mean plasma Phe levels
during the 6 weeks prior to a cognitive testing session best reflect this for two
reasons. First, amino acid levels in the bloodstream vary by what one has eaten
and how long ago one last ate. A single reading is thus a less reliable measure
than is the average of a few measurements. Second, we had close to complete
data for the 6-week measure, whereas for the Phe level closest to the test date
within the preceding 4 weeks we had more missing data.
Since our hypothesis concerns the amount of Phe relative to Tyr in the
bloodstream, the mean plasma Phe:Tyr ratio would have been an even better
measure. Unfortunately, we had information on plasma Tyr levels only for
our PKU and MHP participants from New Jersey. The sample sizes in the
24
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analyses were therefore simply too small when we included only those PKU
and MHP children for whom we could calculate Phe:Tyr ratios. However, as
can be seen in Table 4, most of our PKU participants (for whom Tyr data
were available) whose plasma Phe levels were three to five times normal (610 mg/dl) had elevated Phe:Tyr ratios, whereas most PKU and MHP participants with lower plasma Phe levels had much lower, closer-to-normal
Phe:Tyr ratios. Thus, Phe levels seemed to be a fairly accurate indicator of
the Phe:Tyr ratio and allowed us to include more children in our analyses.
All our results are presented first using the concurrent Phe level measure, that is, the mean of each child's plasma Phe level during the 6-week
period preceding each testing session. When we do not specify the Phe measure to which we are referring, we always mean this current Phe level measure. All analyses were then repeated substituting measures 2-8. When we do
not report the results for a measure and performance on a given cognitive
task, it is because none of the analyses using that measure yielded any significant relation with performance on that task.
We used measures 1-8 as continuous variables when analyzing the results
of the PKU and MHP participants. Blood samples were taken to assess plasma
amino acids only in the PKU and MHP children. There was no medically
justifiable reason for drawing blood from the other children as all children
whose PAH gene is normal have plasma Phe levels of 1-3 mg/dl and plasma
Phe:Tyr ratios close to 1. Thus, all analyses of plasma Phe level as a continuous variable had to exclude the sibling, matched control, and normative sample groups.
However, all subject groups could be included in all analyses where the
PKU and MHP children were dichotomized according to high and low plasma
Phe levels on any of our nine measures. In these analyses, plasma Phe level
was not entered as a separate independent variable. Rather, the subject
groups consisted of PKU children with plasma Phe levels three times normal
or higher (i.e., PKU children with higher Phe levels), MHP children with
higher Phe levels, PKU children with plasma Phe levels above normal but less
than three times normal (i.e., PKU children with lower Phe levels), MHP
children with lower Phe levels, siblings, matched controls, and children from
the general population. When the percentage of plasma Phe levels between
2 and 6 mg/dl was used to assign PKU and MHP children to higher and
lower groups, the higher group was defined as children whose plasma Phe
levels were outside the 2-6 mg/dl range more than 20% of the time; conversely, the lower group consisted of PKU and MHP children whose plasma
Phe levels remained within the 2-6 mg/dl range 80% or more of the time.
When the Phe:Tyr ratio was used to assign PKU and MHP children to higher
and lower groups, the higher group was defined as children with Phe:Tyr
ratios of 4 or greater; children in the lower group had Phe:Tyr ratios under 4.
25
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ANALYSES
STATISTICAL
Except where otherwise specified, the data were analyzed using the
PROC MIXED procedure developed by the SAS Institute. This allows one
to analyze, within the same multiple regression framework, data based on
the
longitudinal, repeated measures as well as cross-sectional data-hence
name mixed. This allowed us to include the cross-sectional data from children
from the general population tested only once in the same analyses with all
the other children, who were tested longitudinally.
Orthogonal contrasts were used for pairwise comparisons between each
subject group and every other subject group.5 If one performs multiple comparisons, one would expect some comparisons to yield a difference just by
chance. Therefore, one wants a more stringent criterion for "significance"
if many pairwise comparisons are made. Since we made 10 pairwise comparisons for each task-comparing
the high-Phe group, the low-Phe group, their
matched controls, their siblings, and children from the general population
(the normative sample)-we
multiplied the normally accepted level of significance (p - .05) by 10 and used p - .005 as the level at which pairwise
comparisons would be considered significant. This achieves an effect comparable to that achieved by using the Bonferroni correction. For analyses not
involving pairwise comparison, such as the regression of performance on age,
IQ, gender, or Phe level, the normally accepted significance level of p - .05
was used.
All analyses-(a)
group comparisons among PKU and MHP children
with higher plasma Phe levels, PKU and MHP children with lower plasma
Phe levels, the normative sample, matched controls, and siblings; (b) similar
group comparisons omitting the MHP children or omitting the PKU children; and (c) plasma Phe level entered as a continuous variable-were performed for each dependent measure of each of the 19 behavioral tests. In
all analyses, sex and age were also entered as independent measures. The
analyses outlined above were repeated for each plasma Phe variable. Analyses
were repeated with IQ, demographic variables, and health variables entered
into the equation. To examine whether performance covaried with plasma
Phe level within the same child over time, we calculated the Pearson correlation between plasma Phe level and performance on a given task for each PKU
and MHP participant within the age range tested on the task. We report the
average of these Pearson product moment values, although as far as we know
"5Wepredicted that PKU and MHP children with higher plasma Phe levels, or PKU
children alone with higher plasma Phe levels, would perform significantly worse than all
other groups. When testing whether our results were consistent with these directional hypotheses, we used one-tailed tests. We had not predicted any differences in performance among
any other groups of subjects; when testing whether any differences that emerged among
those groups were statistically significant, we used two-tailed distributions.
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it is not clear how to test the statistical significance of such averaged correlation coefficients.

MEASURESOF COGNITIVEPERFORMANCE
The general intelligence (IQ) of our PKU, MHP, and matched control
children was assessed when the children were 4 years old using the StanfordBinet test. Nineteen cognitive neuropsychological measures were also administered: nine measures required cognitive functions dependent on dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; 10 required other neural systems. Of the nine
measures linked to dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, six required working memory and inhibitory control (see Table 5).
Three tasks required working memory, but not inhibitory control, and
are sensitive to the functions of a more medial region of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. Three tasks required recognition memory and depend on the functions of the medial temporal lobe; one of these tasks (delayed nonmatching
to sample) requires the medial temporal lobe when recognition memory is
taxed at longer delays but appears to require the symbolic and relational abilities made possible by ventrolateral prefrontal cortex in order to learn the
basic principle of the task. Three tasks required spatial analyses dependent
on parietal cortex. In addition, four tasks were closely matched to the tasks
dependent on dorsolateral prefrontal cortex but differed in a critical dimension that made dorsolateral prefrontal cortex unnecessary for their successful
performance.
Infants were tested on four tasks (two working memory and inhibition
tasks and two other tasks). Toddlers were tested on five tasks (one working
memory and inhibition task and four other tasks). Young children were tested
on 10 tasks (three working memory and inhibition tasks and seven other
tasks).
For longitudinal testing, infants were tested every month from 6 to 12
months of age (with sessions scheduled every 28 days, ? 4 days, beginning
at 6 months, 0 days), toddlers every 3 months from 15 to 30 months (? 7
days), and young children every 6 months from 31/2to 7 years (within 10 days
of their birthday and half birthday). Children from the general population
were tested cross-sectionally at each of these ages. The range in their ages
was, however, larger: ? 7 days for infants, + 14 days for toddlers, and ? 21/2
months for young children.
Almost all children tested longitudinally were tested in their homes. Children in the cross-sectional sample were tested either in the Infant and Early
Child Development Laboratory at the University of Pennsylvania or in their
day-care center or school. For all cognitive neuropsychological testing, both
a tester and an assistant were present. The assistant recorded the child's per27

TABLE 5
LISTOFTASKS
USEDWITHINFANTS
TASKS
(Ages 6-12 Months)
Tests of Working Memory and Inhibitory Control,
Dependent on Dorsolateral Prefrontal Cortex
AB.-A hiding task requiring working memory and inhibition of a previously
rewarded response. Subject sees reward hidden to left or right (two identical hiding
wells); after a delay, subject is allowed to search one well. Linked to dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex by work with rhesus monkeys (e.g., Diamond & Goldman-Rakic, 1989).
Objectretrieval.-A transparent barrier detour task. Subject can see the reward
through all sides of a transparent box but can reach through only the one open side
(Diamond, 1981, 1990a). Linked to dorsolateral prefrontal cortex by work with rhesus
monkeys (e.g., Diamond & Goldman-Rakic, 1985).
Tests That Do Not Require Working Memory and Inhibitory Control
Spatial discrimination.--An associative rule-learning and memory task. Hiding done
unseen; subject must learn and remember that reward is always hidden to left or right
(two identical hiding places); after delay between trials, subject is allowed to reach. Not
impaired by lesions to prefrontal cortex (e.g., Goldman & Rosvold, 1970).
Visualpaired comparison.-A recognition memory task where a sample is presented, a
delay is imposed, and then subject is given a choice of that stimulus or something new.
Linked to the medial temporal lobe (Bachevalier, Brickson, & Haggar, 1993; McKee &
Squire, 1993).
USEDWITH
TODDLERS
TASKS
(Ages 15-30 months)
Tests of Working Memory and Inhibitory Control,
Dependent on Dorsolateral Prefrontal Cortex
AB with invisibledisplacement.-A hiding task requiring memory of where the
container with the reward was last moved and inhibition of a previously rewarded
response. Similar to AB for infants, but not independently, directly linked to prefrontal
cortex.
Tests That Do Not Require Working Memory and Inhibitory Control
Threeboxes(boxesscrambledafter each reach).-A memory task where subjects are to try
to open all boxes without repeating a choice; a delay is imposed between reaches. Subject
must remember color/shape of the boxes; spatial location is irrelevant. Linked to
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex by work with rhesus monkeys (Petrides, 1995).
Threeboxes(stationary).-Here, uncovering the boxes in spatial order will suffice.
Similar to a condition not impaired by damage to dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (M.
Petrides, personal communication, 1990).
Delayednonmatchingto sample.-A recognition memory task where one is rewarded for
reaching to the stimulus not matching the sample that was presented shortly before.
Linked to the medial temporal lobe by work with rhesus monkeys and amnesic patients
(e.g., Murray et al., 1989; Squire, Zola-Morgan, & Chen, 1988; Zola-Morgan, Squire, &
Amaral, 1989).
Global-local(preferentiallookingprocedure).-A visuospatial attention task. Assesses
attention to the global and the local features of composite stimuli (e.g., an H made up of
S's). Similar to a task linked to parietal cortex by work with brain-damaged patients (e.g.,
Lamb, Robertson, & Knight, 1989; Robertson, Lamb, & Knight, 1988) and to a task linked
to parietal cortex through functional magnetic imaging (fMRI) of neural activity in
normal adults (Shedden, Christoforou, Nahmias, Hahn, & Noll, 1997).
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TABLE 5 (Continued)
CHILDREN(Ages 31/2-7 Years)
TASKS
USEDWITHYOUNG
Tests of Working Memory and Inhibitory Control,
Dependent on Dorsolateral Prefrontal Cortex
Day-nightStroop-liketest.-Requires holding two rules in mind and exercising
inhibitory control. Subject must say "night" when shown a white-sun card and say "day"
when shown a black-moon card. Hypothesized to require the functions of dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex but not yet studied in relation to brain function.
Tapping.-A conflict test requiring memory of two rules and inhibitory control. When
experimenter taps once, subject must tap two times; when experimenter taps twice,
subject must tap once. Linked to prefrontal cortex by work with brain-damaged patients
(Luria, 1980).
Threepegs.-Subject is shown a board containing three colored pegs arranged in the
order red, yellow, green. Subject is instructed to tap the pegs in the order red, green,
yellow. This requires remembering the instructed sequence and inhibiting the tendency
to tap the pegs in their spatial order. It has yet to be studied in relation to brain
function.

Tests That Do Not Require Working Memory and Inhibitory Control
Corsi-Milnertest of temporalordermemory.-Subject is shown a series of stimuli one at a
time and is periodically shown two previously presented stimuli and asked, "Which of
these two pictures did you see last?" Linked to prefrontal cortex by work with braindamaged patients (Milner, Corsi, & Leonard, 1991).
Six boxes(boxesscrambledaftereach reach).-A memory task where subject must try to
open all boxes without repeating a choice; a delay is imposed between reaches. Similar to
tasks linked to prefrontal cortex in rhesus monkeys (Petrides, 1995) and in braindamaged human adults (Petrides & Milner, 1982).
Stroopcontrolcondition.-Requires learning and remembering two rules (as does
Stroop above) but requires no inhibition (unlike Stroop above)-two arbitrary patterns
used; to one must say "day," to the other "night."
Corsi-Milnertest of recognitionmemory.-Shown a series of pictures; periodically asked,
"Among the pictures I've shown you, which of these two have you already seen?" Linked
to medial temporal lobe by work with brain-damaged patients (Milner, 1982; Milner et al.,
1991).
Six boxes(stationary).- Here, uncovering the boxes in spatial order will suffice. Similar
to a condition not impaired by damage to dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (M. Petrides,
personal communiction, 1990).
Global-local(forcedchoiceprocedure).-A visuospatial attention task. Assesses attention to
the global and the local features of composite stimuli (e.g., an H made up of S's). Linked
to parietal cortex by work with brain-damaged patients (e.g., Lamb et al., 1989; Robertson
et al., 1988) and by functional magnetic imaging (fMRI) of neural activity in normal
adults (Shedden et al., 1997).
Line bisection.-A spatial perception task. Subject is asked to indicate the middle of
each line. Linked to parietal cortex by work with brain-damaged patients (e.g., Benton,
1969).

formance, entertained the child during delay periods, and helped get materials ready for the tester. All sessions were recorded on videotape for detailed
analyses. Infant and toddler testing took about 45 min, and sessions with
young children took about 1 hour, 15 min. In all sessions, breaks were provided between tasks whenever needed. Descriptions of the procedures for the
19 cognitive neuropsychological tests used in this study follow.
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The order of testing was as follows: Infants were administered the spatial
discrimination task first, then object retrieval, AB, and finally visual paired
comparison. The toddler tests were administered in the order AB-invisible,
three boxes task (boxes remain stationary), three boxes task (boxes scrambled after each reach), global-local spatial processing (preferential looking
procedure), and finally delayed nonmatching to sample. Preschoolers were
administered the day-night Stroop-like task (or its control version) first, followed by the six boxes task (boxes remain stationary), the six boxes task
(boxes scrambled after each reach), the Corsi-Milner tests of short-term temporal order memory and short-term recognition memory, the tapping test,
global-local spatial processing (forced choice reaction time procedure), the
three pegs task, line bisection, and the Corsi-Milner test of recognition memory after a half hour delay.
Stimulus presentation times, delay durations, fixation times, and response latencies were verified or determined from the videotape records of
each session. On-line coding of the participant's and experimenter's actions,
such as response accuracy or change of reward, was always rechecked by subsequent coding of the videotape. Intercoder reliability was greater than .90
(alpha coefficient) for all measures for all tasks, except for reaction time measures on the day-night Stroop-like task and the tapping task, where the reliabilities were greater than .85, and except for object retrieval. Because coding
of the object retrieval task was so difficult, we had one highly skilled person
code all the object retrieval sessions; her intracoder reliability was greater
than .90. The videotape coders were generally blind as to the group membership of the children, although they did know which children were being longitudinally tested and which were from the general population and hence
tested only once.

PROCEDURES
FORTHECOGNITIVE
NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL
TESTS
ADMINISTERED
TO INFANTS
(6-12 MONTHSOF AGE)
For all tests, all infants were tested while seated on the caregiver's lap,
facing the experimenter across the testing table. The testing tables were specially constructed to be portable, and the same tables were used for sessions
in infants' homes.

TheAB Task
The AB task requires working memory and inhibition of a previously
rewarded response (Diamond, 1985, 1991a, 1991b). The participant watches
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as a reward is hidden and then a few seconds later must retrieve it. Devised
by Piaget (1937/1954), this task has been used in labs throughout the world.
Each infant sat at a rectangular testing table (90 x 30 x 70 cm [length
X width X height]) with two embedded wells (9.4 cm in diameter, 5 cm deep,
and 30 cm apart center to center). The infant was kept centered between
the two wells. The wells were identical except that one was to the left and
the other to the right. A session always began with a few different kinds of
toys on top of the table, freely accessible to the infant, to determine which
toy the infant preferred and to give the infant time to get used to the experimenter, the assistant, and the testing table. At least one of the two blue cloths
(22 X 22 cm) that would be used to cover the hiding wells during testing
was also on the tabletop, to give the infant time to explore the cloth and
grow bored with it.
Pretesting began with the experimenter placing the preferred toy in the
center of the table and partially covering it with a blue cloth. The infant was
allowed to retrieve the toy immediately. This procedure was then repeated,
except this time the toy was covered completely. Anytime it was unclear
whether the infant had really been reaching for the hidden toy (e.g., if he
or she showed interest in the cloth or waited several seconds before reaching
to uncover the toy), this second pretest trial was repeated. Only infants who
could retrieve a hidden object were tested on the AB task.
A trial began with the experimenter holding up a toy in which the infant
had demonstrated keen interest; then the caregiver restrained the infant's
arms. (Interestwas always judged empirically, by the infant smiling on seeing
the toy, reaching for it, choosing it over other proffered toys, playing with it
throughout the allotted playtime, or protesting or resisting when the toy was
taken away.) As the infant watched, the experimenter placed the toy in one
of the hiding wells and then covered the two wells simultaneously with identical blue cloth covers. Care was taken to ensure that the infant had seen where
the toy was placed, and the hiding was repeated if there was any doubt about
whether the infant had observed this. If no delay was imposed (i.e., if the
delay was 0 sec), as soon as the covers were in place, the infant was allowed
to reach to find the toy. For delays of 1 sec or longer, the experimenter called
to the infant to break the infant's visual fixation on the correct well, and the
caregiver held the infant's arms and torso firmly to prevent moving or straining toward the correct well. Then the infant was allowed to reach.
Once the infant moved a cover, he or she was scored as having reached
to that well. Thus, if an infant started to reach toward a well, or even touched
the well's cover, but did not begin to remove that cover, he or she was not
scored as having chosen that well. On the other hand, even if the infant did
not look where he or she was reaching or did not look in the well after uncovering it and immediately tried to reach to the other well, as long as the cover
was at least partially removed the infant was scored as having chosen that
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well. If the infant did not reach to either well, he or she was scored as being
incorrect on that trial. When an infant reached incorrectly, uncovering the
empty well, or did not reach at all, the experimenter showed the infant where
the toy had been but did not allow the infant to have the toy. The infant was
allowed to play with the toy only when he or she chose the correct well.
When infants chose correctly, not only were they allowed to play with
the toy, but they received enthusiastic cheers and praise from the experimenter and assistant. When infants uncovered the empty well, the experimenter and assistant sounded very disappointed and sad but encouraged
them to try again. Infants were discouraged from trying to uncover both wells
simultaneously. If an infant did this once, the experimenter placed her hands
on both covers and would not release either cover until the infant pulled on
only one.
The same well served as the hiding place on all trials until the infant was
correct on two trials in a row; then the toy was hidden in the other well and
the procedure repeated. For half the participants, the toy was hidden in the
well to the right on the first trial. For all participants, the initial side of hiding
alternated over testing sessions. We tried to balance administering the same
total number of trials to all with administering the same number of reversal
trials to all. Reversals are the critical trials because that is where errors are
most likely to occur. However, participants who make more errors will receive
fewer reversal trials if the total number of trials is kept constant because reversals are administered only after two consecutively correct reaches. Therefore,
we used the following rules:
1. Always administer at least three reversals.
2. If, by the time an infant reaches correctly on two trials in a row
following the third reversal, fewer than 12 trials have been administered,
continue testing.
3. If, by the time an infant reaches correctly on two trials in a row
following the fourth reversal, fewer than 15 trials have been administered, continue testing.
4. Never administer more than five reversals.
We tried to end all sessions with the infant being correct on two trials
in a row. If an infant was incorrect on five consecutive trials anytime during
a session, we tried to break that perseverative string by covering only the correct well on the next trial. Performance on that single-well trial was not included when tabulating performance during the session. We tried to keep
interest in the toy constant throughout the testing session, rather than keeping the toy itself constant throughout the session. Therefore, we changed toys
during AB testing when an infant's interest in the toy we had been using
appeared to wane. As at the outset of the session, we looked for overt, observ32
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able signs of interest in another toy before using that on a trial. We tried not
to switch toys on reversal trials.
Once an infant could uncover a completely hidden object, we began AB
testing with a 0-sec delay. If the infant was correct at the initial hiding place
on trials 1 and 2 and on the first reversal trial, the delay was incremented 23 sec, and testing began again with two trials at the well last used at the shorter
delay. If the infant again reached correctly over the next three trials (the two
at the same well and the reversal trial), the delay was again incremented 23 sec, and testing began again. On the other hand, if an infant was distressed
at the initial delay and made more than one error at the initial hiding place
(beforeany reversal), the delay was decreased 2-3 sec, and testing began again
using this same hiding well. If the infant again erred on more than one trial
prior to the first reversal, the delay was decreased a further 2-3 sec, and
testing began again. The delay was never changed more than two times in a
single session, and it was never changed after the beginning of a session. It
could be increased twice, decreased twice, increased and then decreased, or
the reverse, but two changes was the limit. Performance was scored only over
the trials at the final delay used; trials at earlier delays were considered pretest
trials.
We adjusted the delay_length in order to find the delay at which the
infant would make the "AB error," where errors are confined primarily to
reversal trials and the trials immediately following reversals. When infants are
performing flawlessly, we do not know how much longer a delay they might
have been able to tolerate. Similarly, when they are failing miserably, we do
not know how much shorter we would have needed to make the delay before
they would have been able to perform reasonably well. Once we have the AB
error, however, we know that at delays 2-3 sec shorter the infant will perform
flawlessly and that at delays 2-3 sec longer the infant will perform miserably
(Diamond, 1985). The delays used in this study were 0, 3, 5, 8, 10, 12, and
15 sec. Over our longitudinal testing, if an infant had been correct on 90%
or more of the trials in the preceding session, the present session started at
a delay 2 sec longer than had been used in the previous session. A delay 2
sec longer was also used if an infant had committed the AB error on both
of the preceding two testing sessions. Otherwise, testing started at the same
delay as had been used for the last testing session. We allowed ourselves two
opportunities to correct the choice of delay, as noted above, if this initial
estimate was incorrect.

EvidenceIdentifyingthe Neural Basis for SuccessfulPerformance
Ablation of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex disrupts performance on AB
in adult monkeys (Diamond & Goldman-Rakic, 1989) and infant monkeys
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(Diamond & Goldman-Rakic, 1986). Ablation of other brain regions-medial
temporal lobe (Diamond, Zola-Morgan, & Squire, 1989) or posterior parietal
cortex (Diamond & Goldman-Rakic, 1989)-does
not affect AB performance. Moreover, AB and delayed response are essentially the same task (Diamond, 1990b; Diamond & Doar, 1989; Diamond & Goldman-Rakic, 1989),
and there is no behavioral task more firmly linked to dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex than delayed response. Successful delayed response performance has
been shown to depend on dorsolateral prefrontal cortex by such diverse techniques as ablation studies (Butters, Pandya, Sanders, & Dye, 1969; Goldman &
Rosvold, 1970; Jacobsen, 1936), reversible cooling (e.g., Bauer & Fuster, 1976;
Fuster & Alexander, 1970), single-unit recording (e.g., Fuster, 1973; Fuster &
Alexander, 1971; Niki, 1974), pharmacological manipulation (Brozoski et al.,
1979), and 2-deoxyglucose metabolic labeling (Bugbee & Goldman-Rakic,
1981). MPTP6 injections, which disrupt the fronto-striatal dopamine system,
also impair performance on this task (Schneider & Kovelowski, 1990).

TheObject RetrievalTask
In the object retrieval task, infants must detour around a small transparent box open on one side to retrieve the toy within, inhibiting the pull to
reach straight to the visible reward. As infants get older, the memory of having looked through the opening is enough; they can look through the opening, sit up, and reach in while looking through a closed side. Still older infants
do not need to look along the line of reach at all. Retrieval times decrease
with age as participants remember which sides of the box they have already
tried and found closed. This task thus requires working memory and inhibitory control.
The following variables were manipulated: (a) which side of the box was
open (front, top, left, or right), (b) distance of the toy from the box opening
(partially out, just inside the opening, or deep inside the box), (c) position
of the box on the testing surface (e.g., near the front edge of the table or
far from it), (d) box size (4.5 x 4.5 x 2 inches or 6 x 6 x 2 inches in size),
and (e) box transparency (transparent or opaque). The toy was always visible
when the box was transparent, but the experimental variables jointly determined whether the infant saw the toy through a closed side of the box or
through the opening. All boxes were constructed in such a way that they had
four closed sides and two sides missing. With a box placed so that the front,
left, or right was open, the box had no bottom. With a box placed so that
the top was open, the box had no back.

6
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The infant was seated on the caregiver's lap, and the height of the caregiver's chair was adjusted until the infant's shoulders were 6 inches above the
tabletop. Before testing began, the infant was allowed to play with a variety
of toys to determine a toy preference. The two clear boxes were also left out
on the testing table so that the child could explore them and grow bored
with them. Each trial began with the experimenter holding up a desired toy
to attract the infant's attention and the caregiver restraining the infant's
hands just long enough for the experimenter to put the toy and box in place.
For trials where the opening was at the front, left, or right, the experimenter
placed the toy on the table and then placed the box directly over the toy,
without giving any cue as to which side was open. The experimenter held the
box in place on all trials by holding the upper back corners, left and right.
The toy was changed as often from one trial to the next as necessary to maintain a high level of interest.
Trials were presented in blocks; within a block the orientation of the
box remained constant. For all sessions, testing began with the top-open orientation, followed by trials at the front-open orientation, and ending with
trials at the two side-open orientations (order of the right- and left-open orientations was alternated over sessions). Within each orientation, testing always began with the transparent boxes, and trials always proceeded according
to a standard protocol from easier to more difficult (toy partially out of the
box, just inside the opening, deep inside the box where the infant could see
the opening but could not see the toy through the opening, and deep inside
the box with the infant unable to see the opening). Then a similar sequence
of trials at the same orientation was administered using the opaque box, followed by any transparent box trials that the infant had earlier failed.
If the infant became distracted or seemed to be giving up, the experimenter tapped the box or jostled it, rattling the toy, to regain the infant's
attention. This usually succeeded in eliciting renewed retrieval attempts, although sometimes these attempts were short-lived. If, despite verbal encouragement and the experimenter's tapping or jostling the box, an infant still
could not succeed on a given trial and refused to try any longer, the experimenter intervened by providing clues or aids.
The first kind of aid the experimenter provided was temporary and is
classified as show and change. Here the experimenter moved the box or toy,
showing the infant the toy through the box opening, but then returning the
box or toy to its original position as the infant began to reach. The experimenter waited until the infant started to reach before returning the box to
its original position, making sure that the box was back in place before the
infant had touched the toy. For front-open trials, temporary experimenter
aids consisted of (a) sliding the box off the toy and then back over it as the
infant began to reach and (b) tilting the box up (using the back of the box
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as a fulcrum) and then lowering it back down as the infant began to reach.
When the box was thus tilted, the front opening of the bottomless box became quite large, and the infant could then see the toy through this opening.
For left- and right-open trials, the show and change aids consisted of (a) turning the box about 450 so that the opening faced more toward the front and
the infant could see the toy through the opening and then turning the box
back as the infant began to reach, (b) sliding the box off the toy and then
back over it as the infant began to reach, and (c) trailing the toy out of the
box and then back into it as the infant followed with his or her hand, in hot
pursuit of the toy.
If an infant did not succeed after one of these aids, the same or another
aid was presented again. If, after receiving four of these temporary aids, the
infant still could not retrieve the toy, the experimenter provided a permanent
aid. That is, the experimenter tilted or turned the box, or slid it partially off
the toy, and maintained the box in that position until after the infant had
retrieved the toy. Note that, with the box in one of these permanent positions,
the task no longer presented a detour problem, and the box could be largely
ignored.
Whenever an infant required either temporary or permanent assistance
on a trial, the trial was immediately administered again to see whether the
infant could then succeed without any help or with less help. When an infant
first succeeded with permanent assistance and then succeeded with temporary assistance, the trial was administered a third time to see whether the
infant could then succeed without any help at all. These sets of two or three
trials were scored together as one unit when judging the level at which an
infant could perform on that particular kind of trial.
On the rare occasions when infants could not succeed even with the box
permanently held out of the way, they received a score of 0 for that trial set.
When they succeeded only when the box position was permanently changed,
they received a score of 1. When they succeeded on the first trial with permanent assistance and on the second trial with temporary assistance but could
do no better than that, they received a score of 2. When they succeeded only
when the box position was temporarily changed, they received a score of 3.
When they succeeded on the first trial with temporary help and then were
able to succeed without any help on the second trial, they received a score
of 4. When they succeeded on their own without any experimenter assistance,
they received a score of 4.5. (Tapping or jostling was not considered a clue
as this did not provide information about where the opening was or how to
get the toy; these actions by the experimenter were ignored when scoring
the difficulty level at which infants succeeded.)
There were, of course, several intermediate scores. For example, when
infants needed permanent help on the first trial, temporary help on the next,
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TABLE 6
SUMMARY OF THE SCORING SYSTEM USED TO DETERMINE
INFANTS' LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE ON THE OBJECT RETRIEVAL TASK

0 = failed
1 = succeeded only with box permanently moved out of the
way
2 = on trial 1 of set, succeeded only with box permanently
moved out of the way; on re-presentation of the trial,
succeeded with temporary help (i.e., a "show and
change" cue)
3 = succeeded only with temporary help (i.e., a "show and
change" cue)
4 = on trial 1 of set, succeeded with temporary help (i.e., a
"show and change" cue); on re-presentation of the
trial, could succeed on own, without any help
whatsoever
4.5 = succeeded without any help whatsoever
Examples of Intermediate Levels
3.5 = on trial 1 of set, succeeded only with box permanently
moved out of the way; on re-presentation of the trial,
succeeded with temporary help (i.e., a "show and
change" cue); on third presentation of the trial, could
succeed on own, without any help whatsoever
3.75 = on trial 1 of set, succeeded only with box permanently
moved out of the way; on re-presentation of the trial,
could succeed on own, without any help whatsoever
If an infant required any assistance on a trial, that trial was always re-presented to see
if the infant could now succeed without any help or without as much help. If the infant
succeeded with less help on the re-presentation of a trial, that trial was presented a third
time, to see if the infant could now succeed without any help at all. A trial and its
re-presentation(s) are referred to as a trial set.
Where it is noted that a subject succeeded only with permanent or temporary help,
that means that this was true on the initial trial of the set and its re-presentation. Where
it is noted that, on trial 1 of set, subject succeeded with box permanently moved out of
the way and that, on re-presentation of the trial, subject succeeded with temporary help,
that means that on the third presentation of the trial the infant still needed temporary
help.

and no help on the third, a score of 3.5 was assigned. When infants needed
permanent assistance on the first trial but then were able to succeed without
any help at all on the second trial, a score of 3.75 was assigned. The scoring
system is outlined in Table 6.
When an infant scored 3 or below on a given trial set, the next more
difficult trial at that orientation was not administered during that testing session. For example, if an infant could never retrieve the toy when it was just
inside the opening despite having had permanent and/or temporary help
from the experimenter, then that infant was not tested with the toy deep
inside the box with that side of the box open during this testing session.
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EvidenceIdentifyingthe Neural Basis for SuccessfulPerformance
Lesions of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in macaques disrupt performance on the object retrieval task (Diamond & Goldman-Rakic, 1985), while
lesions of the medial temporal lobe (Diamond et al., 1989) or of posterior
parietal cortex (Diamond & Goldman-Rakic, 1989) do not. Disruption of the
prefrontal-striatal dopamine system by MPTP injection also produces deficits
on the task (e.g., Saint-Cyr, Wan, Doudet, & Aigner, 1988; Taylor, Roth, Sladek, & Redmond, 1990). 6-hydroxy-dopamine (6-OHDA) lesions of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex also impair performance on the object retrieval task
(Roberts et al., 1991).

TheSpatial Discrimination
Task
Spatial discrimination is an associative rule-learning or conditioning task
where the infant must learn that the toy is always hidden in the box on the
left or right. The boxes are identical except for their left-right location. A
screen is lowered while the toy is hidden so that the infant cannot observe
the hiding.
Only infants who could retrieve a hidden object were tested on this task.
Before testing began, the infant was allowed to play with a variety of toys to
determine a toy preference. Two identical felt-covered boxes (12 x 9 x 15
cm [length x width X depth]) were fastened to the tabletop, one to the right
and one to left, 12 inches apart. The boxes were open on one side and were
placed so that the open side faced the infant. A felt cloth was attached to
the top of the open side of each box; when the cloth was drawn down, it was
not possible to see inside the box. The infant was seated midway between the
boxes.
Before testing began, the assistant placed a white poster-board screen
between the infant and the boxes, and the experimenter placed a desired
toy partially inside one of the boxes. The screen was then removed, and the
infant was encouraged to retrieve the toy. If the infant did not reach or did
not reach correctly, the trial was presented again. This procedure was then
repeated with the box on the other side. These trials constituted the pretesting period.
For testing proper, the white screen was put in place before each trial.
The experimenter silently hid the toy in one of the boxes and drew the front
covers down on both boxes. Then the screen was removed, and the experimenter tapped both boxes. Once it was clear that the infant had seen both
boxes, the infant was allowed to reach. When infants reached correctly, they
were allowed to play with the toy, and the experimenter and assistant cheered
and praised the infant. During the play period, the experimenter lifted the
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cover on the empty well so that both wells would be ready to be covered again
on the next trial. When infants reached incorrectly, the experimenter showed
them where the toy had been, but they were not allowed to play with the
toy, and the experimenter and assistant sounded sad and disappointed. The
toy was hidden in the same box on all 16 trials of the testing session. The toy
was changed whenever there was any indication of flagging interest.
For the first testing session and every odd-numbered session thereafter,
two identical blue felt-covered boxes were used, and the toy was always hidden in the box to the infant's right. For the second testing session and every
even-numbered session thereafter, two identical red boxes were used, and
the toy was hidden to the infant's left on all trials.

EvidenceIdentifyingthe Neural Basis for SuccessfulPerformance
Spatial discrimination is an excellent control task for AB because the
tasks are similar in a number of ways (e.g., the participant's task is to retrieve
a reward located in one of two hiding places that differ only in left-right
location), yet spatial discrimination has been shown repeatedly to be normal
in monkeys with lesions of prefrontal cortex (e.g., Brody, Ungerleider, & Pribram, 1977; Goldman & Rosvold, 1970). Lesions of inferotemporal cortex
disrupt performance on spatial discrimination (e.g., Bachevalier, 1990).

The VisualPairedComparisonTask
The visual paired comparison task tests recognition memory. Participants
examine a stimulus briefly; then, after a delay, they are given the choice of
exploring that stimulus further or exploring a new one. Since infants prefer
novelty, if they remember the initial stimulus, they tend to choose the novel
stimulus; hence, this task has long been used to assess recognition memory.
It was devised by Fagan (1970) and has been used in dozens of infant labs
since. We use a version of the task that allows participants to reach for the
stimulus they want, rather than only looking at it. We have demonstrated
that this reaching version-which
has several advantages over looking-time
results
procedures-yields
comparable to those obtained with the looking
version (Diamond, 1990c, 1995).
Before testing began, the infant was given the two large objects (a yellow
ball and wooden box) that would be used during the delays so that he or
she could become familiar with them. Each trial consisted of a familiarization
or presentation phase (during which a novel object-the
sample-was presented alone at the midline), a delay, and a test phase (during which a new
object and the sample were presented together).
In sessions administered at 6 and 9 months of age, infants were allowed
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to explore and manipulate the sample during familiarization until they had
habituated to it. Infants could indicate boredom with the sample by looking
away from it or by discarding it. The sample was removed after the infant
reached the habituation criterion, which was any combination of four instances of either looking away from the sample for 3 sec or more or discarding the sample (e.g., looking away from the sample twice and discarding
it twice, looking away from it once and discarding it three times, etc.). When
the infant discarded the sample, the experimenter returned it, and, when the
infant had looked away for 3 sec, the experimenter directed the infant's attention back to the sample, continuing this process until the habituation criterion had been met. When the infant looked away for less than 3 sec, the
experimenter did nothing, and this did not count toward the habituation
criterion.
We wanted the infants to have visual as well as tactile exposure to the
sample since during the test phase they would have to choose an object on
the basis of its visual appearance. Infants were therefore discouraged from
putting the sample object in their mouths during familiarization.
For sessions administered at 7 and 10 months of age, rather than continuing testing until a habituation criterion was reached, infants were given the
sample for set periods of time during familiarization. The presentation times
were 15, 30, and 45 sec at 7 months and 5, 15, and 30 sec at 10 months. If
an infant looked away from the sample before the allotted presentation time
had expired, his or her attention was immediately brought back to the sample. Similarly, if an infant discarded the sample before the presentation time
had expired, the sample was immediately returned to him or her.
As soon as the habituation criterion had been reached or the set presentation time was over, the sample was removed, and the delay period began.
During all delays, the caregiver and experimenter interacted with the infant.
For delays of 1 min or more, the infant could also play with the two large
toys introduced before testing started or move around the room. For delays
of 3 min or more, the infant could also eat or drink.
At 6 and 9 months of age, the delays were presented in the following
order: 15 sec, 3 min, 10 min, 10 sec, and 1 min. Infants of 7 months were
tested on two trials at each of the three presentation times; on one trial a
delay of 15 sec was used for each presentation time, and on the other trial
the delay was 1 min for each presentation time. Infants of 10 months were
also tested at two delays for each presentation time-1 min and 3 min. At 7
and 10 months, trials at a given delay or presentation time were randomly
intermixed; all infants of the same age were tested with the same order of
trials and the same stimuli.
No stimuli were reused over trials within the same session or over sessions; all stimuli were novel. Because of the constraint that no stimuli were
to be reused, we did not have enough stimuli to administer the task at every
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age; therefore, visual paired comparison was tested at 6, 7, 9, and 10 months
only.
For the test phase, the two large toys and any food or drink were removed. The experimenter asked the caregiver to center the infant at the testing table and to close her eyes (so that she would not influence the infant's
choice). The experimenter then presented the sample and a novel object
side by side at the midline on the far side of the table. The two objects were
moved apart and back together to ensure that the infant had seen both of
them. After the infant had clearly seen both, the two objects were moved
forward at a uniform rate and placed at the boundary of the infant's reach
and 8 inches to the left or right of the midline. The infant was allowed to
reach for one of the objects. The objects were placed just barely within reach
to force the infant to stretch to reach either object, hence discouraging reaching for both objects simultaneously. Once the infant touched an object, the
other object was removed, and the caregiver was told to open her eyes. Infants
were allowed to play with the object they selected for 15-20 sec.

EvidenceIdentifyingthe Neural Basis for SuccessfulPerformance
Lesions of the medial temporal lobe impair the visual paired comparison
performance of adult monkeys (Saunders, 1989) and infant monkeys (Bachevalier, 1990; Bachevalier, Brickson, & Hagger, 1993). Human adults who are
amnesic because of medial temporal lobe damage are also impaired on the
task (McKee & Squire, 1993).

PROCEDURES
FORTHECOGNITIVENEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL
TESTS
ADMINISTERED
TO TODDLERS
(15-30 MONTHSOLD)
Toddlers were seated on a parent's lap for all testing except the delayed
nonmatching to sample task, where the toddler sat at a toddler-size table and
the parent sat in the background. For all trials on all tasks, correct performance was greeted by cheering and applause from the experimenter and
parent and rewarded by the receipt of a small object or toy. When a response
was incorrect, the experimenter sounded quite sad and disappointed, and
the child received no toy or small object.

TheAB Taskwith InvisibleDisplacement
The AB task with invisible displacement was devised by Piaget (1937/
1954) as the next step in his object permanence testing series after the AB
task administered to infants. In many respects, the procedure used here is
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identical to that used for the AB task with infants. The main difference is
that here the participant watched the toy being placed in a container at the
center of the table and then watched that container being moved to the right
or left side of the table. That is, in AB with invisible displacement, the participants did not actually see the toy itself being placed at the right or the left
(as on AB); rather, they saw the box containing the toy being placed at the
right or left. Because of this one difference in procedure, AB with invisible
displacement required a bit of pretraining not necessary for AB. Otherwise,
the tasks were the same.
As on AB, a session always began with a few different kinds of toys on
of
the table, freely accessible, to determine which toy the toddler pretop
ferred and to give the toddler time to get used to the experimenter, the assistant, and the testing situation. The participant was also encouraged to explore
the two light blue containers (12 X 9 X 15 cm [length x width x depth])
that would be used during testing so that he or she would become bored
with them and comfortable with reaching inside them. The experimenter
made sure the toddler was centered before the start of each trial.
For the preliminary training, only one container was used. First, the toddler watched as the experimenter hid the toy in the container. The container
was always oriented so that the opening was on the front side of the box,
facing toward the toddler. It was not moved to the right or the left but remained at the midline. As soon as the cover was drawn over the container's
opening, the experimenter encouraged the toddler to find the toy. Next, as
the toddler watched, the experimenter again hid the toy in the container.
Then, as the caregiver restrained the toddler's hands, the experimenter
moved the container to one side. The assistant then placed a white posterboard screen momentarily in front of the toddler. After the screen was removed, the toddler was allowed to reach and retrieve the toy. This procedure
was repeated with the box moved to the opposite side.
For testing, the toddler watched as before, and the box was moved to
the same side it had been moved to on the last training trial. Care was taken
to ensure that the toddler had seen the toy going in the box, the box moving
to the side, and where the box ended up. Once the box reached the side,
to give the toddler time to get a fix on where the box with the toy was now
located, a full second elapsed before the screen was interposed. If there was
any doubt about whether the toddler had observed the entire hiding sequence, the sequence was repeated. A 5-sec delay was used on all trials. During the delay, the other, empty container was silently positioned on the other
side. The caregiver continued to restrain the toddler's arms and torso
throughout the delay. After 5 sec, the screen was removed, and the experimenter tapped both boxes. Once the toddler had looked to both containers,
the caregiver released the toddler's hands, and the toddler was encouraged
to find the toy.
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As on the AB task for infants, once testing began, the box containing
the toy was always moved to the same side until the toddler was correct twice
in a row: then the box was moved to the other side and the procedure repeated. If a toddler was wrong on five trials in a row, only the box containing
the toy was used on the next trial to help break the error string; this singlecontainer trial was not included in analyses of performance during the session. On trials where toddlers reached to the wrong side or did not reach at
all, the experimenter showed them where the toy had been but did not allow
them to play with it. To try to maintain a constant level of interest in the toy,
the toy was changed whenever the toddler seemed to be losing interest in it,
although we tried not to change toys on reversal trials. The rules for the
number of trials and number of reversals were identical to those for the infant
AB task.
Toddlers from the general population were tested only once. For half
these children the box containing the toy was moved to the right initially;
for the other half it was moved to the left initially. For toddlers tested longitudinally, the box containing the toy was always moved to the left initially in
session 1; in subsequent sessions the first side to which the box was moved
alternated over sessions.
Whereas delay was incremented on the AB task as the infants got older
to provide information on age-related improvements in the ability to withstand longer and longer delays, delay was held constant on the AB task with
invisible displacement administered to toddlers to allow us to look at whether
the ability to override the prepotent tendency to repeat the previously rewarded response improved over age.

EvidenceIdentifyingthe Neural Basis for SuccessfulPerformance
This task is similar to the AB task administered to infants, which has been
demonstrated empirically to require the functions of dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex. The neural basis for this version of the task, however, has yet to be
empirically established.

The ThreeBoxes Task(BoxesScrambledafter Each Reach)
The three boxes task (boxes scrambled after each reach) is a working
memory task requiring participants to keep track of which boxes they have
already opened. All three boxes are baited; the participant's task is to find
all three rewards in the least number of reaches. A brief delay is imposed
after each reach. The boxes differ in color and shape. Since they are scrambled after each reach, memory of which boxes have already been searched
must be based on the appearance of the boxes; spatial location is irrelevant.
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Two sets of boxes were used. Each box was approximately 6 cm in length,
6 cm in width, and 5 cm in depth and was mounted on its own wooden base,
measuring 14 cm in length, 14 cm in width, and 2 cm in depth. These bases
enabled us to keep the boxes a constant 8 cm distance apart despite moving
them after each reach. Each box was covered by a lid attached to the box by
a string. From the toddler's vantage point, the most salient feature of each
box was its lid. The boxes used for trial 1 were square and made of plastic.
One was covered by a red wooden diamond, another by a yellow plastic circle,
and the third by a blue rubber pentagon. All boxes were the same color as
their lids. The boxes used for trials 2 and 3 were egg shaped and made of
plastic; their lids were three-dimensional. One box was purple; its purple lid
was molded into the shape of a rooster. Another box was yellow; its yellow
lid was sculpted into the shape of a duck. The third box was pink; its pink
lid had the shape of a rabbit. Each lid was approximately 5 cm high.
At the outset of each trial, the line of three boxes was positioned toward
the rear of the testing table, out of reach of the toddler. The trial began with
the toddler watching the experimenter open the lids of all three boxes and
place a reward in each box. The rewards included small plastic animals, balls,
dolls, or marbles. On any given trial, all rewards were the same-all balls, for
example, or all animals. The experimenter then closed the three lids, pushed
the boxes within reach of the toddler, and encouraged the toddler to choose
a box.
As soon as the toddler retrieved the reward from the box, the experimenter re-covered the box and moved the line of boxes back to the rear of
the table, and the assistant positioned a white opaque screen between the
toddler and the boxes. A 5-sec delay was imposed, during which time the
toddler and assistant played with the reward and the experimenter scrambled
the boxes. The delay was timed from the moment there was no visible cue
indicating which box the toddler had just opened (i.e., from the moment
the experimenter replaced the box's lid). After 5 sec, the screen was removed,
the experimenter moved the line of boxes to within reach, and the procedure
described above was repeated. Each time, the experimenter encouraged the
toddler to open another box and find another reward.
When a participant reached back to a box that had already been opened,
the experimenter tilted the open box toward the toddler so that he or she
could see that the box was truly empty. Since it was empty, the toddler had
no reward to play with during the 5-sec delay. When necessary, the experimenter held the lids down so that the toddler could not open two boxes
simultaneously or open a second immediately after the first. A trial ended
when the child had retrieved all the rewards (opened all boxes) or after five
errors in a row. An error consisted of reaching back to a previously opened
box.
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EvidenceIdentifyingthe Neural Basis for SuccessfulPerformance
This task was devised by Petrides, who has demonstrated that rhesus macaques with lesions of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex are impaired in its performance (Petrides, 1995). The prefrontally lesioned monkeys were impaired
when three boxes were used but not when only two boxes were used. The
impairment with three boxes was present whether the order in which the
boxes were opened was externally imposed by the experimenter or chosen
by the animal. Petrides designed this task for macaques to be similar to tasks
linked to prefrontal cortex function in humans (Petrides, Alivisatos, Evans, &
Meyer, 1993; Petrides & Milner, 1982). However, Owen, Morris, Sahakian,
Polkey, and Robbins (1996) found that, when they presented adult participants with "boxes" on a computer screen, each of which looked different,
and scrambled their position on the screen after each reach, patients with
frontal lobe damage required no more reaches to "open" all the boxes than
did control participants. All participants found this a very difficult memory
test, not easily amenable to the use of a strategy or plan.

TheThreeBoxes Task(BoxesRemainStationary)
The three boxes task (boxes remain stationary) is a working memory task
requiring participants to keep track of what boxes or positions they have already chosen. All three boxes are baited; the participant's task is to find all
three rewards in the least number of reaches. A brief delay is imposed after
each reach. The boxes differ in color and shape. Since the boxes remain
stationary here, memory of which boxes have already been searched can be
based on the appearance of the boxes and/or their spatial locations. This
task is very similar to the other version of the three boxes task described
above. It differs only in that the boxes are not scrambled during the delay
period; instead they remain stationary.
The boxes used here were round and made of plastic. The leftmost box
was black with a triangular lid. The box at the center had an orange base
and a tan-and-white checkered circular lid. The rightmost box had a white
base and a square white-rimmed mirror for its lid. As above, the dimensions
of each box were roughly 6 x 6 x 5 cm, and each box was mounted on its
own wooden base, which measured 14 x 14 x 2 cm. The stationary trial was
administered before the trials where the boxes were scrambled.

EvidenceIdentifyingthe Neural Basis for SuccessfulPerformance
The neural system required for successful performance on this condition
of the task is unknown. However, when Petrides and Milner (M. Petrides,
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personal communication, 1990) administered the task on which Petrides
based the three boxes task to human adults, they found that, when the stimuli
remained stationary, participants could solve the task using a simple spatial
strategy and that participants with prefrontal cortex damage performed as
well as control participants. On the basis of that finding, we reasoned that
the stationary version of the three boxes task should not require prefrontal
cortex involvement.

TheDelayed Nonmatchingto Sample Task
The delayed nonmatching to sample task is a test of recognition memory.
As in the visual paired comparison task, each trial consists of a familiarization
phase (where a single sample object is presented at the midline), a delay,
and test phase (where the sample and a new object are presented to the right
and left of midline). Unlike the visual paired comparison task, however, participants' responses are rewarded here, and participants thereby receive feedback about whether a response is correct.
The rewards were food (e.g., a Cheerio or raisin), marbles (which could
be collected and rattled in a cup or rolled down a ramp), pennies (which
could be placed in a windup bank), or tiny plastic animals (which could be
collected or given a ride in a truck). The stimuli were novel junk objects; no
object was ever used on more than one trial. The stimuli were arranged in
fixed pairs, and all participants received the same object pairs in the same
order. The left-right positions of the sample and novel object were varied
pseudorandomly over trials according to the Gellerman series. Each stimulus
was presented on a small wooden base (7.3 X 7.3 X 3.5 cm). Embedded in
each base was a well (4 cm in diameter, 1.6 cm in depth), and the reward
was hidden in the appropriate well. Each participant was seated in a toddler
chair by a toddler-size testing table (70 x 65 x 50 cm [length x width x
height]).
The testing procedure closely resembled that used with amnesic patients
(Squire, Zola-Morgan, & Chan, 1988) and monkeys (e.g., Zola-Morgan,
Squire, & Amaral, 1989). Like amnesic patients and monkeys, the toddlers
were not told the principle determining which response would be correct.
They were told only that we would hide a reward each time and that we
wanted to see if they could find it.
Preceding each trial, out of view of the toddler behind an opaque screen,
the experimenter hid a reward in both wells. The sample, with the well underneath it, was then positioned at the midline at the rear of the testing table.
At the outset of each trial, the opaque screen was removed, and the experimenter pushed the sample object atop its well forward toward the child, en-
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couraging the child to reach and retrieve the reward. After the child displaced the sample and retrieved the reward, the sample object and well were
removed, the opaque screen lowered, and a delay imposed.
During the delay, out of sight of the child, a new object and the familiar
sample, atop their wells, were positioned at the rear of the testing table, out
of reach of the toddler. After the delay, the opaque screen was removed, and
the experimenter presented the sample and novel objects atop their wells
side by side at the midline on the far side of the table. Once it was clear that
the toddler had seen both stimuli, the stimuli and their wells were pushed
forward diagonally, one to the left and one to the right (7.5 cm from midline), so that they were equidistant from the toddler and just barely within
reach. The stimuli were kept at this distance to discourage the toddler from
reaching simultaneously for both objects. When the toddler displaced the
new object (the one that did not match the sample), a reward was revealed
underneath it that he or she could have. When the object matching the sample was displaced, the toddler found nothing hidden underneath. On such
occasions, the experimenter showed the toddler where the reward had been,
but he or she was not allowed to have the reward. Participants were not told
the rule (reach to the novel, nonmatching object); they had to deduce it.
In each session, the participant was first trained on the basic task using
a 5-sec delay, as is done with amnesic patients. These trials continued until
the participant was correct on five in a row. The delay was then incremented
to 30 sec for the remainder of the 25 trials per session. The intertrial interval
was approximately 10 sec. Two new stimuli were used on every trial. Therefore, 50 novel, junk objects were needed per testing session. We were able
to come up with 100 such objects and so had to limit the number of sessions
in which delayed nonmatching to sample could be administered. We began
delayed nonmatching to sample testing at 21 months because both we (Diamond, Towle, & Boyer, 1994) and Overman, Bachevalier, Turner, and Peuster (1992) had found that most children do not begin to perform well on
the task until about 21 months of age. At 21 and 24 months of age, the task
was administered with test stimuli the children had never seen before; at 27
months, the stimulus set that had been used at 21 months was readministered.
We analyzed the data both including and excluding the data at 27 months.
The reason for using a nonmatching rather than a matching to sample
rule is that infants and young children (e.g., Cohen & Gelber, 1975; Fagan
1970, 1973; Fantz, 1964), like monkeys (Brush, Mishkin, & Rosvold, 1961;
Gaffan, Gaffan, & Harrison, 1984; Harlow, 1950; Mishkin, Prockop, & Rosvold, 1962), have a natural preference for novelty, and this version of the
task is therefore much easier for them to learn than delayed matching to
sample (Brush et al., 1961; Gaffan et al., 1984; Harlow, 1950; Mishkin et al.,
1962). The task was conceived as a straightforward measure of recognition
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memory for objects. The rationale was that, given this demonstrated preference for novelty, if participants remember the sample, they will want to reach
for the new object rather than the familiar sample.

EvidenceIdentifyingthe Neural Basis for SuccessfulPerformance
Ablation of the medial temporal lobe (especially perirhinal and entorhinal cortex) impairs delayed nonmatching to sample performance in adult
monkeys (e.g., Meunier, Bachevalier, Mishkin, & Murray, 1993; Mishkin,
1978; Suzuki, Zola-Morgan, Squire, & Amaral, 1993; Zola-Morgan et al.,
1989), infant monkeys (Bachevalier & Mishkin, 1984), and human adults amnesic because of medial temporal lobe damage (Squire et al., 1988). Indeed,
delayed nonmatching to sample is one of the classic tests used to study medial
temporal lobe function in macaques. Ablation of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex does not impair performance on this task (Bachevalier & Mishkin, 1986).
Lesions of the medial temporal lobe do not disrupt performance at delays under 15-30 sec. The medial temporal lobe is not required to hold information in mind very briefly. Participants with lesions of the medial temporal
lobe perform progressively worse as the delay between the sample presentation and the test portions of a trial is increased; hence, it is the memory
aspects of the task that appear to require the medial temporal lobe structures.
Although these participants appear to understand and remember the rule
for correct performance on the task, they appear to have difficulty remembering what the sample stimulus had been, especially with delays of 60 sec or
longer.
The developmental progression that has been charted in children on
the delayed nonmatching to sample task pertains primarily to coming to act
consistently in accord with the nonmatching rule at the 5- or 10-sec training
delay. It is unlikely that recognition memory is the limiting factor here (a)
because toddlers can remember all manner of things for far longer than 5
or 10 sec well before 21 months of age and (b) because, once toddlers succeed on delayed nonmatching to sample at the 5-sec delay, they usually perform comparably at the longer 30-sec delay within the very same session (e.g.,
Diamond, Towle, & Boyer, 1994).
This pattern of behavior (extraordinary difficulty in mastering the task
even with extremely brief delays and the absence of any effect of increasing
delays once participants succeed at the brief, training delay) is seen in monkeys after lesions of ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (the inferior convexity)
(Kowalska, Bachevalier, & Mishkin, 1991). Even with extensive preoperative
training, so that all the animals had to do was remind themselves of the rules
underlying the task, monkeys with lesions of the inferior convexity succeeded
at the brief training delay only after over 700 retraining trials. Normal con48
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trols, with the same amount of previous training, needed no retraining to
succeed. However, once the monkeys with ventrolateral prefrontal cortex lesions passed criterion at the training delay, they performed as well as the
normal control animals at all the longer delays.
Churchland and Diamond (1996) have proposed that the critical latematuring competence, which may depend on ventrolateral prefrontal cortex,
is the ability to grasp the relation between stimulus and reward, to understand
the role of the stimulus as a marker or symbol for the reward's location. When
the stimulus itself is the reward (Diamond, 1990c, 1995), when the reward is
physically attached to the stimulus (Churchland & Diamond, 1996), or when
the stimulus and the reward are separate but the act of moving the stimulus
produces the reward directly and immediately (Diamond & Lee, in preparation), infants in the first year of life can learn the delayed nonmatching to
sample rule.

TheGlobal-LocalSpatial ProcessingTask
(Usingthe PreferentialLookingTechnique)
The global-local spatial processing task (using the preferential looking
technique) assesses visual attention to the global outline of a stimulus and
to the smaller items of which the stimulus is composed. Each trial consisted
of four parts: (1) a composite stimulus (e.g., an Hmade up of S's or an arrow
made up of stars) presented for 2-3 sec; (2) the global or local component
of that stimulus paired with something else (e.g., an H and a V), with their
right-left position reversed after 3 sec; (3) the composite stimulus presented
again momentarily to remind the child what it looked like; and (4) the other
component of the composite stimulus paired with something new (e.g., an S
and a G), with right-left position again reversed after 3 sec. The dependent
measure was the percentage of time the child fixated each member of the
stimulus pairs in parts 2 and 4. This is a control task; it requires little working
memory or inhibitory control.
At the start of each trial, the toddler was shown a familiarization card,
60 cm away, for 2-3 sec. The familiarization stimulus, or model, consisted of
a hierarchical, composite figure (Martin, 1979; Navon, 1977; Robertson,
Lamb, & Knight, 1991). The global stimuli ranged in size from 12 X 10 cm
to 8 X 14 cm. The local stimuli were one-tenth that size.
The test phase followed immediately. There were two tests per trial (one
for the local feature, one for the global feature), conducted by presenting a
feature from the model to the right or left and a new stimulus on the other
side. For the first test, the experimenter held up two cards, 60 cm from the
toddler, about 30 cm apart, and lightly tapped the cards on the table to ensure that the toddler saw both. After 3 sec, the sides on which the two cards
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were held were switched, and the cards were presented for another 3 sec.
The model was shown again briefly (5 1 sec) and then removed. Then the
second test was presented with another pair of test cards. After 3 sec, the
sides on which the cards were presented were reversed. Five trials were presented within a session. The intertrial interval was 4 sec.
Trials were grouped into sets of 10; different sets were administered at
different ages. Since there were two tests per trial, that meant 20 tests per
set. The matching stimulus was on the right for 10 of these tests (five local,
five global). Pictures were used on eight trials and letters on two. For the two
letter trials, the global feature was tested first on one trial and the local feature first on the other. On both, the test stimuli were of medium size, and
the correct choice was on the left for the first test and on the right for the
second (counterbalancing global/local with side of correct choice). For the
eight picture trials, the global feature was tested first on half the trials.
The matching global stimulus appeared equally often on the right and left
sides, as did the matching local stimulus. Of the four picture trials where the
global feature was tested first, two trials used small test stimuli (opposite in
size to the global feature in the model), and two used test stimuli of the same
size as those in the model. The same counterbalancing was used for testing
the local feature. (For an example of the first six trials in one of our trial
sets, see Figure 1.)

EvidenceIdentifyingthe Neural Basis for SuccessfulPerformance
Damage to parietal cortex in human adults (e.g., Lamb, Robertson, &
Knight, 1989; Robertson, Lamb, & Knight, 1988) impairs performance on the
global-local task when a forced choice reaction time procedure is used (as
we used with young children; see below). Patients with right hemisphere damage are impaired in global feature detection, whereas patients whose damage
is in the left hemisphere of the brain are impaired in local feature detection
(e.g., Lamb, Robertson, & Knight, 1990; Robertson & Delis, 1986). Similarly,
in the intact brain, the same regions of parietal cortex (the superior parietal
lobule and the temporal-parietal juncture) identified by work with braindamaged patients have been found to increase their activity during processing
of the global and local elements of hierarchical objects, and the same hemispheric differences in the processing of the global-local elements have
emerged as well (Shedden, Christoforou, Nahmias, Hahn, & Noll, 1997).
Damage restricted to dorsolateral prefrontal cortex does not impair performance on the task (Robertson et al., 1991). The neural system involved in
performance on the modified preferential looking version of the task administered to toddlers has yet to be empirically determined.
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TheDelayed AlternationTask
In the first year of the study, we administered an additional test, delayed
alternation, to all participants 15-30 months of age, for a total of 20 tests in
all. On this task, the testing table contained two embedded wells, which differed only in left-right location, as on the AB task. The participant had to
learn to reach alternately to the two wells and had to remember to which
well he or she had last reached over the delay between trials. The reward was
always hidden in the well the participant had not reached to on the previous
trial. We administered six practice trials, where the child saw the experimenter hide the toy and could then immediately retrieve it. After that, the
hiding was done silently and out of view by an assistant positioned underneath
the table. This enabled us to use intertrial intervals as brief as 2 sec.
Successful performance on this task has been linked to the integrity of
prefrontal cortex by numerous ablation studies in macaques (e.g., Baittig et
al., 1960; Jacobsen & Nissen, 1937; Kubota & Niki, 1971) and rats (Bubser &
Schmidt, 1990; Larsen & Divac, 1978; Wikmark et al., 1973). Research using
unit recordings has complemented this with demonstrations that, on trials
where neurons within prefrontal cortex fire during the delay and sustain their
firing throughout the delay, participants reach to the correct well on the task
(Fuster, 1973; Fuster & Alexander, 1971; Kubota & Niki, 1971; Niki, 1974).
Moreover, we used this task with our animal model of early and continuously
treated PKU (Diamond, Ciaramitaro, et al., 1994), and we very much wanted
to have evidence of the performance of PKU children, and of our rodent
model, on the same task. Our initial results indicated that PKU children
whose Phe levels were moderately elevated were performing significantly
worse than the other groups of children, just as we had predicted.
We dropped this task, however, for two reasons. First, the hallmark of
what one finds following ablation of prefrontal cortex on the delayed alternation task, or on AB or other similar tasks, is that prefrontally lesioned participants are able to learn the task normally when no delay is imposed but fail
when a delay is introduced. What we found was that PKU children whose Phe
levels were moderately elevated were impaired at learning the task, at figuring
out that they were supposed to alternate reaching to the right and left wells.
To report that these children were impaired on this task, known to require
the functions of prefrontal cortex, might have led people mistakenly to conclude that the children failed because of problems in the prefrontal neural
circuit.
Second, there was an important difference in how we had to administer
this task to children and how the task is always administered to animals, a
difference that we felt made it impossible to compare performance across
species and that made us concerned about how well any of the toddlers understood what was required on the task. When monkeys, rats, or other animals
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are tested, they are tested every day. Gradually, over days and sometimes
weeks, they figure out the alternation rule. We tested our participants only
once at each age; for toddlers, testing sessions were 3 months apart. Animals
do not learn the task in a single session, and neither did most of our toddlers.
In addition, the toy mysteriously appearing first in one well and then in the
other understandably struck the toddlers as strange, and it was often difficult
to coax them to complete the delayed alternation testing.

PROCEDURES
FORTHECOGNITIVE
NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL
TESTS
ADMINISTERED
TO YOUNG CHILDREN
(31/2-7 YEARSOF AGE)

TheDay-NightStroop-likeTask
The day-night Stroop-like task (Gerstadt, Hong, & Diamond, 1994) requires participants to hold two rules in mind and to inhibit saying what the
stimuli really represent; instead, they must say the opposite. When they see
a picture of the sun, they are to say "night," and, when they see a picture
of the moon and stars, they are to say "day."
Two training cards and 16 testing cards were used. All measured 13.5
x
10 cm. The front of half the cards was black with a moon and stars. The front
of the other cards was white with a bright yellow sun (see Figure 2a). The
experimenter instructed the participant to say "day" when shown the black
moon card and to say "night" when shown the white sun card. A brief pretest
followed.
On the pretest, the experimenter turned over a white sun card and
waited for the child to respond with the proper word. If the participant hesitated, the experimenter prompted the child by saying, "What do you say for
this one?" If the participant responded correctly, the experimenter praised
the child and proceeded to a practice trial with the black moon card. If the
participant responded correctly again, the experimenter praised the child,
and these first two trials were then counted as trials 1 and 2 of testing. If the
participant responded incorrectly or did not respond at all on either of these
trials, these two trials were counted as practice, and the experimenter reminded the participant of both rules, beginning with the card the child had
identified incorrectly. Then the pretest began again. If the participant was
wrong on either of these two pretest trials, the instruction and pretest procedure was repeated one last time. Then testing began.
A participant needed to have answered each rule correctly at least once
during practice or during trials 1 and 2 for the session to be counted as usable. That is, we needed to see some evidence early on that the child understood what we were asking. The reason we counted early practice trials, if
answered correctly, as part of testing was that children who readily grasped
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FIGURE
2.-The stimuli used for the day-nightStroop-liketask. a, Cardsused in the
standardcondition. Subjectswere instructedto say "night" when shown the sun card and
to say "day"when shownthe moon and starscard. b, Cardsused for the control condition.
Half the subjectswere instructedto say "night" when shown the checkerboardcard and
half to say "day."Likewise,half the subjectswere instructedto say "day"when shown the
squiggle card and half to say "night."

what we were asking became very bored if we tried to give them much practice.
Sixteen trials were administered in which eight "day" cards and eight
"night" cards were presented according to a pseudorandom sequence, with
no more than three "day" or "night" cards in a row. During these trials, no
feedback was given to the participant. The dependent variables were response
accuracy and latency. Response latency was measured from the time the child
first saw the "day" or "night" card until he or she gave a verbal response.
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It was coded from the videotape, and intercoder reliability was .88. For those
children tested longitudinally, this test was administered at every age except
4 years, when the control version was administered instead. (A description
of the control version is given below.) For participants from the general population, who were tested only once, we were able to administer this version
even at 4 years; 20 4-year-olds from the general population were tested on
this condition, and another 20 4-year-olds from the general population were
tested on the control condition.

EvidenceIdentifyingthe Neural Basis for SuccessfulPerformance
In the standard Stroop test, the names of colors are printed in ink of
another color (e.g., the word blue is printed in red ink), and participants are
instructed to report the color of the ink. This requires that participants keep
that instruction in mind and inhibit their customary tendency when reading,
which is to ignore the ink in which a word is printed and instead attend
to the word's meaning. Perret (1974) reported that adults with damage to
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex fail the Stroop test. Frontal patients tend to
revert to reciting the words rather than naming the color of the ink or take
much longer to make the correct response. Others have replicated this finding in patients with large frontal lobe removals (e.g., Richer, Decary, Lapierre, Rouleau, & Bouvier, 1993). Neuroimaging studies have consistently
found higher regional cerebral blood flow in the anterior cingulate during
Stroop test performance (Bench et al., 1993; Casey, Cohen, Noll, Forman, &
Rapoport, 1993; Pardo, Pardo, Janer, & Raichle, 1990), although Bench et
al. (1993) also found activation in orbitofrontal cortex and the frontal pole,
which led them to conclude that there is widespread activation of frontal
regions during performance of the task. Note, however, that neither the anterior cingulate nor orbitofrontal cortex is part of dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex.
We did not administer the standard Stroop test. There is no empirical
evidence yet of the neural basis for success on our task. We have hypothesized
that our task would be more likely to require the functions of dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex than the standard Stroop test. The latter places a heavy
demand on inhibitory control, but its demand on working memory is minimal; all participants remember that they are supposed to report the color of
the ink. While our day-night task still places a heavy demand on
inhibitory
control, it requires that participants keep two rules in mind. We hoped in
this way to tax seriously both working memory and inhibitory control in
young children. Patients with damage to "nonmedial" frontal cortex are impaired when asked to remember two rules that require that they act contrary
to their natural inclination-press
a blue key when a red light appears, and
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press a red key when a blue light appears (Drewe, 1975). Continuous performance tasks, such as the "two-back" test, which require memory of a rule
plus inhibition of a prepotent response, consistently elicit activation of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in neuroimaging studies (e.g., Cohen et al., 1994).
On the two-back test, participants must remember a rule such as, "Respond
when, and only when, you see an x that follows two items after an a," and
they must resist the temptation to respond when they see an x under all other
circumstances.

TheControlVersionof the Day-NightStroop-likeTask
The control version of the day-night Stroop-like task (Gerstadt et al.,
1994) requires participants to hold two rules in mind, but it does not also
require inhibition of the tendency to say what the stimuli really represent
because the stimuli are abstract designs. Other than the stimuli on the cards,
the procedure here was the same as for the regular version of the day-night
task described above. Here, the front of half the cards had a red-and-blue
checkerboard pattern. The front of the other cards had a blue background
with two red squiggles that formed an x (see Figure 2b). This control version
of the task was administered only at 4 years of age. Half the participants in
the normative sample were told to say "day" when shown the squiggle card
and half to say "night." For all children tested longitudinally, the instructions
were to say "day" to the squiggle card and "night" to the checkerboard card.

EvidenceIdentifyingthe Neural Basis for SuccessfulPerformance
This has yet to be investigated.

TheTappingTask
The tapping task (Diamond & Taylor, 1996) requires the ability to hold
two rules in mind and to inhibit the tendency to mimic the experimenter's
actions, instead of doing the opposite. The rules for the task were as follows:
Immediately after the experimenter tapped once with a wooden dowel (22.5
cm long, 2.5 cm in diameter), the child was to tap twice with the dowel. Immediately after the experimenter tapped twice, the child was to tap once.
The experimenter instructed the child in these rules, allowing the child
to practice each rule immediately after the instruction. Then the experimenter administered a very brief pretest. She tapped once and handed the
dowel to the child for a response. If the child was correct, the experimenter
praised him or her. Then the experimenter tapped twice and handed the
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dowel to the child. If the child was correct again, he or she was praised, and
these two trials counted as the first two trials of testing. If the child responded
incorrectly on either of these trials, the experimenter reminded the child of
both rules again after the two trials were over, explaining first the rule the
child had executed incorrectly. Then testing began.
As it turns out, only the fastest learners succeeded in passing the pretesting, although many of the other children went on to perform well above
chance during testing. Because eliminating all the children who did not perform well during the brief pretesting eliminated much of the variation among
children, and because the testing performance of many of those who did
not perform well during pretesting indicated that they understood the task
instructions, we report the results here once with all the children included
(even those who failed the pretest) and once for only the children who passed
the pretest.
Each session consisted of a pseudorandom series of 16 trials, with no
more than three of one kind in a row. On each trial, the experimenter
tapped, then handed the dowel to the child for a response, after which the
child returned the dowel to the experimenter. We used only one dowel for
both the experimenter and the child so that neither the child nor the experimenter would begin tapping before the other had finished. No feedback was
given during testing.

EvidenceIdentifyingthe Neural Basis for SuccessfulPerformance
Adults with large frontal lobe lesions fail the tapping test (Luria, 1980).
They have similar problems when instructed to raise their finger in response
to the experimenter making a fist and to make a fist in response to the experimenter raising a finger (Luria, 1980). Patients with large frontal lobe lesions
also display related problems with inhibitory control and with holding two
rules in mind (see the discussion of the neural basis for success on the daynight Stroop-like task).
Examples of problems with inhibitory control can be seen in the occasional automatic reaching of frontally damaged patients for a presented object, even if instructed not to do so, and even if they do not want the object:
"Taking a pack of cigarettes, he hesitated a moment, then opened it and
drew out a cigarette. He looked puzzled at it, being a nonsmoker" (L'Hermitte, 1983, p. 246). Patients with damage to the frontal eye fields or the
supplementary motor area have unusual difficulty inhibiting the normal tendency to look toward a cue on the antisaccade task (Guitton, Buchtel, &
Douglas, 1985; O'Driscoll et al., 1995).
Difficulty in holding two things in mind can be seen when a person with
frontal lobe damage is given two instructions (e.g., clean the windshield and
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change the oil) or asked to solve a two-step math problem (e.g., Barbizet,
1970; Luria, 1980).

TheThreePegs Task
The three pegs task (Balamore & Wozniak, 1984) requires participants
to remember a three-item sequence and to inhibit a natural response tendency. The child is shown a pegboard containing three pegs arranged in the
order red, yellow, green. However, the child is asked to tap the pegs in the
order red, green, yellow. This requires inhibiting the tendency to tap the pegs
in their spatial order.
The children were pretested to make sure that they knew the color of
each peg; any child who could not point to the correct peg when the experimenter said its color was not tested on the task in that session. Testing began
with the "verbal instruction" condition. The experimenter said slowly and
deliberately, "With the hammer, I want you to tap each peg one time, the
red peg first, then the green peg, and then the yellow peg." The hammer
was then given to the child. If the child tapped the pegs in the correct order,
the child was praised and asked to do that again. The experimenter reminded
the child of the instructions ("tap the red peg, then the green, then the
yellow"). If the child was correct on this confirmation trial, testing ended.
If the child was wrong on the first trial or its confirmation, the "demonstration plus verbal instruction" condition was administered. The experimenter said, "Watch me. I would like you to tap the red peg, then the green
peg, and then the yellow peg, like this,...." and demonstrated the order in
which the pegs should be tapped as she spoke. Then she handed the hammer
back to the child. If the child tapped the pegs in the correct order, the experimenter asked the child if he or she could do that again and repeated the
instructions (without demonstration). If the child was correct on this confirmation trial, testing ended.
If the child was wrong after the experimenter's demonstration or on the
confirmation trial, he or she was again given verbal instructions, shown what
to do, and also asked to name each peg by color as he or she tapped it. The
experimenter gave the instructions, "With the hammer, tap the red peg first,
then the green peg, and then the yellow peg. But this time, I want you to say
the colors at the same time you tap the pegs, like this,... ." and then demonstrated. Then the experimenter returned the hammer to the child. If the
child did not say "red" when tapping the first peg, the experimenter held
the hammer briefly and reminded the child to say the color as he or she
tapped. If the child tapped the pegs in the wrong order, testing ended here.
If the child was correct, a confirmation trial was administered.
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The children were allowed to correct themselves at almost any point during this task. For example, if a child started to tap the pegs in their spatial
order but then changed and tapped the pegs in the order instructed, we
proceeded to the confirmation trial. If the child was correct on the confirmation trial, the child was given credit for having succeeded at that level. If a
child started to err on a confirmation trial and then corrected his or her
mistake, the confirmation trial was administered again. A child needed to
perform correctly, without self-correction, on this second confirmation trial
to be given credit for having succeeded at that level.

EvidenceIdentifyingthe Neural Basis for SuccessfulPerformance
The neural basis for successful performance on this task has yet to be
empirically determined.

Corsi-MilnerTestof TemporalOrderMemory
For the Corsi-Milner test of temporal order memory, participants are
shown a series of pictures sequentially, each on its own card. Periodically,
participants are shown a question card containing two pictures and are asked
which of the two pictures they saw last. Thus, to answer correctly, participants
must keep track of the order in which the stimuli were presented.
Before testing began, the child had to demonstrate understanding of the
words seen last. During the pretesting period, the experimenter showed the
child first one picture card, then another, and then a question card containing both pictures. The child was asked, "Which of these two pictures did
you see last?" If the child pointed incorrectly, the experimenter explained
the error. If the child pointed correctly, the experimenter cheered enthusiastically and put both picture cards back on the table anyway, saying, "That's
right. I showed you this one first, and then I showed you this one last, so this
is the one I showed you last, just like you said. That was right!" Whether the
child was right or wrong, a second practice trial was administered. If the child
responded incorrectly on either the first or the second practice trial, a third
was administered. Children needed to be correct on two of these practice
trials for their data in that session to be considered valid.
During testing, the child was shown a series of stimuli one at a time. At
3'/2 years, and at yearly intervals thereafter, simple black-and-white line drawings of common objects served as the stimuli. Beginning at 4 years of age,
and at every testing session near a child's birthday thereafter, colorful, complex abstract images (reproductions of museum artwork) served as the stimuli. Stimulus presentation time was approximately 1.5 sec for the simple line
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drawings and approximately 3 sec for the complex images. Through trial 30,
a question card with two of the previously presented stimuli on it was shown
to the child after every 10 trials, and he or she was asked, "Which of these
pictures did you see last?" In addition, a question card was presented after
trials 34 and 38. No feedback was given during testing.

EvidenceIdentifyingthe Neural Basis for SuccessfulPerformance
Researchers have found the performance of patients with frontal cortex
excisions to be impaired on this task, despite performing well when tested
on their recognition memory of other stimuli in the set (Corsi, 1972, cited in
Milner, 1972; Milner, Corsi, & Leonard, 1991). Similarly, patients with frontal
cortex damage are impaired in reproducing the order in which words are
presented, although the patients performed within the normal range on recognition and recall of those words (Shimamura, Janowsky, & Squire, 1990).
Shimamura et al. also found that frontal patients were impaired at reconstructing the chronological order of public events that occurred between
1941 and 1985. Finally, McAndrews and Milner (1991) found that adults with
frontal cortex excisions were impaired at remembering the order in which
objects had been shown to them unless they were instructed to act on each
for example, to "squeeze the sponge"--in which case they perobject-told,
formed normally.
On the other hand, Mangels (1997) reports that frontal patients in her
study performed no worse than control participants at remembering the order in which a series of unrelated words had been presented but were impaired at remembering the order in which a series of related words had been
presented. Control participants appeared to use strategies to remember the
order of presentation of the related words, while frontal patients did not.

TheCorsi-MilnerTestof RecognitionMemory
For the Corsi-Milner test of recognition memory, participants are shown
a series of pictures, each on its own card. Periodically, participants are shown
a question card containing two pictures, one of which was previously presented, and asked if they recognize which one they have already seen.
Before testing began, the child had to demonstrate understanding of the
words already seen. The experimenter showed the child one picture card, then
another, and then a question card containing two pictures, one of which the
child had just seen and one he or she had not seen. The child was asked,
"Out of these two pictures, which one have I already shown you?" The child
was corrected if wrong and received enthusiastic praise if correct. If the child
was correct, the experimenter put both of the picture cards the child had
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been shown back on the table anyway, saying, "That's right. I showed you
these two cards, and this one matches that one, so this is the one you already
saw, just like you said. That was right!" Whether the child was right or wrong,
a second practice trial was administered. For the second practice trial, and
for the rest of the testing session, the experimenter used the phrasing, "Out
of all the pictures I've shown you, which one have you already seen?" If the
child responded incorrectly on either the first or the second practice trial, a
third was administered. Children needed to be correct on two of these practice trials for their data in that session to be considered valid.
The recognition memory condition of the Corsi-Milner test was administered at the same time as the temporal order condition. The stimuli and presentation times were exactly the same as described above for the temporal
order condition. Short-term recognition memory was tested after trials 15,
25, 32, 36, and 40.
Because of concern that ceiling effects might obscure potential group
differences, beginning in the second year of the study we introduced another
set of 10 recognition memory questions that were administered after a 25min delay filled by the administration of other tests.

EvidenceIdentifyingthe Neural Basis for SuccessfulPerformance
Patients who have had portions of their medial temporal lobes removed
are impaired on this task (Corsi, 1972, cited in Milner, 1972; Milner et al.,
1991). They have difficulty recognizing the previously seen stimulus on the
question card. It is a well-replicated finding that patients who are amnesic
owing to medial temporal lobe damage have great difficulty recognizing stimuli they have seen previously (e.g., Shimamura et al., 1990; Squire & Shimamura, 1986).

TheSix Boxes Task(BoxesScrambledafter Each Reach)
The six boxes task (boxes scrambled after each reach) is a working memory task requiring participants to keep track of which boxes they have already
opened. It is very much like the three boxes task administered to toddlers
(described above), except that twice as many boxes are used. On both tasks,
the boxes differed in appearance; the child saw that all boxes were baited;
the child was allowed to reach to any box in any order but was permitted to
open only one at a time; a delay was imposed between reaches, during which
time the boxes were scrambled; and the child was penalized-by
finding no
reward-for reaching back to a previously opened box. Perfect performance
consisted of opening all the boxes in the least number of reaches (i.e., without repeating a choice).
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Plastic soap boxes (10.0 X 6.0 X 3.0 cm) were individually attached to
wooden bases (14.9 X 11.5 X 1.9 cm) to preserve a constant distance of 5.5
cm between adjacent boxes in each row. The boxes were aligned in two horizontal rows of three boxes each. The size of the entire array was 45.7 X 23.1
cm. Different colored stickers arranged in diverse spatial patterns decorated
the lids of the boxes. The boxes for trial 1 were yellow, those for trial 2 white,
and different stickers in different patterns were used to decorate the lids of
the boxes on the two trials.
At the start of each trial, the child chose six stickers and watched as the
experimenter placed a sticker in each box and then closed all six lids. The
boxes were then pushed forward toward the child, and the child was encouraged to find a sticker. As soon as the child retrieved a sticker from a box,
the experimenter re-covered the box and slid all the boxes back to the rear
of the table. If a child reached to a previously opened box, the experimenter
tipped the open box forward to show the child that it was empty, saying
things like, "That's too bad," or, "There's nothing in there," in a sad,
disappointed tone; the box was then re-covered and all boxes slid back.
The delay period of 10 sec began from the moment the opened box was recovered (i.e., from when there was no visible cue indicating which box had
been opened).
During all delay periods, unseen by the child, the experimenter scrambled the boxes according to a set protocol. During the first delay period, the
assistant handed the child a piece of paper to make a picture with the retrieved sticker and, during that and subsequent delay periods, talked with the
child about the picture as he or she added the newly retrieved sticker to the
emerging picture. Whenever the child chose incorrectly, the assistant
counted to 10 with the child to fill the delay period or talked with him or
her about the stickers that had already been found and fastened to the page.
At the end of the 10-sec delay period, the experimenter moved the boxes
back within reach and encouraged the child to open another box and find
another sticker. A trial ended when a child found all the rewards (opened
all boxes) or reached incorrectly five times in a row. An error consisted of
reaching back to a previously opened box. This was a particularly popular
task because the children loved making pictures with the stickers.

EvidenceIdentifyingthe Neural Basis for SuccessfulPerformance
This task is similar to the three boxes task (Petrides, 1995), which has
been linked to prefrontal cortex function in rhesus macaques, and to the selfordered pointing task, which has been linked to prefrontal cortex function in
human adults (Petrides, 1993; Petrides & Milner, 1982), but the neural system
underlying successful performance on this particular version of the task has
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yet to be investigated. See the discussion presented above of the neural system
required for the three boxes task (boxes scrambled after each reach).

TheSix Boxes Task(BoxesRemainStationary)
The six boxes task (boxes remain stationary) is a working memory task
requiring participants to keep track of which boxes or positions they have
already chosen. All boxes are baited; the participant's task is to find all the
rewards in the least number of reaches. A brief delay is imposed after each
reach. Each box has different stickers arranged in distinctive patterns on the
box lid. Since the boxes remain stationary here, memory of which boxes have
already been searched can be based on the appearance of the boxes and/
or their spatial locations.
This task is very similar to the comparable three boxes task administered
to toddlers and to the six boxes task (boxes scrambled after each reach) that
was also administered to children 31/2-7 years old. The only differences between this version of the six boxes task and that described above were that,
on this version, (a) the boxes were not scrambled during the delay period
but remained stationary and (b) a different set of boxes was used, red soap
boxes with a third set of stickers arranged in new and different patterns on
the lids. The stationary trial was administered before the trials where the
boxes were scrambled.

EvidenceIdentifyingthe Neural Basis for SuccessfulPerformance
The neural system required for successful performance on this condition
of the task is unknown. However, when Petrides and Milner (1982) administered a similar task to human adults, they found that, when the stimuli remained stationary, participants could solve the task using a simple spatial
strategy and that participants with prefrontal cortex damage performed as
well as control participants (M. Petrides, personal communication, 1990). On
the basis of that finding, we reasoned that the stationary version of the six
boxes task should not require prefrontal cortex involvement.

TheGlobal-LocalSpatial ProcessingTask(ForcedChoice Procedure)
The global-local spatial processing task (forced choice procedure) requires attention to the global outline of a stimulus and to the smaller items
of which the stimulus is composed, just as in the global-local task administered to toddlers. Children are shown the composite stimulus
(e.g., an H
made up of Ss) for 2 sec. Then they are shown the global or local
component
of that stimulus paired with something else (e.g., an Hand a V) and are asked
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to point, as fast as they can, to the choice that looks like that first picture or
that looks like things that were in that first picture. Then the children are
shown the other component of the model paired with something else (e.g.,
an S and a G) and are again asked to point. This is a control task; it requires
neither memory nor self-control.
The same stimuli and order of presentation used for the first two sessions
administered to toddlers (see above) were used here within a single session
and on all sessions, supplemented by two additional trials to make a total
of 12 trials per session. The added test pairs were opposite in size from the
corresponding feature in the model, with the result that there were four trials
each where the test stimuli were the same size as, medium in size in relation
to, and opposite in size from the corresponding feature in the model. Pictures
served as the stimuli on nine trials and letters on only two because many of
the children were first learning to read and were distracted by letter stimuli.
Participants were instructed to keep their hands in a constant starting
position on all trials, marked by the outline of two hands cut out of red paper
and placed in front of the testing apparatus. A computerized board with two
buttons was used to present the cards. The board was portable (being battery
powered) and contained three light-emitting-diode (LED) six-digit counter
modules that were driven by a 1-msec crystal-controlled time base. This apparatus permitted standard presentation time and stimulus placement and

yielded an accurate millisecond record of stimulus presentation time and participant reaction time.

When the experimenter placed the model card on the display board, an
infrared photobeam was broken, starting a timer. When the card was removed, the photobeam was restored, stopping the timer. The internal logic
then automatically switched to the test 1 counter and illuminated the LED

next to that display.When the experimenter inserted the card displaying the
two stimuli for test 1 for that trial, the photobeam was again broken, starting
the timer and simultaneously activating the participant's right and left response buttons. When the participant pressed one of these buttons, an LED
indicator to the right or left was illuminated, and the timer stopped. When
the experimenter removed the card, the unit automatically switched to the
test 2 counter. Again, when the experimenter inserted the test card, the pho-

tobeam was broken, starting the timer and activating the response buttons.
When the participant responded, an indicator to the right or left was illuminated, and the timer stopped. On removal of the card for the second and

last test for a trial, the apparatusautomaticallyreset itself. If during either of
the tests the participant did not respond within 20 sec, the card containing

the two stimuli was removed, thereby stopping the timer.
Participants received two training trials with correction in each session
before testing began. The model (a hierarchical stimulus, such as a triangle

made up of circles) was presented for 2 sec (timed automaticallyin millisec64
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onds by the breaking of the photobeam). One practice trial was administered
with this composite stimulus visible throughout, the other with the model
removed from view after 2 sec, the procedure followed during testing. Before
each test, participants were reminded to look at both stimuli and to have
their hands in the starting position (on the red hands in front of the choice
buttons). For each test, participants were asked to press the button in front
of the choice that looked like the picture they saw (for global feature tests),
or that was in the picture they saw (for local feature tests), as fast as they
could. The apparatus automatically recorded presentation time of the choice
stimulus card, response latency, and response choice.
For the two letter trials, the global feature was tested first on one trial,
the local on the other. On both, choice stimuli were of medium size, and
the correct choice was on the left for the first test and the right for the second
(counterbalancing global/local with side of correct choice). For the 10 picture trials, half tested the global (or local) feature first. The correct global
(and local) answer appeared equally often on the right and left sides. Size
of choice stimuli was counterbalanced.
No feedback was given during testing. The intertrial interval was 5 sec.
Accuracy and response latency were the dependent measures. Response times
and choices were recorded by the computer and verified by coding from the
videotape.

EvidenceIdentifyingthe Neural Basis for SuccessfulPerformance
Damage to parietal cortex in human adults (e.g., Lamb et al., 1989; Robertson et al., 1988) impairs performance on this task, and parietal cortex is
activated during performance of this task in normal adults (Shedden et al.,
1997). (See the discussion of the neural basis for success on the toddler version of the global-local task.) Damage restricted to dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex does not appear to impair performance on the task (Robertson et al.,
1991).

TheLineBisectionTask
Line bisection is a spatial perception task. Our procedure for administerthis
task followed the general form of that used by other researchers.
ing
Participants were given twelve sheets of paper (each 81/2x 14 inches, oriented
horizontally) with lines drawn on them and asked to find the midpoints of
the lines. The pages were presented one at a time, one line per
page. The
lines varied in length and position on the page. The child was asked to
put
a mark at the middle of each line as the sheets were presented. The experi65
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menter demonstrated the procedure once before testing, and no feedback
was given. This is a control task; it requires neither memory nor self-control.

EvidenceIdentifyingthe Neural Basis for SuccessfulPerformance
This is a classic test for the assessment of parietal cortex function in adult
patients (e.g., Kolb & Whishaw, 1985, pp. 388-394; Warrington, James, &
Kinsbourne, 1966). Adults with parietal cortex damage have unusual difficulty
finding the centers of the lines.
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IV.RESULTS:
PHENYLALANINE
LEVELS
AND IQ

PLASMA
OF PHENYLALANINE
LEVELS
While some PKU children on diet and some MHP children had Phe levels between 6 and 10 mg/dl, one possibility might have been for the MHP
children's Phe levels to be closer to 6 mg/dl and for the PKU children's Phe
levels to be closer to 10 mg/dl. However, the results show almost the opposite. At all ages (except the first month of life), whether Phe levels were calculated during the period immediately preceding testing, during the entire
year, or any other way, the mean Phe levels of the MHP children with Phe
levels between 6 and 10 mg/dl were always higher than the mean Phe levels
of the PKU children with Phe levels in the same range, although this difference was never significant. For example, the mean concurrent Phe levels were
7.13 and 6.47 mg/dl for the infant MHP and PKU participants, 8.27 and 7.95
for the toddlers, and 8.83 and 7.41 for the 31/2-7-year-olds, respectively (see
Table 4 above). The comparable means of the MHP and PKU children with
Phe levels under 6 mg/dl were 4.70 and 4.47 mg/dl for the infants, 4.51 and
4.33 mg/dl for the toddlers, and 4.35 and 4.30 mg/dl for the 31/2-7-yearolds, respectively; here, too, there were no significant differences.

IQ TESTPERFORMANCE
All children had IQs of 80 or more. Even so, IQ was inversely related to
the mean level of Phe in a child's bloodstream during the years that IQ was
tested. The Pearson correlation between IQ and mean Phe level was significant among children with PKU and also among children with MHP (r = -.54,
p < .05, and r = -.56, p < .05, respectively). PKU children whose plasma
Phe levels were toward the high end of the range that has been considered
safe (6-10 mg/dl) had significantly lower IQs than their matched controls
(X = 90.4, SD = 7.8, and X = 110.0, SD = 11.5, respectively; F[4, 45] =
5.57, p = .001; orthogonal contrast: high PKU vs. controls = 21.09, p <
67
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.0001). They also tended to have lower IQs than other PKU children whose
plasma Phe levels were closer to normal (X = 104.2, SD = 12.8, orthogonal
contrast: high PKU vs. low PKU = 7.47, p < .01), although the latter difference did not reach our cutoff of p < .005. PKU children whose Phe levels
were under 6 mg/dl generally obtained IQ scores that were intermediate
between those of other PKU children with Phe levels of 6-10 mg/dl and
those of matched controls.
There was no significant difference in IQ between the children with PKU
and the children with MHP controlling for plasma Phe level. The average IQ
score of MHP children whose plasma Phe levels were 6-10 mg/dl was 100.5
(SD = 9.2), intermediate between those of PKU children with comparable
Phe levels and the other groups of children. The average IQ score of MHP
children with lower plasma Phe levels was 109.3 (SD = 3.8).
Girls had significantly higher IQs than boys (F[1, 45] = 4.12, p < .05).
There was no significant gender X group interaction. The sex difference was
smallest, however, among children with PKU.

OF THESTRUCTURE
OF THERESULTS
THATFOLLOW
OVERVIEW
CHAPTERS
The results for each behavioral task are organized so that the performance of children with higher Phe levels (PKU and MHP children combined), children with lower Phe levels (PKU and MHP combined), children
from the general population, matched controls, and siblings of the higherPhe PKU and MHP children are compared first. Age-related changes in performance are also discussed in this initial section. For each task, this section
is titled "Group Differences: PKU and MHP Groups Combined."
The next section under each dependent measure for each task is titled
"Group Differences: PKU and MHP Groups Analyzed Separately." Here, results for PKU children are compared to those for the MHP children, and the
analyses reported in the first section for the PKU and MHP groups combined
are reported now for the two groups separately (e.g., just among PKU participants, did those children with higher Phe levels perform worse than other
PKU children with lower Phe levels, MHP children with higher Phe levels,
children from the general population, matched controls, and siblings?). Analyses for Phe level as a continuous variable are also reported here, both within
the PKU and MHP groups individually and combined. In the final section for
each dependent measure for each task, any differences in the performance of
boys and girls are reported.
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V. RESULTS:
INFANTS

THEABTASK
GroupDifferences:PKUand MHPGroupsCombined
There was a clear improvement in performance on the AB task as infants
grew older (F[1, 340] = 435.64, p < .0001; see Figure 3). PKU and MHP
infants with higher plasma Phe concentrations (i.e., with Phe levels in the 610 mg/dl range) could not withstand delays as long as could infants in the
normative sample (F[4, 339] = 12.68, p < .0001; orthogonal contrast: higher
Phe vs. norms = 15.50, p = .0001; see Figure 3 and Table 7). These higherPhe infants also tended to perform worse than matched controls and their
own siblings, although these differences were not significant at p < .005 (see
Table 7). Data are plotted in Figure 3 beginning at 9 months because almost
none of the infants with higher Phe levels could uncover a hidden object
until that age and hence could not be tested on the AB task until then. There
was no significant difference between the performance of PKU and MHP infants with Phe levels of 6-10 mg/dl and that of PKU and MHP infants with
Phe levels under 6 mg/dl. As a group, even the PKU and MHP infants who
had low plasma Phe levels performed significantly worse than the normative
sample (orthogonal contrast: lower Phe vs. norms = 35.05, p < .0001).
Among PKU and MHP infants with plasma Phe levels under 6 mg/dl,
there was a significant difference in AB performance by whether the infants'
Phe levels remained stably down or whether their Phe levels showed wide
swings from high to low levels (F[5, 338] = 13.70, p < .0001; orthogonal
contrast: low stable vs. low jump = 18.32, p < .0001; see Figure 4). Infants
whose Phe concentrations remained stably under 6 mg/dl performed comparably to the normative sample, matched controls, and siblings. However, infants whose mean Phe levels were also under 6 mg/dl, but who had a number
of individual Phe readings of 6 mg/dl or more, performed comparably to
the infants whose Phe levels remained at 6 mg/dl or higher and significantly
worse than the normative sample (orthogonal contrast = 48.30, p < .0001),
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The ABTask
12
HighPhe Low Phe Controls Siblings Norms

v0 8
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12

Age in Months
FIGURE
3.-Performance on the AB taskof infantsin the five subjectgroups
matched controls (orthogonal contrast = 15.82, p = .0001), and siblings (orthogonal contrast = 17.25, p < .0001; see Figure 5). By 10 months of age,
when all other groups of infants had reached delays of roughly 6 sec, infants
with higher Phe levels, and infants with low mean Phe levels that masked
erratic swings, had reached delays of only 2-3 sec. Thus, performance on the
AB task was depressed in those infants (N = 3) whose plasma Phe levels
showed pronounced peaks and valleys, even if their plasma Phe levels were
kept low on average. On the other hand, those infants (N = 4) whose Phe
levels were kept stably between 2 and 6 mg/dl performed well on the AB
task. Stability, as well as the mean, of plasma Phe level appeared to be important here.
This effect is also reflected in analyses based on the area outside the 26 mg/dl range under the curve of each child's Phe levels. PKU and MHP
infants with more than 20% of the area under their Phe curve outside the
2-6 mg/dl range performed significantly worse on the AB task than other
PKU and MHP infants whose Phe concentrations remained stably within the
2-6 mg/dl range and significantly worse than the normative sample, matched
controls, and siblings (F[4, 340] = 14.20, p < .0001; orthogonal contrasts:
outside range vs. inside range = 11.49, p < .001; outside range vs. norms =
51.41, p < .0001; outside range vs. controls = 11.46, p < .001; outside range
vs. siblings = 12.66, p < .0005).
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The delay that infants could tolerate on the AB task between 8 and 12
months of age was also related to their mean plasma Phe levels during the
first month of life. PKU and MHP infants whose mean Phe levels were 6 mg/
dl or higher during this month performed significantly worse than the normative sample, matched controls, and siblings (F[4, 339] = 13.46, p < .0001;
orthogonal contrasts: higher PKU vs. norms = 48.21, p < .0001; higher PKU
vs. controls = 10.48, p = .001; higher PKU vs. siblings = 11.50, p < .001).
There were no significant differences among the AB performance of infants matched to the PKU and MHP participants, infants drawn from the
general population, and the infant siblings of PKU and MHP participants.

Group Differences:PKUand MHPGroupsAnalyzed Separately
There were no significant differences in the AB performance of PKU and
MHP infants, controlling for plasma Phe levels during the period immediately
before each testing session. PKU infants whose mean plasma Phe levels during the period immediately preceding each testing session were 6-10 mg/dl
performed significantly worse than the normative sample (F[6, 337] = 8.75,
p < .0001; orthogonal contrast: higher PKU vs. norms = 13.53, p < .0005).
(Values for the other orthogonal contrasts were as follows: higher PKU vs.
controls = 4.38, p < .02; higher PKU vs. siblings = 4.20, p = .02; higher PKU
vs. lower PKU = 3.62, p = .06.) MHP infants whose Phe levels were 6-10
mg/dl during the same period performed at levels between those of PKU
infants with Phe levels 6-10 mg/dl and the control groups. The AB performance of these MHP infants with higher Phe levels did not differ significantly
from that of any other group.
Similar results were obtained looking at the area under the curve. MHP
infants whose Phe levels were outside the range of 2-6 mg/dl more than
20% of the time did not perform differently than PKU infants with comparable Phe profiles or any of the control groups.
The AB performance of PKU infants was inversely related to their mean
Phe level during the period immediately before each testing session (F[1, 6]
= 6.28,
p < .05), their mean Phe level throughout the first year of life
(F[1, 6] = 6.29, p < .05), the percentage of the area under their Phe curve
outside the 2-6 mg/dl range (F[1, 6] = 12.34, p < .03), and their mean Phe
level during the first month of life (F[1, 6] = 19.33, p < .001). Among MHP
infants, AB performance was inversely related to mean Phe level throughout
the first year of life (F[1, 6] = 9.81, p < .03), the percentage of the area
under the Phe curve outside the 2-6 mg/dl range (F[1, 6] = 9.21, p < .03),
and mean Phe level during the first month of life (F[1, 6] = 9.79, p < .03),
but not to mean Phe level during the period immediately before each testing
session. Within the same infant over time, the Pearson correlation of concur71
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FIGURE
4.-AB performance in two infants whose plasma Phe levels were between 2 and
6 mg/dl on average but who differed in how stably their Phe levels were kept within this
range. a, Phe levels of infant CM. b, AB performance of CM. c, Phe levels of infant GR. d,
AB performance of GR.
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FIGURE

rent plasma Phe level with AB performance varied from -.98 to .32. The
mean was -.56. As an infant's Phe level varied, so too, inversely, did AB performance.

Sex Differences
There were sex differences in performance and sex X group interactions. In the regression of AB performance on sex, age, and subject group,
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The Al Task with
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FIGURE
group subdivided:those with Phe levels that generallyremainedwithin the range of 2-6
mg/dl and those with mean Phe levelsthatwere also low but with at least 20%of their Phe
levels outside the 2-6 mg/dl range. Note that, even though their mean level was low, the
infantswhose Phe levelsvariedgreatlyperformedas poorlyas the infantswhose mean Phe
levelswere high (6-10 mg/dl). All other subjectgroups performedsignificantlybetter.
the sex difference was significant (F[1, 339] = 19.76, p < .0001). When the
interaction term (sex X group) was added, sex itself was no longer significant,
but the interaction was (F[4, 335] = 4.21, p < .005). Among infants drawn
from the general population, and among matched controls, girls could withstand significantly longer delays on the AB task than could boys of the same
age (orthogonal contrasts: norms = 35.60, p < .0001; controls = 12.63, p <
.0005). However, among infants with PKU, regardless of whether their Phe
levels were high or low, boys performed better on the AB task than girls (orthogonal contrasts: higher PKU = 3.97, p < .05; lower PKU = 5.55, p < .02).
Among siblings of the PKU and MHP participants, there was no sex difference in AB performance. For a summary of the results on the AB task, see
Table 7.
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THEOBJECTRETRIEVAL
TASK
Results are reported here only for those conditions of the task that were
challenging. Results for trials where the toy was partially out of the box or
easily visible through the box opening and for trials where the opaque box
was used are not reported here because, as predicted, all infants performed
well on these easy conditions. When the box is opaque, there is no need to
inhibit the tendency to reach straight to the visible goal because the toy is
not visible through any of the closed sides of the box. When the toy is partially
out of the box, the task does not present a detour problem as part of the toy
is freely accessible. When the toy can be seen through the box opening, the
infant's tendency to reach along the line of sight happens to coincide with
the correct solution.
Results are reported here for the trials where the toy was deep inside
the transparent box and the box was positioned at the midline, that is, those
trials where at the outset the infant saw the toy through a closed side of the
box. Results for trials where the left or right side of the box was open are
combined here and designated side-open trials. There was no significant difference between performance when the right or left side of the box was open,
and pooling these results yielded a more robust indicator of performance
level.

Frontof the Box Open, SmallBox
GroupDifferences:PKUand MHPGroupsCombined
Infants with higher plasma Phe concentrations were generally unable to
retrieve the toy from the small box open at the front, even when momentarily
shown the toy through the box opening, until they were 9-10 months old.
By the age of 8 months, most infants in all other subject groups could retrieve
the toy under those conditions when momentarily shown the toy through the
box opening, and, by 9 months, over half were retrieving the toy under those
conditions without any help at all (main effect for age, F[1, 337] = 378.81,
p < .0001). Infants with higher Phe concentrations were about 11/2months
behind other infants in their performance (see Figure 6a).
The poor performance of infants with higher Phe levels was not due to
lack of motivation or lack of effort. These infants persisted at length at the
side of the box through which they saw the toy. Each trial lasted until the
participant succeeded or refused to try any longer, and the trials of infants
with higher Phe levels were at least as long as those of other participants.
This is true for all types of trials for which results are reported below.
In short, infants with higher plasma Phe levels performed significantly
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worse on front-open trials, even when the smaller box was used, than other
infants with PKU or MHP with lower plasma Phe levels and than infant siblings (F[4, 336] = 5.49, p < .0003; orthogonal contrasts: higher Phe vs. lower
Phe = 16.10, p < .0001; higher Phe vs. siblings = 12.99, p < .0002). They
also tended to perform worse than the other comparison groups (norms and
matched controls), although the latter differences were not significant at p
- .005 (see Table 7). After 9 months, ceiling effects became prominent on
trials with the small box open at the front; hence, the difference in performance between infants with higher Phe levels and all other infants is more
pronounced if one looks only at the ages of 6-9 months (F[4, 160] = 7.71,
p < .0001; orthogonal contrasts: higher Phe vs. lower Phe = 25.27, p < .0001;
higher Phe vs. siblings = 15.02, p < .0001; higher Phe vs. norms = 7.24,
p < .005; higher Phe vs. controls = 5.58, p < .01).
Infants whose plasma Phe concentrations were only slightly elevated (less
than three times normal) performed normally (i.e., there were no significant
differences between their performance and those of the matched control,
sibling, or normative groups). Moreover, the matched control, sibling, and
normative groups performed similarly to one another.
Dividing the PKU and MHP infants into higher- and lower-Phe groups
on the basis of their mean plasma Phe level during the period of 6-12 months
of age yielded results comparable to those reported above, which are based
on the Phe levels during the 6-week period immediately preceding each behavioral testing session. The differences between the performance of infants
with higher Phe levels and the performance of the comparison groups were
generally not as large, however, when mean Phe levels between 6 and 12
months were used to assign participants to groups.

GroupDifferences:PKUand MHPGroupsAnalyzed Separately
Regardless of whether an infant had PKU or MHP, those infants whose
plasma Phe levels were greater than three times normal performed significantly worse on front-open trials with the small box than other PKU or MHP
infants with lower Phe levels and worse than the sibling group (F[6, 336] =
3.69, p < .002; orthogonal contrasts: higher PKU vs. lower PKU = 9.10, p =
.001; higher PKU vs. siblings = 8.50, p < .002; higher MHP vs. lower MHP
= 6.54, p = .005; higher MHP vs. siblings = 6.96, p < .005).
Infants with MHP whose Phe levels were three times normal or higher
were as impaired on this task as PKU infants with similar Phe levels. Indeed,
among infants whose Phe levels were 6 mg/dl or higher, or among infants
whose Phe levels were under 6 mg/dl, there were no significant differences
in performance in this condition between those participants with PKU and
those with MHP.
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Concurrent Phe level (the Phe level during the 6 weeks immediately before testing) was inversely and linearly related to performance for the PKU
and MHP infants combined (F[1, 14] = 6.39, p < .03), and for the PKU
participants considered alone (F[1, 7] = 10.57, p < .03), but not for the MHP
infants. The mean level of Phe in an infant's bloodstream from 6 to 12
months of age or from birth to 12 months of age was not significantly related
to performance on the object retrieval task in the front-open, small-box condition.

Sex Differences
There was no significant sex difference for the small box, front-open
condition when all the subject groups were combined, but there was a significant sex X condition interaction for the PKU and MHP participants
(F[1, 73] = 5.23, p < .03) and a significant sex difference among the PKU
participants (F[1, 41] = 8.68, p < .001). Infant boys with PKU outperformed
infant girls with PKU. Among other subject groups, the sex difference was
not significant and, if anything, tended to be in the opposite direction.

Frontof the Box Open, LargeBox
GroupDifferences:PKUand MHPGroupsCombined
Results when the front of the large box was open were similar to those
for the small box. Infants with higher Phe levels could not even be tested
with the large box until they were 9 months old, so difficult did they find
the task. Thus, comparisons are made here only over the 9-12-month age
range. Infants with higher Phe levels performed significantly worse than the
normative sample and siblings (F[4, 279] = 4.21, p < .003; orthogonal contrasts: higher Phe vs. norms = 14.69, p < .0001; higher Phe vs. siblings =
6.60, p = .005; see Figure 6b). They also tended to perform worse than the
other comparison groups (other PKU and MHP children with less elevated
Phe levels and matched controls); however, the latter differences were not
significant at p - .005 (see Table 7). None of the control groups differed
significantly from one another. There was a strong main effect for age
(F[1, 279] = 42.73, p < .0001).

GroupDifferences:PKUand MHPGroupsAnalyzed Separately
Regardless of whether an infant had PKU or MHP, those infants whose
plasma Phe levels were three times normal or higher during the 6-week pe-
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riod preceding testing performed poorly on front-open trials with the large
box. PKU infants with plasma Phe levels three times normal or higher performed significantly worse than other PKU infants with Phe levels closer to
normal and than the sibling group (F[6, 232] = 5.37, p < .0001; orthogonal
contrasts: higher PKU vs. lower PKU = 10.83, p < .001; higher PKU vs. siblings = 6.62, p < .005). They also tended to perform worse than the normative and matched control groups. MHP infants with plasma Phe levels three
times normal or higher performed significantly worse than all comparison
groups (orthogonal contrasts:higher MHP vs. lower MHP = 16.56, p < .0001;
higher MHP vs. norms = 6.60, p = .005; higher MHP vs. controls = 6.35,
p = .005; higher MHP vs. siblings = 12.02, p < .001). Note that MHP infants
with higher Phe levels were not protected here; their impairment was even
more apparent than that of PKU infants.
The performance of PKU and MHP infants was comparable once concurrent Phe level was controlled for. Similarly, as a group, there were no
significant differences between the performance of MHP infants with higher
Phe levels and PKU infants with comparable Phe levels or between MHP
infants with lower Phe levels and PKU infants with comparable Phe levels.
Even though, as a group, the children with lower, more normal plasma Phe
levels performed better and the children with higher Phe levels performed worse, no direct relation between concurrent Phe level (as a continuous
variable) and performance in the front-open, large-box condition was
found.
When, rather than concurrent Phe level, the mean plasma Phe level
throughout the period of testing was used to assign participants to "higher"
and "lower" Phe groups, we found that PKU participants whose mean Phe
levels were three times normal or higher performed significantlyworse than
all other subject groups; however, MHP infants with mean Phe levels three
times normal or higher performed comparably to all other subject groups
(F[6, 327] = 5.77, p < .0001; orthogonal contrasts:higher PKUvs. lower PKU
= 17.07, p < .0001; higher PKU vs. norms = 29.83, < .0001;
p
higher PKU
vs. controls = 11.70, p < .0005; higher PKU vs. siblings = 22.54, p < .0001;
no comparable comparisons for MHP infants with higher mean plasma Phe
levels were significant).
Mean Phe level during the first month of life, on the other hand, was
significantly and inversely related to performance among MHP participants
(F[1, 36] = 9.93, p < .004) but not among PKU participants. Mean Phe level
over the ages of 6-12 months was significantly and inversely related to the
performance of the PKU participants (F[1, 36] = 4.45, p < .05) but not to
that of the MHP participants. There was still no significant difference in the
performance of PKU and MHP infants when either of these Phe level variables was controlled for.
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Sex Differences
There were no significant sex differences and no significant sex X group
interactions for the large box, front-open condition.

Side of the Box Open, SmallBox
GroupDifferences:PKUand MHPGroupsCombined
The group differences on the object retrieval task were particularly pronounced for the side-open, small-box condition because the intersubject variability was so small. By 8 months of age, almost all infants, except those whose
Phe levels were toward the higher end of the acceptable range, were able to
retrieve the toy from either the left or the right side of the small box when
momentarily shown the toy through the box opening (see Figure 6c). Infants
with Phe levels three times normal or higher could not do so until a month
later (9 months of age).
Infants with higher Phe levels performed significantly worse than all
other subject groups in the side-open, small-box condition (F[4, 359] = 9.63,
p < .0001; orthogonal contrasts: higher Phe vs. lower Phe = 15.75, p < .0001;
higher Phe vs. norms = 25.35, p < .0001; higher Phe vs. controls = 19.67,
p < .0001; higher Phe vs. siblings = 34.91, p < .0001). None of the control
groups differed significantly from one another.
The analyses presented above were based on plasma Phe levels immediately preceding testing. Results are similar for mean Phe level during the entire testing period (6-12 months of age), mean Phe level during the entire
first year of life, mean Phe level during only the first month of life, and the
percentage of the area under the Phe curve within the range of 2-6 mg/dl.
In addition to the significant effect of group, there was a significant effect of

age (F[1, 357] = 421.51, p < .0000).

GroupDifferences:PKUand MHPGroupsAnalyzed Separately
There were no significant differences in the performance of PKU and
MHP infants on side-open, small-box trials once any measure of plasma Phe
was controlled for. PKU infants whose mean Phe levels preceding each testing
session were 6 mg/dl or higher performed significantly worse than other
PKU participants with Phe levels closer to normal, the normative sample,
matched controls, or siblings (F[6, 359] = 7.34, p < .0001; orthogonal contrasts: higher Phe vs. lower Phe = 17.34, p < .0001; higher Phe vs. norms =
25.79, p < .0001; higher Phe vs. controls = 23.49, p < .0001; higher Phe vs.
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siblings = 34.29, p < .0001). MHP infants whose Phe levels were 6 mg/dl or
higher for the 6 weeks before each testing session performed significantly
worse than all comparison groups except other MHP infants with lower Phe
levels (orthogonal contrasts: higher MHP vs. norms = 6.88, p < .005; higher
MHP vs. controls = 7.36, p < .005; higher MHP vs. siblings = 13.10, p <

.0002).
Similar results were obtained for mean Phe level during the period of
6-12 months of age, mean Phe level during the entire first year, mean Phe
level during the first month of life, and percentage of the area under each
child's Phe curve within the range of 2-6 mg/dl. For example, mean Phe
levels for the first year of life were significantly and inversely related to performance on the small-box, side-open trials for both PKU infants and MHP infants (F[1, 48] = 5.82, p < .03, and F[1, 48] = 6.80, p < .02, respectively).
Within individual infants, performance on the side-open, small-box condition covaried inversely with plasma Phe level; the correlation coefficients
ranged from -.76 to .32, with a mean of -.31.

Sex Differences
There were no significant sex differences and no significant sex X group
interactions for the small-box, side-open condition.

Side of the Box Open, LargeBox
GroupDifferences:PKUand MHPGroupsCombined
Performance improved significantly over age (F[1, 324] = 211.48, p <
.0001; see Figure 6d). However, even controlling for age, infants with higher
Phe levels performed worse than other infants with lower Phe levels, matched
controls, and their siblings when the large box was used and the opening was
at the left or right side (F[4, 324] = 10.35, p < .0001; orthogonal contrasts:
higher Phe vs. lower Phe = 19.06, p < .0001; higher Phe vs. controls = 15.39,
p < .0001; higher Phe vs. siblings = 31.97, p < .0001; see Figure 6d). As a
group, infants from the general population performed significantly worse
than siblings of the PKU and MHP participants (orthogonal contrast = 18.61,
p < .0001). There were no group differences among PKU and MHP infants
with Phe levels closer to normal, matched controls, and the siblings of the
PKU and MHP participants. These results are based on Phe levels immediately preceding testing. Results are similar, although not quite as strong, for
mean Phe level during the entire testing period (6-12 months of age) and
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for the percentage of the area under the Phe curve within the range of 26 mg/dl.
GroupDifferences:PKUand MHPGroupsAnalyzed Separately
There were no significant differences in the performance of PKU and
MHP infants, controlling for any measure of plasma Phe. However, although
MHP infants whose Phe levels were three times normal or higher during the
6 weeks prior to testing performed as poorly as PKU infants with comparable
Phe levels, MHP infants whose mean Phe levels from 6-12 months of age
were three times normal or higher performed better than PKU infants whose
mean Phe levels were in the same range during that same period (F[6, 322]
= 7.67, p < .0001; orthogonal contrast: higher PKU vs. higher MHP = 11.39,
p < .001).
PKU infants whose mean Phe levels preceding each testing session were
6 mg/dl or higher performed significantlyworse than all comparison groups
(F[6, 208] = 7.13, p < .0001; orthogonal contrasts:higher PKU vs. lower PKU
= 16.21, p < .0001; higher PKU vs. norms = 8.73, p < .002; higher PKU vs.
controls = 16.25, p < .0001; higher PKU vs. siblings = 26.42, p < .0001).
MHP infants whose mean Phe levels during the 6-week period before testing
were 6 mg/dl or higher performed significantly worse than all comparison
groups except the normative sample (orthogonal contrasts: higher MHP vs.
lower MHP = 6.06, p = .005; higher MHP vs. controls = 6.66, p < .005;
higher MHP vs. siblings = 15.06, p < .0001).
Level of Phe during the 6-week period before each testing session and
the mean Phe level over the 6-12-month age period were significantly and
inversely related to performance for infants with PKU (F[1, 39] = 14.35,
p < .0005, and F[1, 39] = 9.42, p < .004, respectively). Mean Phe level
throughout the first year of life and mean Phe level during the first month
of life were significantlyand inverselyrelated to performance for MHP infants
(F[1, 48] = 15.22, p < .0003, and F[1, 48] = 35.58, p < .0001, respectively).
Sex Differences
There was a significant sex x group interaction on trials with the large
box open at the side (F[6, 316] = 3.08, p < .01). Among PKU and MHP
infants with lower Phe levels, and among the siblings of PKU and MHP participants, boys performed better than girls (lower-Phe participants:F[1, 44] =
3.82, p < .03; siblings:F[1, 71] = 5.64, p = .005). There was no sex difference
among matched control children or participantsdrawnfrom the general population.
For a summary of the results on the object retrieval task, see Table 7.
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FIGURE
7.-Performance on the spatialdiscriminationtaskof infantsin the five subject
groups.

THESPATIALDISCRIMINATION
TASK

GroupDifferences:PKUand MHPGroupsCombined
The groups did not differ significantly overall in the percentage of correct responses on the spatial discrimination task. Infants with plasma Phe levels three to five times normal, or with more moderately elevated Phe levels,
performed comparably to all comparison groups. No measure of plasma Phe
yielded any significant group difference. There was little variation in performance on the spatial discrimination task, however, and little change in performance over age. In general, throughout the age range, group means varied
between 60% and 85% correct (see Figure 7).

GroupDifferences:PKUand MHPGroupsAnalyzed Separately
Infants with PKU performed as well as all comparison groups regardless
of Phe level or the Phe measure used. Similarly, MHP infants performed as
well as all comparison groups regardless of their Phe level or of the time
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period over which Phe levels were calculated. No relation between Phe level
and performance was found. When the PKU and MHP subject groups were
dichotomized by Phe level, no significant difference between PKU participants, between MHP participants, or between any of these groups and any
comparison subject group was found.

Sex Differences
There were no significant sex differences and no significant sex X group
interactions. For a summary of the results on the spatial discrimination task,
see Table 7.

THEVISUAL
PAIRED
COMPARISON
TASK
BriefestPresentationTimes(15 Sec at 7 Monthsand 5 Sec at 10 Months)
GroupDifferences:PKUand MHPGroupsCombined
Infants who need a longer sample presentation time might have a slower
speed of processing and so need more time to encode information about the
sample stimulus. The most likely presentation duration to produce any group
difference would be the shortest presentation time. Hence, we looked at
whether there were any differences in the percentage of infants choosing the
novel stimulus (i.e., demonstrating recognition of the sample) using trials
with 15-sec presentation times for 7-month-olds and 5-sec presentation times
for 10-month-olds. No significant group differences emerged. There were no
differences between any subject groups in performance at any sample presentation time regardless of the plasma Phe measure used to assign PKU and
MHP participants to groups. However, even with only 5 sec to encode the
stimulus, 10-month-old infants chose the novel stimulus more consistently
than did 7-month-olds given three times as long with the stimulus (F[1, 77]
= 4.37, p = .03).

GroupDifferences:PKUand MHPGroupsAnalyzed Separately
Dividing the PKU and MHP participants into "high" and "low" groups
on the basis of their Phe concentrations during the 6 weeks immediately preceding testing yielded no significant group differences in performance. When
PKU and MHP participants were assigned to groups on the basis of their
mean Phe levels throughout the first year of life, there were still no significant
differences between the performance of PKU infants and the performance
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of any comparison group. MHP infants, whose mean Phe levels throughout
the first year of life were three times normal or greater, tended to perform
worse than PKU infants with comparable mean Phe levels and worse than
most comparison groups, although none of these differences was significant
at the .005 level (see Table 7). Dividing the PKU and MHP participants into
two groups on the basis of the percentage of Phe levels within the range of
2-6 mg/dl still yielded no significant group differences in performance on
the visual paired comparison task.
Phe levels immediately before testing were not significantly related to
performance. However, the percentage of Phe levels between 6 and 12
months of age outside the range of 2-6 mg/dl was significantly and inversely
related to performance (PKU infants: F[1, 7] = 11.44, p < .02; MHP infants:
F[1, 6] = 10.26, p < .02). Mean plasma Phe concentration between 6 and
12 months of age was significantly and inversely related to performance
among the infants with PKU (F[1, 7] = 7.18, p < .04), although not to performance among MHP infants. On the other hand, among infants with MHP,
yet not among PKU infants, mean plasma Phe level between birth and 12
months of age and during the first month of life alone was significantly and
inversely related to performance (F[1, 6] = 19.61, p < .01, and F[1, 5] =
17.36, p < .02, respectively).
No significant effects emerged for any other presentation time durations.

Sex Differences
There was no significant main effect for gender, nor were there any significant interactions.

LongestDelay (10 Min)
GroupDifferences:PKUand MHPGroupsCombined
Adult patients and macaques who have sustained damage to the medial
temporal lobe succeed on visual paired comparison and delayed nonmatching to sample tasks when there is only a brief delay but perform progressively
worse than normal as the delays get longer. Therefore, the largest group differences, and the heaviest demands on memory, would be expected to occur
at the longest delays. For this reason, we looked at whether there were group
differences in performance at our longest delay, 10 min (600 sec). Infants
with higher Phe levels were less likely to show that they remembered the
sample after this delay than were infants drawn from the general population
(F[4, 82] = 3.32, p < .02; orthogonal contrast: higher Phe vs. norms = 10.26,
p < .003). No other comparisons reached statistical significance.
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FIGURE8.-Performance on the visual paired comparison task of infants in the five subject groups. a, Performance at the longest delay (10 min) between familiarization and test.
b, Performance at all delays and presentation times.

At 6 months of age, infants with higher Phe levels chose the novel stimulus only 50% of the time after a delay of 10 min, whereas infants with less
elevated Phe levels, infants in the normative sample, and infants matched to
the PKU and MHP participants on a host of background characteristics selected the novel stimulus after a 10-min delay on 100%, 83%, and 77% of
the trials, respectively (see Figure 8). By 9 months, infants in the lower-Phe,
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normative, and matched control groups selected the novel stimulus every
time (100%), whereas infants with Phe levels three times normal or higher
chose the novel stimulus only 75% of the time. The sibling group showed an
intermediate level of performance.
Using any other measure of plasma Phe than concurrent levels yielded
no significant difference between the higher- and the lower-Phe groups, leaving the differences between the normative sample and the higher-Phe groups
as the only statisticallysignificant differences. Across the groups, infants chose
the novel stimulus more consistently as they grew older (F[1, 42] = 5.91,
p < .02).

GroupDifferences:PKUand MHPGroupsAnalyzed Separately
There were no significant differences in the performance of PKU and
MHP infants, controlling for any measure of plasma Phe. MHP infants with
Phe levels three times normal or higher performed comparably to PKU infants with similar Phe levels, and PKU infants with lower Phe levels performed
as well as MHP infants with comparable Phe levels.
PKU infants whose mean Phe levels preceding each testing session were
6 mg/dl or higher tended to perform worse than other infants with PKUwho
had lower Phe levels and than infants drawnfrom the general population; the
same tendencies were found for MHP infants with higher Phe levels, who
also tended to perform worse than matched controls. However, none of these
differences was significant at p - .005 (see Table 7). There were no significant
differences among the matched controls, siblings, the normative sample, and
either PKU or MHP infants with lower Phe levels. No measure of plasma Phe,
other than concurrent levels, yielded any differences among PKU infants or
among MHP infants in performance on the visual paired comparison task
with a 10-min delay.
Phe level during the 6 weeks immediately preceding testing was linearly
and inversely related to performance for the PKU participants (F[1, 6] =
11.07, p < .02) but not for the participants with MHP. No other measure of
plasma Phe showed any direct relation to performance. Within an infant
over time, the correlation between performance at the 10-min delay and
concurrent plasma Phe level varied from -.51 to .56; the mean was r =
-.16.

Sex Differences
There were no significant sex differences and no significant sex X group
interactions.
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Performanceat OtherPresentationTimesand OtherDelays
We compared the performance of participants at each sample presentation duration (5, 15, 30, and 45 sec). No significant group differences at any
sample presentation time were found, regardless of the plasma Phe measure
used to assign PKU and MHP participants to groups. We also compared the
subject groups in their performance at all delays (10, 15, 60, and 180 sec;
results for the longest delay-600 sec-are presented above). There was no
significant effect of subject group (higher PKU, lower PKU, higher MHP,
lower MHP, norms, controls, and siblings) at any of these delays. Similarly,
there was no effect of Phe level (regardless of the period over which plasma
Phe was assessed) on performance at any of these delays.
One might expect group differences to be largest where participants had
the least time to encode the sample (briefest presentation times) and the
most demand on their memory (longest delays). Therefore, we looked at the
performance of 7-month-olds on the trial where presentation time was 15
sec and the delay was 60 sec and at the performance of 10-month-olds on
the trial where presentation time was 5 sec and the delay was 180 sec. No
significant differences among the groups were found, although these analyses
are based on only one trial per session and so are not as robust as those based
on a more reliable measure of performance. For a summary of the results on
the visual paired comparison task, see Table 7.

RELATIONS
AMONGPERFORMANCE
ON TASKSADMINISTERED
TO INFANTS
Some relations were found between performance on the AB and object
retrieval tasks. No significant relations were found with performance on either the spatial discrimination or the visual paired comparison task and performance on any other task.
Performance on the AB task and on the small-box object retrieval trials
(with either the front, the left, or the right side of the box open) was correlated within the age range of 8-9 months (r[46] = .35, p < .01). (Before 8
months, many infants could not be tested on AB because they could not uncover a hidden object; after 9 months, there were pronounced ceiling effects
on small-box object retrieval trials.) Over the ages of 9-11 months, AB performance was correlated with performance on large-box object retrieval trials
(r[54] = .35, p < .01). (Many participants could not be tested with the large
box before the age of 9 months.) The correlation between performance on
the AB task and performance on the small-box object retrieval trials was significant within the group of PKU and MHP infants and among infants from
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the general population (r[13] = .54, p < .05, and r[24] = .49, p < .03,
respectively) but not among the sibling or matched control groups. The same
was true for the correlation of performance on AB with performance on the
large-box object retrieval trials (PKU and MHP infants: r[15] = .68, p < .03;
norms: r[24] = .41, p < .05).
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TODDLERS
VI. RESULTS:

THEABTASKWITHINVISIBLE
DISPLACEMENT
GroupDifferences:PKUand MHPGroupsCombined
The critical trials on the AB-invisible task are the reversal trials, where
the box containing the toy is moved to the side opposite to where the participant last found the toy. All groups of toddlers started out performing comparably on the reversaltrials in the AB-invisible task. However, after 21 months,
when all other groups started to improve, the performance of PKU and MHP
toddlers with higher Phe levels leveled off or declined. Between 21 and 30
months, toddlers with PKU or MHP as a group performed significantlyworse
on the AB task with invisible displacements than did their matched controls
regardless of plasma Phe level (F[1, 160] = 3.50, p < .01; orthogonal contrast:
PKU and MHP vs. controls = 12.73, p < .0003). There was no significant
change in performance on the AB-invisible task with a 5-sec delay over the
entire age range investigated, 15-30 months of age).
Phe level showed only a moderate effect on performance of the AB-invisible task. Between 21 and 30 months, toddlers with Phe levels toward the high
end of what has been considered the safe range performed significantlyworse
on the task than did matched controls (F[4, 150] = 2.60, p < .04; orthogonal
contrast: higher Phe vs. controls = 7.51, p < .005). The higher-Phe group
also tended to perform worse than other PKU and MHP children with lower
Phe levels and than their siblings, but these differences were not significant
at p < .005 (see Figure 9). There were no significant differences in performance among PKU and MHP toddlers whose plasma Phe levels were under
6 mg/dl levels during the 6-week period preceding each testing session, children from the general population, children handpicked to match the PKU
and MHP participantsin demographic and health characteristics,and siblings
of the PKU and MHP subjects.
Participantswhose mean Phe levels during the first year of life had been
6 mg/dl or higher performed worse as 21-30-month-olds on the AB-invisible
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9.-Performance

on the AB task with invisible displacement (5-sec delay) of

toddlersin the five subjectgroups.

task than did matched controls (F[4, 150] = 3.57, p < .01; orthogonal contrast: higher Phe vs. controls = 13.18, p < .0003). They also tended to perform worse than children from the general population and their own siblings
(see Table 8).
There were few low-Phe participants for whom 20% or more of the area
under the curve of their plasma Phe levels during the period of 12-30 months
of age was outside the range of 2-6 mg/dl. Thus, most of the PKU and MHP
participants were classified in the "low" within-range group. The performance of participants whose mean plasma Phe levels were under three times
normal but whose Phe levels fluctuated so much that 20% or more of their
blood tests revealed Phe levels three times normal or higher was significantly
worse than all comparison groups (F[4, 150] = 3.57, p < .01; orthogonal
contrasts: outside range vs. inside range = 11.49, p < .0005; outside range
vs. norms = 51.41, p < .0001; outside range vs. controls = 11.46, p < .0005;
outside range vs. siblings = 12.66, p < .0003).

GroupDifferences:PKUand MHPGroupsAnalyzed Separately
PKU and MHP participants performed comparably on the AB task with
invisible displacements, whether Phe concentration was controlled for or not.
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PKU children with higher plasma Phe levels performed significantly worse
than the matched control and sibling groups (F[6, 128] = 2.60, p < .04;
orthogonal contrasts: higher PKU vs. controls = 7.09, p < .005; higher PKU
vs. siblings = 3.85, p < .005). No measure of Phe level, treated as a continuous
variable, showed any significant relation to AB-invisible performance.

Sex Differences
There were no significant sex differences and no significant sex X group
interactions. For a summary of the results on AB with invisible displacement,
see Table 8.

THETHREEBOXESTASK(BOXESSCRAMBLED
AFTEREACHREACH)

GroupDifferences:PKUand MHPGroupsCombined
Most toddlers of all ages were able to open all three boxes in only four
or five reaches. Even so, toddlers needed fewer reaches to open all the boxes
as they got older (F[1, 224] = 5.85, p < .01; see Figure 10). There were no
significant group differences and no significant effect of plasma Phe level,
regardless of Phe measure used, in (a) number of reaches to open all three
boxes, (b) number of reaches to first error, (c) total number of boxes opened,
or (d) maximum number of consecutive reaches to the same box. There was,
however, a significant improvement over age (F[1, 230] = 41.92, p < .0001)
and a significant group difference in the number of consecutive reaches back
to the same location (F[4, 230] = 2.50, p < .04). PKU and MHP toddlers
with higher Phe levels were more likely to perseveratively reach to the same
position than were other PKU and MHP toddlers with lower Phe levels or
matched controls (orthogonal contrasts: higher Phe vs. lower Phe = 6.82,
p < .005; higher Phe vs. controls = 7.40, p < .005).

GroupDifferences:PKUand MHPGroupsAnalyzed Separately
There was no direct relation between plasma Phe level and perseverative
position preferences when the PKU and MHP groups were combined or
when the PKU group was considered alone. There were no significant differences between the performance of PKU toddlers, with higher or lower plasma
Phe levels, and the performance of any comparison group. Among the MHP
toddlers, those whose Phe levels were higher tended to show more consecutive reaches back to the same location than MHP toddlers with lower Phe
levels (F[1, 26] = 5.34, p < .02).
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FIGURE
10.--Performanceon the three boxes task (boxes scrambledafter each reach)
of toddlers in the five subject groups. a, Mean number of reaches to open three boxes.
b, Maximumnumberof consecutivereaches to same position.

Sex Differences
When all the participants were included in the analysis, there was no
significant difference between the performance of the boys and that of the
girls. However, among just the participants with PKU, the boys performed
better than the girls. This can be seen on all dependent measures, such as
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number of reaches to open all three boxes (F[2, 63] = 21.52, p < .0001)
and number of consecutive reaches to the same location (F[2, 80] = 27.44,
p < .0001). For a summary of the results on this task, see Table 8.

THETHREEBOXESTASK(BOXESREMAINSTATIONARY)

GroupDifferences:PKUand MHPGroupsCombined
Performance tended to be worse when the boxes remained stationary
than when they were scrambled after each reach, especially at the youngest
age (15 months). This seemed to be because many toddlers erred by reaching
back to the same place where they had last found a reward. Such position
preferences always led to errors when the boxes were stationary, but in the
scrambled-boxes condition a new, unopened box would sometimes be in that
position, in which case the toddler would find another reward by reaching
back to the same place. The number of consecutive reaches back to the same
position when the boxes remained stationary declined markedly over age
(F[1, 231] = 135.17, p < .0001), especially between 15 and 18 months for
siblings (see Figure 11b). This decline was less evident among toddlers
with higher Phe levels, as they tended to show less perseveration to position
at the younger ages (see Figure 11b). There were no significant group differences and no significant effect of any plasma Phe variable on the number
of reaches to open three boxes (Figure 11a), the number of reaches until
the child's first error, or the maximum number of reaches to the same position.
Performance improved over age-on,
for example, number of reaches
to open all the boxes (F[1, 232] = 62.61, p < .0001). The older the toddler,
the more likely he or she was to open all three stationary boxes (F[1, 232]
= 33.42, p < .0001). Similarly, the difference between performance in the
stationary and the scrambled-box versions decreased with age-as can be
seen, for example, on number of reaches to open all three boxes (stationary
trials vs. scrambled-box trials, F[1, 231] = 29.74, p < .0001).

GroupDifferences:PKUand MHPGroupsAnalyzed Separately
No significant differences on this task emerged between PKU and MHP
participants, between either of these groups and any comparison groups, or
within either group by plasma Phe level regardless of the measure of plasma
Phe used.
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Sex Differences
When all participants were included in the analysis, there was no significant difference in the performance of the boys compared to that of the girls.
However, among just the participants with PKU, boys performed significantly
better than girls-as can be seen, for example, on number of reaches to open
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delay administered (30 sec) of toddlers in the five subject groups.

all three stationary boxes (F[2, 69] = 44.13, p < .0001). For a summary of
the results on this task, see Table 8.

THEDELAYED
NONMATCHING
TO SAMPLE
TASK
Performancewith Delays of 30 Sec
GroupDifferences:PKUand MHPGroupsCombined
Human adults and macaques with medial temporal lobe damage succeed
on the delayed nonmatching to sample task at brief delays but fail at longer
delays. If any of our participant groups have problems in functions dependent
on the medial temporal lobe, one would expect those participants to perform
most differently from other participants at the longest delay (30 sec). We did
find that PKU and MHP participants whose concurrent Phe levels were three
times normal or higher performed worse than participants drawn from the
general population (F[4, 67] = 3.94, p < .01; orthogonal contrast: higher
Phe vs. norms = 12.27, p < .002; see Figure 12). However, children with
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higher Phe levels performed as well as children with lower Phe levels. Children with PKU or MHP performed comparably to their matched controls and
siblings, regardless of whether their Phe levels were higher or lower than
three times normal. Performance improved with age (F[1, 71] = 2.15, p <
.04). The dip in performance at 27 months evident in Figure 12 is due to
the fact that stimuli used at younger ages for delayed nonmatching to sample
were used again at 27 months; that is, at 21 and 24 months the stimuli were
novel, but at 27 months they were not.

GroupDifferences:PKUand MHPGroupsAnalyzed Separately
Toddlers with MHP whose Phe levels were 6 mg/dl or higher performed
comparably to PKU participants with comparable Phe levels. However, MHP
toddlers with lower Phe levels performed worse than did PKU toddlers with
lower Phe levels (F[6, 39] = 4.67, p < .002; orthogonal contrast: lower MHP
vs. lower PKU = 9.10, p < .005). MHP toddlers with Phe levels elevated less
than three times normal also performed significantly worse than participants
drawn from the general population and tended to perform worse than
matched control subjects (orthogonal contrasts: lower MHP vs. norms =
13.35, p < .001; lower MHP vs. controls = 5.27, p < .03).
Among toddlers with PKU, level of Phe in the bloodstream during the
6 weeks immediately preceding testing was linearly and inversely related to
performance (F[1, 5] = 18.58, p < .004). When the PKU participants were
dichotomized, those whose Phe levels were three times normal or higher performed significantly worse than participants from the general population (orthogonal contrast = 13.77, p < .001) but not significantly worse than other
PKU participants with lower Phe levels, matched controls, or siblings. Within
a toddler over time, delayed nonmatching to sample performance tended to
vary inversely with concurrent plasma Phe level; Pearson correlations ranged
from -.66 to .42, with the mean being -.24. PKU participants with lower
Phe levels and MHP participants with higher Phe levels did not differ significantly from controls, siblings, or norms in their performance at the 30-sec
delay.
PKU toddlers whose Phe levels had been high during the first month of
life performed significantly worse than participants from the general population (F[6, 66] = 6.16, p < .0005; orthogonal contrast: higher PKU vs. norms
= 8.78, p < .004). PKU toddlers whose Phe levels had been lower
during
the first month performed significantly worsethan children from the general
population or matched controls (orthogonal contrasts: lower PKU vs. norms
= 16.60, p < .0001; lower PKU vs. controls = 8.46,
p < .005).
There was no significant linear relation between Phe levels during any
other period of life and any measure of delayed nonmatching to sample performance.
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of toddlersin the five subjectgroups.

Sex Differences
There were no significant sex differences and no significant sex X group
interactions.

Performanceat the 5-Sec Delay
GroupDifferences:PKUand MHPGroupsCombined
Toddlers with higher Phe levels achieved percentages of correct responses comparable to all comparison groups (see Figure 13). There were
no significant differences between subject groups in percentage of correct
responses at the 5-sec delay.
Toddlers with higher Phe levels made more errors at the 5-sec delay than
participants drawn from the general population (F[4, 85] = 4.00, p < .01;
orthogonal contrast: higher Phe vs. norms = 10.35, p < .003). This was the
only measure (and we looked at four: percentage of correct responses, number of errors to criterion, number of trials needed to pass criterion, and percentage of participants passing criterion) and the only comparison on this
measure that yielded a difference significant at p < .005.
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Regardless of plasma Phe level during the first month of life, PKU and
MHP toddlers performed worse on the delayed nonmatching to sample task
with a 5-sec delay than did the normative sample (orthogonal contrasts [number of trials to criterion]: higher Phe vs. norms = 12.59, p = .0005; lower
Phe vs. norms = 9.01, p < .004; orthogonal contrasts [number of errors]:
higher Phe vs. norms = 14.66, p < .0003; lower Phe vs. norms = 6.91, p <
.01; orthogonal contrasts [percentage of correct responses]: higher Phe vs.
norms = 18.20, p < .0001; lower Phe vs. norms = 8.12, p = .005).
Across groups, performance improved as participants grew older. This
can be seen, for example, in the number of errors before passing criterion
at the 5-sec delay (F[1, 117] = 11.05, p = .001), number of trials to passing
criterion (F[1, 117] = 10.53, p < .002), and percentage of correct responses
at the 5-sec delay (F[1, 118] = 17.33, p < .0001).

GroupDifferences:PKUand MHPGroupsAnalyzed Separately
There were no significant differences between the PKU toddlers and the
MHP toddlers on any measure of delayed nonmatching to sample performance at the 5-sec delay regardless of whether Phe level was controlled for.
Regardless of Phe level, toddlers with PKU did not show a significant
difference in performance when compared to any group of participants on
any dependent measure. Among participants with PKU, Phe level during the
first month of life was significantly and directly related to the number of trials
to criterion and inversely related to the percentage of correct reaches at the
5-sec delay (F[1, 17] = 5.11, p < .04, and F[1, 17] = 6.89, p < .02, respectively). Phe level was not significantly related to the number of errors at the
5-sec delay.
Among participants with MHP, those whose Phe levels were elevated less
than three times normal achieved lowerpercentages of correct responses than
participants from the general population (F[6, 53] = 2.22, p = .05; orthogonal contrast: lower MHP vs. norms = 13.35, p < .001). Otherwise, regardless
of Phe level, toddlers with MHP performed like other participants on all dependent measures. There was no significant linear relation between Phe level
during any period of life and any measure of delayed nonmatching to sample
performance for the MHP toddlers.

Sex Differences
There were no significant sex differences and no significant sex X group
interactions. For a summary of the results on the delayed nonmatching to
sample task, see Table 8.
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THEGLOBAL-LOCAL
TASK
SPATIAL
PROCESSING
LOOKING
(PREFERENTIAL
TECHNIQUE)
GroupDifferences:PKUand MHPGroupsCombined
We investigated mean percentage of time fixating the novel stimulus,
mean looking time during the test phase, and percentage of trials on which
the novel or familiar stimulus was fixated more than chance. We investigated
each of these once for global test trials, once for local test trials, and again
for all trials combined. We investigated each of these when the test stimuli
were small, medium, and large and when the test stimuli were the same size
as the corresponding stimuli in the hierarchical figures (e.g., an H made up
of S's tested by showing a large H and a small S) or opposite in size to the
corresponding stimuli (e.g., an H made up of S's tested by showing a small
H and a large S), and we looked at the interaction of this with the global/
local condition. We also investigated the number of unusable trials for each
participant within a given session. A trial was unusable if the child was so
fidgety that we could not get him or her to look at the stimulus cards on that
trial.
We found no significant difference among any of the subject groups on
of
these dependent measures; however, at 15 and 18 months there were
any
few usable sessions for the higher-Phe children because they were too fidgety
and distractible, disinclined to sit still and look at our pictures. At 30 months
most sessions for not only the children with higher Phe levels but also their
siblings and matched controls were unusable for the same reason.
Toddlers tended to look to the familiar stimulus about 55% of the time
regardless of their group membership (see Figure 14). Performance tended
to be better (i.e., the difference in the amount of time spent looking at novel
and familiar stimuli showed a larger difference) for the global features of the
stimuli than for the local features. This difference was statistically significant
at 18 and 27 months of age (percentage of fixation to the novel stimulus
[global vs. local trials]: at 18 months, t[1l, 14] = 2.12, p < .05; at 27 months,
t[1, 18] = 2.54, p = .02).

GroupDifferences:PKUand MHPGroupsAnalyzed Separately
There were no significant differences between the performance of PKU
and MHP toddlers on the global-local task, nor within either of these two
groups did the toddlers with higher plasma Phe concentrations perform significantly differently than toddlers with lower Phe concentrations as a group.
However, among PKU and MHP toddlers, mean level of Phe in the bloodstream was significantly related to the percentage of time a child fixated the
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novel stimulus on trials testing attention to the local features (F[1, 9] = 12.15,
p < .01) and on all trials combined (F[1, 9] = 11.28, p < .01). That is, the
higher the plasma Phe level during the 15 months of testing, the worse the
toddler's performance, especially when attention to local details was tested.
The toddlers who performed better spent more time looking at the familiar
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stimuli than at the novel stimuli; the toddlers who performed worse divided
their looking time more equally (i.e., we could discern no indication from
their behavior that they recognized that one of the stimuli was familiar).
The mean plasma Phe level during the first year of life was significantly
related to the percentage of time fixating the novel stimulus on global test
trials (F[1, 9] = 5.08, p < .05) and over all trials combined (F[1, 9] = 5.61,
p < .03). Participants with higher plasma Phe levels tended to be more fidgety
and thus to have slightly fewer usable trials than participants with lower Phe
levels, controlling for age (F[1, 9] = 4.45, p = .06).

Sex Differences
When all participants were included in the analysis, there was no significant difference in the performance of boys compared to that of girls. However, among the children with PKU, boys performed significantly better than
girls (for global test trials, F[1, 5] = 8.17, p < .05; for local test trials,
F[1, 5] = 21.95, p < .001). This was found at all individual ages for the local
test trials but only at the youngest ages for the global test trials. For a summary
of the results on this task, see Table 8.

RELATIONS
AMONGPERFORMANCE
ON THETASKS
ADMINISTERED
TOTODDLERS
There were no significant interrelations between performance on any of
the four tasks administered to the toddlers. Performance on three of these
tasks did bear some relation to later IQ scores, however, although in general
this relation was not strong. The strongest relation was between performance
on the delayed nonmatching to sample task and later IQ (for linear regression of percentage correct at the 30-sec delay on IQ, F[1, 12] = 4.61, p <
.05; percentage correct at the 5-sec delay on IQ, F[1, 18] = 5.11, p < .04;
and errors to criterion at the 5-sec delay on IQ, F[1, 18] = 8.18, p < .02).
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THEDAY-NIGHT
TASK
STROOP-LIKE
GroupDifferences:PKUand MHPGroupsCombined
Children with higher plasma Phe levels were correct on significantly
fewer trials on the day-night task than was the normative sample or matched
controls (F[4, 306] = 2.54, p = .05; orthogonal contrasts: higher Phe vs.
norms = 7.29, p < .005; higher Phe vs. controls = 7.95, p = .0025; see Figure
15). They also tended to perform worse than other PKU and MHP children
with lower plasma Phe levels or their own siblings, although these latter differences were not significant at p < .005 (see Table 9).
Regardless of group membership, children generally performed better
on the task as they got older; the main effect for age was F(1, 306) = 46.43,
p < .0001. Many of the youngest children (31/2 years old) found it almost
impossible to sustain good performance on the task after the first few trials.
Most of the oldest children (7 years old) in all groups performed near ceiling.
Hence, the group differences are even more striking between 41/2 and 61/2h
years of age (participants tested longitudinally received only the control version of this task at 4 years).
Children of 41h-61/2hyears of age whose Phe concentrations were 6 mg/
dl or higher performed worse on the day-night task than other affected children with lower Phe levels, children from the general population, and
matched controls (F[4, 213] = 3.01, p < .02; orthogonal contrasts: higher
Phe vs. lower Phe = 7.85, p < .005; higher Phe vs. norms = 10.02, p < .0025;
higher Phe vs. controls = 9.43, p < .0025). They also tended to perform
worse than siblings (see Table 9).
Performance on the day-night task was significantly related to IQ test
performance (linear regression, F[1, 80] = 7.32, p < .008). All group differences on the day-night task remained significant controlling for IQ.
The analyses presented above were based on sessions where participants
had passed the pretest. Children with higher Phe levels were also significantly
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more likely to fail the pretest (F[4, 306] = 6.24, p < .0005; orthogonal contrasts: higher Phe vs. lower Phe = 15.97, p < .0001; higher Phe vs. norms =
10.02, p < .0005; higher Phe vs. controls = 13.17, p < .0002; higher Phe vs.
siblings = 6.70, p = .005). No child with lower Phe levels and no matched
control subject failed the pretest after the age of 31/2years. By 41/2years of
age, 75% of both the siblings of the PKU and MHP participants and the children drawn from the general population were succeeding on the pretest; by
5 years, all such participants passed. On the other hand, only 50% of the
children whose plasma Phe levels were three times normal or higher passed
the pretest at age 41/2years, and even by 51/2years 20% of these participants
were still unable to pass.
Other variables-such
as response latency, response latency on just the
first four or last four trials, or percentage correct on just the first four or last
four trials-did
not yield significant group differences. If children with
Phe
levels
had performed more poorly because they were unable to
higher
sustain their attention over the 16 trials of the task, there should have been
widening group differences in performance later and later in the testing ses120
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sions. This was not found. Children with higher Phe levels had more difficulty
keeping the two rules in mind and inhibiting the predominant response
throughout the testing session.
Children whose Phe levels were below 6 mg/dl performed very much
like the children from the general population, matched controls, and siblings
whether the children had PKU or MHP; no analyses yielded any significant
differences between children whose Phe levels were low and any of the control groups on the day-night task. Similarly, there were no significant differences in performance on the day-night task or in the percentage of participants passing the pretest among any of the control groups.
When PKU and MHP children were divided into higher- and lower-Phe
groups on the basis of their mean Phe level during the entire period from
3 to 7 years, results were comparable to those reported above. However, there
were no significant differences in performance on the day-night Stroop-like
task by Phe concentration during the first year of life or during the first
month of life. Results were mixed for children whose Phe levels were outside
the range of 2-6 mg/dl more than 20% of the time; they performed significantly worse than the matched controls or children from the general population (F[4, 306] = 2.54, p < .04; orthogonal contrasts: outside curve vs. controls = 7.75, p < .005; outside curve vs. norms = 7.67, p = .005) but
comparably to other PKU and MHP children and to their own siblings.

GroupDifferences:PKUand MHPGroupsAnalyzed Separately
There was no significant difference in the performance of PKU and MHP
children, controlling for any measure of plasma Phe level. There was also,
however, no significant difference between the percentage of correct answers
achieved by the MHP children, even those whose Phe levels were 6 mg/dl
or higher, and that achieved by any of the comparison groups. MHP children
with high levels of Phe in their bloodstreams showed a level of performance
on the day-night task intermediate between that of the PKU children with
high Phe levels and all other participants. However, only three MHP children
had Phe levels classified as high; it is possible that the absence of any significant difference between their performance and that of other subject groups
is due simply to the paucity of MHP participants in this age range with higher
Phe levels.
Children with PKU whose plasma Phe levels were 6 mg/dl or higher
succeeded on fewer trials than other PKU children with lower Phe levels,
children from the general population, or matched controls (F[6, 304] = 2.19,
p < .05; orthogonal contrasts: higher PKU vs. lower PKU = 6.68, p = .005;
higher PKU vs. norms = 9.96, p < .005; higher PKU vs. controls = 10.51,
p = .005). PKU children with higher Phe levels were also less likely to pass
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the pretest than any other group of children tested (F[6, 304] = 4.69, p <
.0004; orthogonal contrasts: higher PKU vs. lower PKU = 18.80, p < .0001;
higher PKU vs. norms = 12.65, p < .0005; higher PKU vs. controls = 7.90,
p < .005; higher PKU vs. siblings = 17.02, p < .0001). These differences
were even more pronounced between the ages of 41/2and 61/2years (i.e., the
differences between PKU children and all other groups were even more pronounced if one omits the ages where ceiling and floor effects were found).
Percentage of correct responses on the day-night Stroop-like task was
significantly and inversely related to level of Phe in the bloodstream only
among MHP participants (F[1, 5] = 16.49, p < .01). Within individual MHP
children, performance covaried significantlywith plasma Phe level from r =
-.55 to r = -.94, with a mean of r = -.67; within PKU children, the mean

Pearson correlation of performance with Phe level was -.12. The percentage
of children failing the pretest, on the other hand, was significantly and inversely related to every measure of plasma Phe among the PKU participants
(e.g., concurrent Phe levels, F[1, 41] = 20.37, p < .0001; mean Phe levels
between 3 and 7 years, F[1, 65] = 5.97, p < .02; area under the curve,
F[1, 65] = 8.12, p < .01). Concurrent Phe levels were also directly and inversely related to pretest performance among participantswith MHP (F[1, 7]
= 9.39, p < .04).

Sex Differences
There were no significant sex differences and no significant sex X group
interactions. For a summary of the results on the day-night Stroop-like task,
see Table 9.

THECONTROL
CONDITION
FORTHEDAY-NIGHT
STROOP-LIKE
TASK
At 4 years of age, children were asked to say "day" and "night" in response to two different abstract designs, rather than in response to images
of the moon and the sun. All groups of children performed significantlybetter on this control version at 4 years than they did on the day-night task at
either 31/2or 412 years of age. No group of children averaged less than 80%

correct on this control task, and most groups performed at about the 90%
level (see Figure 15).
GroupDifferences:PKUand MHPGroupsCombined
All groups of children performed relativelywell on this control version
of the day-night Stroop-like task (see Figure 15). PKU and MHP children
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with higher Phe levels performed no worse than any other group of children,
regardless of the Phe measure used to dichotomize the PKU plus MHP group.
Similarly, no significant difference in performance on the task was found
among any of the comparison groups.

Group Differences:PKUand MHPGroupsAnalyzed Separately
There was no significant difference in the performance of PKU and MHP
children, controlling for any measure of plasma Phe level. The only significant difference between the performance of PKU and MHP children and that
of any comparison group was that PKU children with lowerPhe levels performed worsethan matched controls on this task (F[6, 72] = 2.38, p < .04;
orthogonal contrast: lower PKU vs. controls = 10.13, p < .003). Among the
PKU and MHP participants combined, and among the MHP participants
alone, performance was linearly related to plasma Phe level (F[1, 38] = 7.28,
p = .01, and F[1, 14] = 6.56, p < .03, respectively).

Sex Differences
There were no significant sex differences and no significant sex X group
interactions. Performance on this task was not significantly related to IQ test
performance. For a summary of the results on the control condition of the
day-night Stroop-like task, see Table 9.

THETAPPINGTEST

GroupDifferences:PKUand MHPGroupsCombined
There proved to be too little opportunity to demonstrate an understanding of the rules for the tapping test during pretesting. Only the fastest learners passed the pretest. Many children who went on to perform significantly
better than chance on the test had not demonstrated an understanding of
the task instructions during the pretest. There was a group difference in the
percentage of children passing the tapping pretest. Significantly more children whose plasma Phe concentrations were 6 mg/dl or higher failed to pass
the pretest (F[4, 341] = 19.08, p < .0001; orthogonal contrasts: higher Phe
vs. lower Phe = 6.88, p < .005; higher Phe vs. norms = 61.60, p < .0001;
higher Phe vs. controls = 21.22, p < .0001; higher Phe vs. siblings = 11.26,
p < .0005). There was no group difference, however, in performance on the
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first four test trials. This is consistent with the interpretation that the pretest
was too brief for many children to demonstrate comprehension of the task
instructions; their performance on the initial test trials, however, indicates
that they did understand what they were being asked to do.
First, consider the test performance of only those children who passed
the pretest. Looking at the entire age range from 31/2to 7 years, there was no
significant difference across the groups of children in percentage of correct
responses on the tapping task. However, if one considers only the middle of
the age range (41/2-61/2years of age), clear group differences emerge.7 Chil-

dren with Phe concentrations of 6 mg/dl or higher performed significantly
worse than other PKU and MHP children with lower Phe concentrations and
tended to perform worse than the other comparison groups as well (F[4, 201]
= 3.86, p = .05; orthogonal contrasts:higher Phe vs. lower Phe = 6.85, p <
.005; high Phe vs. norms = 4.13, p = .02; higher Phe vs. controls = 4.01,
p < .03; higher Phe vs. siblings = 4.53, p < .02).
Now, consider the performance of all children, even those who failed
the pretest. Children with higher plasma Phe concentrations performed significantlyworse than each comparison group, except siblings, if one considers
the entire age range (F[4, 341] = 8.06, p < .0001; orthogonal contrasts:
higher Phe vs. lower Phe = 4.13, p = .02; higher Phe vs. norms = 28.48,
p < .0001; higher Phe vs. controls = 16.12, p < .0001; higher Phe vs. siblings
= 9.02, p < .0025) and significantlyworse than all comparison groups if one
considers only the ages of 4'/2-61/2years (F[4, 210] = 9.39, p < .0001; orthogo-

nal contrasts: higher Phe vs. lower Phe = 23.33, p < .0001; higher Phe vs.
norms = 33.92, p < .0001; higher Phe vs. controls = 20.77, p < .0001; higher
Phe vs. siblings = 26.41, p < .0001). (See Figure 16.)
Children who had PKU or MHP but whose plasma Phe levels were under
6 mg/dl were as likely to pass the pretest as children from the general population, matched controls, or the siblings of PKU and MHP children. In general,
they also performed as well on the tapping task itself.
Results are similar, although not quite as strong, when PKU and MHP
children were assigned to higher- and lower-Phe groups on the basis of their
mean levels throughout the 31/2-7-yearage range, rather than on the basis
of their Phe levels during the 6 weeks preceding each testing session. However, when group assignments were based on Phe levels during the first
7 Performance on each task administered to young children was analyzed over the entire
age range and across the middle of the age range (41/2-61/2years). This was done because
it is difficult to find a single measure that is appropriate for children as young as 31/2and
as old as 7 years. Hence, the tests were generally most discriminable within the middle of
the age range, while being too easy for the oldest children and too difficult for the youngest
children.
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TappingTask
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16.-Performance on the tappingtaskof children in the five subjectgroups
FIGURE

month or during the first year of life or on the area under the curve of the
child's Phe levels, no significant differences were found among the groups.
There was no significant relation between performance on the tapping
test and IQ when only the children who passed the pretest were included in
the analysis. When children who failed the pretest were included in the analysis as well, percentage of correct responses on the tapping test was significantly related to IQ (linear regression, F[1, 73] = 5.62, p < .02). All group
differences on the tapping test remained significant even controlling for IQ.
There were no significant differences among the performance of children from the general population, that of the matched controls, or that of
the siblings of the PKU and MHP children in the percentage of children
passing the pretest, performance of only those who passed the pretest, or
performance including those who failed the pretest. Performance improved
across all subject groups on all three of these measures as children grew older
(percentage of children passing the pretest over age, F[1, 341] = 41.14, p <
.0001; percentage of correct responses among children who passed the pretest, F[1, 307] = 115.19, p < .0001; percentage of correct responses including
even children who failed the pretest, F[1, 341] = 171.25, p < .0001).
Other variables-such
as response latency, response latency on just the
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earliest or latest trials, or percentage correct on the earliest or latest trialsdid not yield any significant group differences.

GroupDifferences:PKUand MHPGroupsAnalyzed Separately
Children with PKU whose plasma Phe levels were 6 mg/dl or higher
were significantly less likely to pass the pretest for the tapping task than children in any of the comparison groups (F[6, 338] = 14.72, p < .0001; orthogonal contrasts: higher PKU vs. lower PKU = 10.10, p < .0005; higher PKU vs.
norms = 29.96, p < .0001; higher PKU vs. controls = 14.41, p < .0001; higher
PKU vs. siblings = 17.59, p < .0001). When the children who failed the pretest were included in the analysis, the percentage of correct responses on the
tapping task was significantly lower for PKU children whose Phe levels were
6 mg/dl or higher than for children from the general population, matched
controls, or siblings and tended to be lower than the percentages for other
PKU children with plasma Phe levels closer to normal (F[6, 339] = 6.17,
p < .0001; orthogonal contrasts: higher PKU vs. norms = 28.48, p < .0001;
higher PKU vs. controls = 16.12, p = .0001; higher PKU vs. siblings = 9.02,
p < .003; higher PKU vs. lower PKU = 4.13, p = .02). Within the 41/2-61/2year age range, when the children who failed the pretest were included in
the analysis, PKU children whose plasma Phe levels were three times normal
or higher performed significantly worse than all comparison groups (F[6, 208]
= 9.39, p < .0001; orthogonal contrasts: higher PKU vs. lower PKU = 23.33,
p < .0001; higher PKU vs. norms = 33.92, p < .0001; higher PKU vs. controls
= 20.77, p < .0001; higher PKU vs. siblings = 26.41, p < .0001).
MHP children whose plasma Phe levels were 6 mg/dl or higher performed at a level intermediate between that of PKU children with comparable
Phe levels and the other groups of children. Regardless of the dependent
measure or whether the entire age range or only the ages between 41/2and
61/2years were considered, no significant differences were found between the
performance of MHP children with high levels of Phe and any other group
of children, including PKU children with high plasma Phe levels.
Among those children who passed the pretest, performance on the tapping task did not show any direct relation with Phe level. Significant, inverse
relations between performance on the tapping task and level of Phe in the
bloodstream were found within the age range of 41/2-61/2years if the analysis
included the children who had failed the pretest (PKU and MHP children
combined, F[1, 38] = 6.60, p < .02; only those children with PKU, F[1, 33]
= 4.82, p < .04; only MHP children, F[1, 5] = 6.80, p < .05). Within individual children, including even those children who failed the pretest, the relation between plasma Phe level and percentage of correct responses on the
tapping task varied from r = -.94 to r = .65, with a mean of r = -.43.
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Sex Differences
There were no significant sex differences or sex X group interactions in
the percentage of children passing the pretest or in the performance of those
who passed the pretest. However, in the percentage of correct answers including those participants who failed the pretest as well as those who passed, girls
performed significantly better than boys (throughout the age range, F[1, 341]
= 4.43, p < .04; within the age range of 41/2-61/2years, F[1, 210] = 11.45,
p < .001). This sex difference was reversed (the boys performed better)
among PKU and MHP children younger than 6 years of age whose plasma
Phe levels were 6 mg/dl or higher (F[2, 40] = 4.91, p < .05). For a summary
of the results on the tapping task, see Table 9.

THETHREEPEGSTASK

GroupDifferences:PKUand MHPGroupsCombined
On the three pegs task, participants could succeed at any of three levels
of difficulty-after verbal instructions alone, after a demonstration in addition to the verbal instructions, or after verbalizing the instructions themselves
after having seen the demonstration and heard the verbal instructions-or
fail despite all this help. Failure consisted of tapping the pegs in the order
of their spatial arrangement, instead of in the order instructed. Performance
improved dramatically on the task over age (F[1, 343] = 130.30, p < .0001).
Children whose plasma Phe levels were 6 mg/dl or higher failed at levels of
difficulty at which other children of the same age succeeded (see Figure 17).
They performed significantly worse than all comparison groups (F[4, 343] =
8.78, p < .0001; orthogonal contrasts: higher Phe vs. lower Phe = 10.97,
p = .0005; higher Phe vs. norms = 23.97, p < .0001; higher Phe vs. controls
= 33.23, p < .0001; higher Phe vs.
siblings = 10.50, p = .0005; all values are
for the age range 41/2-61/2years of age). The difference between the performance of children with higher Phe levels and that of the other groups of
children is also significant throughout the entire age range, despite the fact
that most children reached ceiling on the task by about 6 years of age, as is
evident from Figure 17.
Results are similar, although the group differences are not as pronounced, if one considers, not the most recent plasma Phe levels, but the
children's mean Phe levels throughout the 31/2-7-year age range. Children
whose mean Phe levels over the 31/2-7-year age range were 6 mg/dl or
higher performed worse than the normative and matched control samples
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Three Pegs Task
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FIGURE
17.-Performance on the three pegs task of children in the five subject groups.
Participants could succeed at any of three levels of difficulty-after verbal instructions alone
(level 3), after a demonstration in addition to the verbal instructions (level 2), or after verbalizing the instructions themselves after having seen the demonstration and heard the verbal
instructions (level 1). The more instructions subjects required, the lower the score their
performance received.

(F[4, 352] = 9.27, p < .005; orthogonal contrasts: higher Phe vs. norms =
10.44, p < .003; higher Phe vs. controls = 19.04, p < .0001; values based on
performance at ages 41/2-61/2 years). They also tended to perform worse than
the other two comparison groups, although the latter differences were not
significant at p < .005 (see Table 9). Using all other Phe-level measures,
such as mean Phe levels during the first month or the first year of life or
the percentage of the area under the Phe curve within 2-6 mg/dl, children
with higher Phe levels performed significantly worse than matched controls (e.g., using mean Phe levels during the first year, F[4, 354] = 4.13,
p < .003; orthogonal contrast: higher Phe vs. controls = 13.69, p = .0001;
values based on performance at 41/2-61/2years). There were no significant
differences in performance on the three pegs task among the comparison
groups. Children with Phe levels under 6 mg/dl (regardless of the time pe-
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riod over which Phe levels were calculated) performed as well as all other
comparison groups.

GroupDifferences:PKUand MHPGroupsAnalyzed Separately
Children with PKU whose plasma Phe levels were 6 mg/dl or higher
performed significantly worse than other PKU children with lower Phe levels,
children from the general population, matched controls, and their own siblings (F[6, 341] = 5.96, p < .0001; orthogonal contrasts: higher PKU vs. lower
PKU = 10.67, p = .0005; higher PKU vs. norms = 21.47, p < .0001; higher
PKU vs. controls = 30.85, p < .0001; higher PKU vs. siblings = 9.72, p <
.001; values based on performance at 41/2-61/2 years). Children with MHP
whose plasma Phe concentrations were 6 mg/dl or higher also showed some
impairment on the three pegs task, although not as marked as for the children with PKU. The performance of MHP children whose Phe levels were 6
mg/dl or higher was similar to that of PKU children with comparable Phe
levels and showed a tendency to be worse than other comparison groups, but
none of the comparisons yielded differences that were statistically significant
at the .005 level (see Table 9). Controlling for concurrent plasma Phe levels,
PKU children performed significantly worse than MHP children (F[1, 61] =
8.48, p = .005).
The higher the level of plasma Phe, the worse performance on the three
pegs task tended to be, although this just missed statistical significance
(F[1, 64] = 3.62, p = .06). Within the same child over time, the correlation
between plasma Phe level and performance on the three pegs task ranged
from -.92 to .60, with a mean of -.35. No direct relation was found between
mean Phe levels during 3h2-7 years of age, the first month of life, or the first
year of life and performance on the three pegs task.

Sex Differences
Girls performed significantly better than boys on the three pegs test
(F[1, 343] = 7.73, p < .01) at all ages and among all groups of participants.
There was no significant interaction between sex and group. Performance
was not significantly related to IQ test performance. For a summary of the
results on the three pegs task, see Table 9.
THECORSI-MILNER
TESTOF RECOGNITIONAND TEMPORAL
ORDERMEMORY
This test included six conditions: immediate temporal order memory for
black-and-white line drawings, immediate recognition memory for black-and-
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white line drawings, recognition memory for black-and-white line drawings
after a 25-min delay, immediate temporal order memory for color paintings,
immediate recognition memory for color paintings, and recognition memory
for color paintings after a 25-min delay. Results for all these conditions are
reported together because there were no significant group differences and
no significant effect of plasma Phe level for any of the six conditions for any
Phe measure.
Most children in all groups at all ages passed the temporal order memory
pretest, demonstrating that they understood what they were being asked and
that they could remember which of two stimuli they had last seen. However,
at both 31/2and 4 years of age, roughly 10% of the children failed the recognition memory pretest and could not be included in analyses of recognition
memory performance. They failed by consistently pointing to the new picture,
rather than to the one they had just seen. Perhaps they had difficulty inhibiting their preference for novelty. There were no significant group differences
on any pretest performance measure.
Whether the stimuli were simple black-and-white line drawings or complex colored paintings, mean performance in the temporal order memory
conditions was rarely significantly better than chance until children reached
61/2-7 years of age (see Figure 18). Children showed some improvement over
age in immediate recognition memory, although even the youngest participants performed well (for simple black-and-white stimuli, F[1, 133] = 12.76,
p = .0005; for complex color stimuli, F[1, 91] = 6.67, p < .01; see Figure
19). By 51/2 years of age, most children were correct on at least 85% of the
immediate recognition trials whether the stimuli were simple or complex.
When the simple, black-and-white line drawings were used, introducing
a 25-min delay had no significant effect on recognition memory performance
overall or at any age over 4 years (matched-pairs t test of immediate vs. delayed recognition of the black-and-white stimuli at 4 years of age, t[37] =
2.05, p = .04). The delay did have an effect, however, when complex color
stimuli were used. At all ages, children's recognition memory performance
for these stimuli was significantly worse after 25 min than after a minute or so
(matched-pairs t test, t[131] = 7.80, p = .0001; see Figure 20). Performance
improved over age at recognizing the stimuli after a 25-min delay (for simple
black-and-white stimuli, F[1, 115] = 40.44, p < .0001; for complex color stimuli, F[1, 94] = 6.34, p < .02).

Sex Differences
There were no significant differences in the performance of the boys
and that of the girls when black-and-white line drawings were used. However,
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FIGURE
18.-Performance on the Corsi-Milner test of temporal order memory of children in the five subject groups. a, Simple black-and-white stimuli. b, Complex colored
stimuli.

girls showed better immediate recognition memory of the complex color
stimuli than did the boys (F[1, 118] = 4.59, p < .03). This difference also
held within subject groups and ages but was most marked at the intermediate
ages (between 41/2and 61/2years, F[1, 54] = 6.70, p = .01). Girls also tended
to show better recognition memory for the colored stimuli after the 25-min
delay, although this reached significance for only some of the subject groups.
The strongest effect was found among the PKU and MHP participants with
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FIGURE19.-Performance on the Corsi-Milnertest of recognitionmemoryof children
in the five subjectgroups. a, Simple black-and-whitestimuli.b, Complexcolored stimuli.

lower plasma Phe levels (F[1, 23] = 14.73, p < .0001). When all the groups
of participants were included in the analysis, there was no overall sex difference in the ability to remember the order in which the colored stimuli had
been presented. However, among the children with PKU, boys showed much
better temporal order memory for the colored stimuli than did the girls
(F[1, 23] = 11.31, p < .0004). Performance on no condition of the CorsiMilner tests correlated significantly with IQ test performance. For a summary
of the results on the Corsi-Milner tests of temporal order memory and recognition memory, see Table 9.
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20.-Performance on the Corsi-Milnertest of recognitionmemorywith a 25FIGURE
min delay of children in the five subjectgroups. a, Simpleblack-and-whitestimuli. b, Complex colored stimuli.
THESIX BOXESTASK(BOXESSCRAMBLED
AFTEREACHREACH)

Numberof ReachesRequiredto FindAll Six Rewards
At 31/2-4 years of age, children needed an average of 9.65 reaches to
open all six boxes, whereas, by 61/2-7 years, they needed 8.41 reaches on average (see Figure 21). This mild improvement in performance over age was
not statistically significant. Children with higher Phe levels did not perform
differently from any other comparison group. At the younger ages, other PKU
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21.-Performance on the six boxes task (boxes scrambledafter each reach) of
FIGURE
children in the five subjectgroups. a, Mean numberof reachesto open six boxes. b, Mean

number of reaches to first error.

and MHP children, whose Phe levels were lower (closer to normal), required
significantly more reaches to open all six boxes than did children from the
general population (F[4, 417] = 5.48, p = .0003; orthogonal contrast: lower
Phe vs. norms = 8.25, p < .005). The children with lower Phe levels showed
the most improvement with increasing age (F[1, 417] = 20.33, p < .0001).
Below 5 years of age, they performed worse than children with higher Phe
levels or than children from the general population; above 51/2 years, they
performed better than all others except the sibling control group.
Among the PKU and MHP children with higher Phe levels, there was an
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inverse relation between concurrent level of Phe in the bloodstream and
number of reaches to open all six boxes; all these children had Phe levels
three times normal or higher, but those whose Phe levels climbed most performed worst (F[1, 25] = 9.03, p < .01). There were no other significant
differences among the subject groups in the number of reaches required to
find all six rewards. Within the same child over time, there was little relation
between plasma Phe level and performance on the six boxes task. PKU and
MHP infants with comparable plasma Phe levels performed comparably.
Other plasma Phe measures were not significantly related to any measure of
performance on the six boxes task.

Numberof Reaches Untilthe FirstErrorOccurred
Children erred later as they grew older. The youngest participants genermade
their first error after they had successfully opened three of the
ally
boxes, whereas the oldest participants generally made their first error after
successfully opening the fourth box (F[1, 433] = 11.33, p < .001; see Figure
22b). Children with higher Phe levels made their first error significantly earlier in a trial than did children from the general population (F[4, 433] =
4.28, p < .002; orthogonal contrast: higher Phe vs. norms = 11.29, p < .0005).
Other variables-such
as number of different boxes opened, maximum
number of consecutive reaches to the same box, and maximum number of
consecutive reaches to the same location-did
not yield any significant group
differences or change over age, nor were they related to any plasma Phe measure. Children rarely reached to the same box more than two or three times
in a row, even at the youngest ages tested.

Sex Differences
Among the participants with PKU or MHP, girls performed better than
boys. Girls needed fewer trials to find all the rewards, that is, open all the
boxes (F[1, 115] = 98.6, p < .0001). Boys were more likely to reach back
perseveratively to the same box in which they had just searched (F[1, 115]
= 31.9, p < .0001). No performance measure on this task correlated
significantly with IQ. For a summary of the results on the six boxes task (boxes
scrambled after each reach), see Table 9.

THESIX BOXESTASK(BOXESREMAINSTATIONARY)
Performance in the stationary condition improved significantly with age
(e.g., for number of reaches until the first error, F[1, 482] = 4.64, p < .03).
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22.-Performance on the six boxes task (boxes remain stationary)of children
in the five subjectgroups. a, Mean numberof reaches to open six boxes. b, Mean number
of reaches to first error.

However, no significant differences by subject group were found for any dependent measure: number of reaches to open all six boxes (i.e., to find all the
rewards), number of rewards found (i.e., number of different boxes opened),
number of reaches until the first error, or maximum number of consecutive
reaches to the same box/location. The lack of any significant difference in
performance across the groups can be seen in Figure 22. No measure of Phe
in the bloodstream during any period of life was significantly related to any
measure of performance in the stationary-box condition.
Performance in the stationary-box condition was significantly better than
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in the condition where the boxes were moved after each reach (performance
when the boxes remained stationary vs. performance when the boxes were
moved, paired t[58] for number of reaches to open all boxes = 5.79, p <
.01; paired t[66] for number of reaches until first error = 2.76, p < .04). For
example, when the boxes remained stationary, the children typically did not
make a mistake until there was only one remaining unopened box.

Sex Differences
Girls performed significantly better than boys in the stationary-box condition. This was true across all subject groups and within the group of participants with PKU or MHP (e.g., for the number of reaches to find all six rewards, F[1, 482] = 8.16, p < .005, and F[1, 110] = 6.78, p < .01, respectively).
No sex X condition interactions were found. No performance measure on
this task correlated significantly with IQ. For a summary of the results on the
six boxes task (boxes remain stationary), see Table 9.

THEGLOBAL-LOCAL
SPATIALPROCESSINGTASK
CHOICE
(FORCED
PROCEDURE)
We analyzed mean reaction time and percentage of correct responses
for all the trials together, just the global test trials, just the local test trials,
all trials where the stimuli were pictures, just the global picture trials, just the
local picture trials, all trials where the stimuli were letters or numbers, just
the global letter/number trials, just the local letter/number trials, all trials
where the test stimuli were the same size as the sample stimuli, all trials where
the test stimuli were opposite in size from the sample stimuli, all trials where
the stimuli were intermediate in size, and the interaction of global/local feature with size of the test stimuli.

Group Differences:PKUand MHPGroupsCombined
ReactionTimeacross All Trials
There was no significant change over age in reaction time on any condition of this task. The only significant group difference we found for reaction
time was for local feature, picture trials. Here, PKU and MHP children with
lower Phe levels took longer to respond than did children from the general
population (F[4, 161] = 2.17, p = .08; orthogonal contrast: lower Phe vs.
norms = 8.26, p < .005). On no reaction time measure did the children with
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higher Phe levels differ from the other groups of children, nor did the other
comparison groups differ from one another.

ReactionTimeson TrialsWhere the ChildRespondedCorrectly
With increasing age, the children were better able to combine accuracy
with speed. Younger children took significantly longer to respond on trials
where they were correct than did older children (F[1, 216] = 4.28, p <
.0003). There were no significant differences among the different groups of
participants, or by any measure of plasma Phe levels, in reaction time on
correct trials, however.

Percentageof CorrectResponsesover All TrialsCombined
As the children grew older, they improved significantly in their accuracy
on the task (F[1, 233] = 44.49, p < .0001). Percentage of correct responses
improved from roughly 60% at 31/2-4 years to roughly 90% at 7 years of age.
There were no significant differences in performance among children with
higher Phe levels and any other group of participants or among the children
with lower Phe levels and any other group.

Percentageof CorrectResponseson TrialsTesting
the Global Featuresof the Stimuli
Performance improved as the children grew older (F[1, 235] = 72.15,
<
.0001) -from chance at 31/2 years to roughly 90% correct at 7 years, with
p
most of the improvement occurring between 31/2 and 51/2 years of age. No
significant differences in performance among the groups emerged using the
concurrent Phe measure or any other measure (see Figure 23).

Percentageof CorrectResponseson TrialsTesting
the LocalFeaturesof the Stimuli
There was a significant main effect for age (F[1, 231] = 94.13, p < .0001)
primarily because of the improvement in the performance of siblings and
children from the general population as they grew older (see Figure 24).
Children with PKU and MHP started out performing better than the other
groups of children, but those whose Phe levels were three to five times normal
showed little improvement over age. Using Phe levels during the 6-week period preceding each testing session, PKU and MHP children with lower Phe
levels were significantly worseat identifying the local feature in our hierarchi-
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FIGURE
23.-Performance on the global-localspatialprocessingtask:forced choice procedure (tests of the global features)of children in the five subjectgroups.

cal stimuli, when small test stimuli were used, than children from the general
population or than siblings (F[4, 235] = 4.49, p < .002; orthogonal contrasts:
lower Phe vs. norms = 13.33, p = .003; lower Phe vs. siblings = 13.61, p =
.003). (Small test stimuli match the original local feature in size.) When
medium-size or large test stimuli were used, no significant group differences
emerged. No significant group differences were found using other Phe measures.

Percentageof CorrectResponseswith Opposite Size Stimuli
Oppositesize stimuli are small test stimuli used to test the global feature
of the hierarchical model stimuli and large test stimuli used to test the local
feature of the hierarchical model stimuli. Performance with these stimuli improved over age (F[1, 65] = 6.01, p < .0001). PKU and MHP children with
lowerplasma Phe levels performed worsethan the sibling group on trials with
opposite size stimuli and showed a similar tendency in comparison with the
other subject groups (F[4, 65] = 2.55, p < .05; orthogonal contrasts: lower
Phe vs. siblings = 8.98, p < .004; lower Phe vs. higher Phe = 6.24, p < .02;
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24.-Performance on the global-localspatialprocessingtask:forced choice proFIGURE
cedure (tests of the local features)of children in the five subjectgroups.
lower Phe vs. norms = 6.09, p < .02; lower Phe vs. controls = 4.95, p < .03).
No other group differences were found. Regardless of the plasma Phe measure used, there were no significant differences in performance among children with higher Phe levels and any other group of children. The same effect
of age and the same difference between the performance of children with
lower Phe levels and that of other subject groups were also found when only
those trials with pictorial stimuli were included in the analysis. No age or
group differences were found when performance with opposite size stimuli
was analyzed for only those trials where letters had been used as the stimuli.

Percentageof CorrectResponsesWhen the TestStimuliWere Small
Small test stimuli are the same size as the local feature in the models
and opposite in size from the global feature in the models. Performance improved over age (F[1, 167] = 3.21, p < .003). When pictures served as the
stimuli, performance with small test stimuli was significantly worseamong the
PKU and MHP children with lower Phe levels than among children from
the general population or the siblings of PKU and MHP children (F[4, 167]
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= 3.10, p < .02; orthogonal contrasts: lower Phe vs. norms = 8.99, p < .004;
lower Phe vs. siblings = 11.04, p < .002; lower Phe vs. higher Phe = 3.79, p
< .05; lower Phe vs. controls = 4.15, p < .05).

GroupDifferences:PKUand MHPGroupsAnalyzed Separately
ReactionTime
There were no significant differences in speed of responding between
the PKU and the MHP children, controlling for plasma Phe levels. Level of
plasma Phe was directly and negatively related to reaction time only when
the children were tested on the local features of pictorial stimuli. On local
picture trials, PKU children with lower Phe concentrations were significantly
slowerto respond than children from the general population or the group of
siblings (F[5, 172] = 5.43, p < .0001; orthogonal contrasts: lower PKU vs.
norms = 18.36, p < .0001; lower PKU vs. siblings = 18.24, p < .0001).

Percentageof CorrectResponsesover All TrialsCombined
There were no significant differences between the accuracy of PKU children and that of MHP children controlling for blood level of Phe and no
significant differences within these groups by the blood level of Phe for any
Phe measure.

Percentageof CorrectResponseson TrialsTesting
the Global Featuresof the Stimuli
PKU children with higher concurrent Phe concentrations were significantly less likely than children from the general population, matched control
subjects, or siblings to identify the global features of the stimuli correctly
(F[6, 228] = 2.18, p < .05; orthogonal contrasts: higher PKU vs. norms =
32.93, p < .0001; higher PKU vs. controls = 19.51, p < .0001; higher PKU
vs. siblings = 11.59, p < .001). When the test stimuli were intermediate in
size, MHP children whose concurrent Phe levels were 6 mg/dl or higher were
significantly less likely to identify the global features of the stimuli correctly
than were children from the general population or matched controls (F[6, 233]
= 2.33, p < .03; orthogonal contrasts: higher MHP vs. norms = 9.69, p < .002;
higher MHP vs. controls = 10.03, p < .002). Within the PKU and MHP groups
combined, and within the MHP group alone, performance on the global
trials was significantly and inversely related to concurrent Phe levels
(for PKU plus MHP, F[1, 50] = 4.71, p < .04; for MHP alone, F[1, 5] =
8.41, p < .04). Children with PKU performed significantly worse than chil157
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dren with MHP, even controlling for concurrent Phe levels (F[1, 99] = 5.56, p
= .02). No significant differences between groups or by Phe level were found.
No significant relation between performance and Phe level was found.

Percentageof CorrectResponseson TrialsTesting
the LocalFeaturesof the Stimuli
There were no significant differences between the performance of PKU
and that of MHP children, and no significant effect of plasma Phe level, when
local features were tested. PKU children with lower concurrent Phe levels
performed worse than their siblings and worse than the normative sample
(F[5, 233] = 3.00, p < .002; orthogonal contrasts: lower PKU vs. siblings =
12.14, p < .001; lower PKU vs. norms = 11.09, p < .001). No significant group
differences were found when any other measure of plasma Phe levels was
used.

Sex Differences
There were no significant sex differences and no significant sex X group
interactions. No performance measure on this task correlated significantly
with IQ. For a summary of the results on the global-local task (forced choice
procedure), see Table 9.

THELINEBISECTION
TASK

GroupDifferences:PKUand MHPGroupsCombined
On the line bisection task, children were asked to indicate the exact middle of each of a set of lines differing in length and position on the page. We
calculated mean percentage deviation from the midpoint for each child by
dividing the distance of each response from the midpoint by the length of
its line and then averaging across these. Children improved on the task between 31/2and 5 years of age (F[1, 241] = 3.80, p < .05; see Figure 25). At
31/2 years, their mean deviation from the midpoint was over 20%; by 5 years,
most children showed a deviation from the midpoint of only about 5%. There
were no significant differences in performance among the groups of participants. There was also no significant effect of the level of Phe in the bloodstream, regardless of the Phe measure used or the time period over which it
was calculated. There were no significant sex differences and no significant
sex x group interactions. Performance on the line bisection task was not
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25.-Performance on the line bisection test (deviationfrom midpoint [mm]
FIGURE
dividedby line length [mm]) of children in the five subjectgroups.
significantly related to IQ test performance. For a summary of the results on
the line bisection test, see Table 9.

RELATIONS
AMONGPERFORMANCE
ON TASKS
ADMINISTERED
TOCHILDREN
31/2-7 YEARS
OF AGE
Performance on the tapping task, the three pegs task, and the day-night
Stroop-like task was correlated (tapping and three pegs tasks, r[144] = .53,
p = .0001; tapping and day-night tasks, r[144] = .35, p = .0001; day-night and
three pegs tasks, r[151] = .20, p = .01). The relation was strongest between
performance on the tapping task and that on the three pegs task. The correlation between mean performance on these two tasks was significant among
PKU children (r[22] = .59, p < .01), MHP children (r[11] = .58, p < .05),
their siblings (r[12] = .78, p < .01), and children from the general population (r[95] = .47, p < .0001). Performance on the tapping and day-night
tasks was significantly correlated for children from the general population
(r[95] = .27, p = .02), siblings (r[12] = .60, p = .05), and matched controls
(r[15] = .67, p < .01) but not for PKU or MHP children. Although performance on the day-night and three pegs tasks was significantly correlated over159
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all, the only subgroup for whom this correlation was significant was children
with PKU (r[22] = .44, p < .05).
Performance on none of the other tasks administered to young chilcontrol condition for the Stroop-like task, the Corsi-Milner test
dren-the
of recognition memory (immediate or after a delay), the Corsi-Milner test of
temporal order memory, the line bisection task, the six boxes task (boxes
stationary), the six boxes tasks (boxes scrambled after each reach), or the
global-local spatial processing task (any condition) -was significantly related
to performance on any other task.
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VIII.CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions chapter is organized around what we see as the major
findings of the study.
When both working memory and inhibitory control were required, children with plasma Phe levels roughly 6-10 mg/dl performed worse than other
children. Performance on these tasks covaried linearly and inversely with
plasma Phe level; the higher a child's Phe level, the worse that child's performance tended to be on tasks that required working memory plus inhibitory
control. The effect of elevated Phe levels in the bloodstream appeared to be
acute, rather than chronic, as performance covaried most consistently with
concurrent Phe levels rather than with mean Phe levels over a more extended
period or earlier Phe levels.
The deficits on tasks that required working memory plus inhibitory control were evident in both the youngest and the oldest age ranges; they appeared early and appeared to remain, at least through the ages we investigated. On the other hand, children with Phe levels of 6-10 mg/dl performed
as well as other children when only working memory, but not inhibitory control, was required or when recognition memory or spatial analyses were required. That is, the ability to hold information in mind while at the same
time resisting a prepotent response, dependent on dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex, appeared to be affected, while the abilities dependent on parietal cortex, the medial temporal lobe, and even other regions of prefrontal cortex
appeared to be spared.
Although all participants had IQs above 80, children with higher plasma
Phe levels obtained lower IQ scores than other groups of children, and IQ
scores varied inversely with plasma Phe level. IQ tests are global measures,
however, and group differences here were not as marked as they were on
measures designed to focus specifically on working memory and inhibitory
control. Other children born with PKU, whose Phe levels had been kept between 2 and 6 mg/dl, performed comparably to other children on our tasks.
Thus, at least in this subgroup of PKU children, deficits in the ability to exer-
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cise working memory and inhibitory control simultaneously did not appear
to be a necessary, unavoidable consequence of being born with PKU.
Finally, the cognitive performance of girls seemed to be more adversely
affected than that of boys by mild plasma Phe elevations in the range of 610 mg/dl.

TO USEBOTH
WHENREQUIRED
AN IMPAIRMENT
CONTROL
WORKING
MEMORY
AND INHIBITORY
We found that phenylketonuric children who have been on a low-Phe
diet since the first month of life but who have moderately elevated plasma
Phe levels (levels roughly three to five times normal; 6-10 mg/dl, or 360600 mol/1) were impaired on all six tests that required the working memory
and inhibitory abilities dependent on dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. These
six tasks were AB, object retrieval, AB with invisible displacement, the daynight Stroop-like task, tapping, and three pegs.

Summaryof the Evidence
No comparison or control group is perfect, so we included several. On
each task, the performance of children with higher plasma Phe levels (levels
three to five times normal; mean = 7.86 mg/dl) was compared to that of
four other groups of participants: (a) other PKU and MHP children with
lower plasma Phe levels (levels three times normal or lower; mean = 4.45
mg/dl); (b) their own siblings; (c) matched controls; and (d) children from
the general population. The deficit in the working memory and inhibitory
control abilities dependent on dorsolateral prefrontal cortex of children with
plasma Phe concentrations of 6-10 mg/dl was evident in relation to each
comparison group, although all four comparisons did not yield significant
differences on every task.
We used two alternative procedures to help summarize the many comparisons across groups and across tasks. With the first we counted each behavioral task equally and looked at the results on one dependent measure per
task. Because for most tasks there is not general agreement on the one best
dependent measure, for each task (the control tasks as well as those that required working memory plus inhibitory control) we selected the dependent
measure that yielded the strongest between-group differences on that particular task. This gave each task the best possible opportunity to yield a difference
between our subject groups, whether we had predicted group differences or
not. Of the 24 comparisons between the group of PKU and MHP children
with higher plasma Phe levels and the four other groups of children on these
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six tasks dependent on working memory plus inhibitory control (6 tasks X 4
comparisons per task), the children with higher Phe levels performed significantly worse than the comparison groups on 75% of these comparisons using
the stringent criterion of p - .005 for each test to correct for multiple comparisons (see Table 10). This pattern of 18 of 24 comparisons in the predicted
direction would be most unlikely to occur by chance (p < .01, binomial distribution). Thus, as a group, the PKU and MHP children with plasma Phe levels
three to five times higher than normal were impaired on these tasks. The
results are similar if the children with MHP are omitted from the analyses:
PKU children with higher Phe levels performed significantly worse than the
four comparison groups on 19 of the 24 comparisons, a pattern of performance that is significant at p < .004 (binomial distribution).
With the second procedure we considered all the dependent measures
listed in the summary tables (Tables 7, 8, and 9 above). This was done to
address concerns that selecting one measure per task might bias the summary
of the results. The reader should be aware, however, that, when all dependent
measures are considered, those behavioral tasks with more dependent measures are counted more heavily. Luckily, both methods for summarizing the
findings yielded very similar results; we present both to satisfy readers who
might feel that one procedure or the other might have unfairly biased the
summaries obtained.
The second method for summarizing the results yielded 56 comparisons
between the group of PKU and MHP children with higher plasma Phe levels
and the other children on these six tasks dependent on working memory plus
inhibitory control (14 dependent measures X 4 comparisons per dependent
measure). The children with higher Phe levels performed significantly worse
than the comparison groups on 66% of these comparisons (see Table 10).
This pattern of 37 of 56 comparisons in the predicted direction would be
most unlikely to occur by chance (p < .03, z distribution). Thus, as a group,
the PKU and MHP children with plasma Phe levels three to five times higher
than normal were impaired on these tasks. The results are similar if the children with MHP are omitted from the analyses: PKU children with higher Phe
levels performed significantly worse than the four comparison groups on 39
of the 56 comparisons, a pattern of performance that is significant at p < .02
(z distribution).
Both procedures for comparing performance across the subject groups
lead to the same basic conclusion--that, on the tasks that require the working
memory and inhibitory control functions dependent on dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, the impairment of the PKU children whose plasma Phe levels were
three to five times above normal was clear and consistent. By following all
participants longitudinally (except the normative sample), we were able to
obtain a more accurate indication of each child's ability and developmental
trajectory than is possible when participants are tested only once. These re163
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peated observations over time provided our statistical analyses with enough
power to detect group differences despite the fact that the number of participants in our groups was not large.
The poor performance of PKU children whose plasma Phe levels were
three to five times above normal on tasks that required both holding information in mind (working memory) and acting counter to one's initial tendency
(inhibitory control) was evident even when controlling for IQ, sex, health
variables, and background characteristics. IQ was correlated with performance on delayed nonmatching to sample, the day-night Stroop-like task,
and the tapping task. Controlling for IQ reduced the size of group differences
on these tasks, but all results that had been significant without controlling
for IQ remained significant. The variance common to the IQ measure and
these other tests may well be attributable to the fact that the IQ measure, in
part, required the medial temporal lobe and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
functions tapped by these tasks.

Comparisonwith FindingsfromOtherStudies
Our finding of deficits in the cognitive abilities dependent on dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in PKU children whose plasma Phe levels are mildly
elevated (three to five times normal) is consistent with the results of a number
of other studies. The most relevant are those by Smith, Klim, Mallozzi, and
Hanley (1996) and Welsh et al. (1990), as these investigators used cognitive
tasks tailored to the functions of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. They report
deficits very much in accord with those reported here. Other studies have
found deficits in similar functions, although those studies were not designed
to investigate a "frontal lobe" hypothesis (e.g., Brunner et al., 1983; Faust
et al., 1986; Krause et al., 1985; Pennington et al., 1985; Ris, Williams, Hunt,
Berry, & Leslie, 1994).
No study is perfect. Each of the studies cited above was plagued by one
or more of the following problems: plasma Phe levels well above five times
normal among many of the PKU participants (e.g., mean Phe levels as high
as 25 mg/dl in Smith et al., 1996; even in Welsh et al., 1990, over one-third
of the PKU participants had Phe levels over five times normal); PKU participants who had been off the low-Phe diet for a number of years even if they
were currently back on diet; delayed diet initiation among many of the PKU
participants (i.e., after the first month of life); small numbers of participants
(e.g., only five PKU participants in Pennington et al., 1985); few measures (if
any) empirically linked to prefrontal cortex function; and few or no control
measures. Because of problems with any given study, the converging evidence
across the mounting number of studies, each with its own strengths and weaknesses, is impressive and important. With a few exceptions (notably, Maz165
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emerging is clear and consistent.

Discussionof the Importanceand Implications
We have found deficits in the cognitive abilities dependent on dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in children who have plasma Phe levels within the
range that has been considered clinically acceptable. Plasma levels of Phe up
to 10 mg/dl had been thought to be safe. Our findings call into question
the safety of plasma Phe levels of 6-10 mg/dl (three to five times normal).
Readers are reminded that, when clinicians talk about "high" plasma Phe
levels in PKU patients, they are typically referring to Phe levels 10-30 times
normal. None of the children we studied had Phe levels in that range. When
we refer to children with "higher Phe levels," we mean only higher than the
Phe levels of our other subjects, that is, toward the high end of what has been
the standard range of control; we do not mean "high" in the sense of being
outside that range.
It has been widely believed that "early diagnosis and proper dietary therin normal development [for PKU children] " (Koch & Wenz, 1987,
result
apy
and
p. 118),
proper dietary therapy has been considered to have been followed if "blood Phe levels neither exceed 10 mg/100 ml nor fall below 2
mg/100 ml" (Williamson et al., 1981, p. 165). Yet, despite the fact that the
PKU children we studied were diagnosed early, began dietary treatment early,
have been maintained on the low-Phe diet ever since, and have blood Phe
concentrations that have, on average, remained under 10 mg/dl and over 2
mg/dl, we found significant and consistent cognitive deficits.
The cognitive deficits in participants who have been treated for PKU that
have been documented in other studies can be explained away by saying (a)
that the plasma Phe levels of many of the PKU participants were outside the
"safe" range (i.e., five times normal or higher), (b) that, even if concurrent
Phe levels were not excessively elevated, earlier Phe levels had been (during
the years the PKU participants were off the low-Phe diet), or (c) that the lowPhe diet had been started too late to avert early brain damage. However,
none of these disclaimers is applicable to the results reported here. The present study included only children whose mean plasma Phe levels were roughly
10 mg/dl or less, who had remained continuously on diet, and who had been
placed on a low-Phe diet at or before 4 weeks of age.
It is still common practice in the United States to consider plasma Phe
concentrations up to five times normal (5 10 mg/dl) acceptable in children
with PKU. Perhaps the United States should follow the example of a number
of European countries, which had previously considered plasma Phe elevations up to five times normal acceptable and have recently changed that
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guideline to Phe elevations no higher than three times normal (e.g., in Britain, Medical Research Council Working Party on Phenylketonuria, 1993).
Plasma Phe levels three to five times normal do not appear to be as benign
as once thought.

A NEGATIVE,
LINEAR
PHELEVEL
RELATION
BETWEEN
AND PERFORMANCE
ON
TASKSTHATREQUIRE
WORKING
MEMORY
AND INHIBITORY
CONTROL
The higher a child's Phe level, the worse that child's performance
tended to be on the behavioral tasks dependent on the memory plus inhibition measures dependent on dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. We found a direct, inverse relation between plasma Phe levels and performance on five of
these six tests (the exception being AB with invisible displacement).

Summaryof the Evidence
This was consistently true for children with PKU, although only sometimes true for children with MHP. On the AB task, Phe levels covaried significantly with performance whether the PKU or the MHP groups were considered. On the object retrieval task, the performance of MHP infants varied as
a direct, inverse function of their plasma Phe levels only for the harder, largebox conditions. On both the day-night Stroop-like task and the tapping task,
PKU and MHP children whose Phe levels were higher tended to be unable
to inhibit the dominant response even during pretesting. On the day-night
task, percentage of correct responses varied directly and inversely with plasma
Phe level among children with MHP, but this relation was not significant for
children with PKU. On the other hand, on the three pegs task, plasma Phe
levels showed some relation to performance among PKU children but not
among MHP children.

Comparisonwith FindingsfromOtherStudies
Smith et al. (1996) and Welsh et al. (1990) found performance on dorsolateral prefrontal cortex measures to be significantly and negatively correlated
with plasma Phe levels-results consistent with our findings. The relation we
found between plasma Phe level and performance is particularly impressive
because of the truncated range of Phe levels; all PKU children in our study
were on a dietary regimen to keep their Phe levels from climbing too high.
Smith and Beasley (1989) and Welsh et al. (1990) found this relation between
Phe level and intellectual performance despite the fact that the Phe levels of
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their participants were generally within the "acceptable" range-again,
sults consistent with our findings.

re-

THAN CHRONIC,EFFECT
OF PHELEVEL
ACUTE,RATHER
Cognitive performance was most strongly and consistently related to concurrent plasma Phe levels.

Summaryof the Evidence
One might have expected that, over a wide age range, during the first
weeks of life (before diet initiation, when Phe levels can be so high), or during the first year of life (when the brain is undergoing the most dramatic
postnatal changes), chronic plasma Phe levels might have been most strongly
related to performance. However, the plasma Phe measure most strongly and
most consistently related to performance was concurrent Phe levels (the average level of Phe in the child's bloodstream during the 6 weeks prior to each
cognitive testing session, including the day of testing but not limited to that
day alone). As current Phe levels varied, so too, inversely, did behavioral performance on the tasks dependent on the working memory and inhibitory
control abilities subserved by dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. Indeed, over
time, changes in plasma Phe levels within the same child were accompanied
by concomitant, inverse changes in performance on these cognitive tasks.

Comparisonwith FindingsfromOtherStudies
There appears to be unanimity in the literature that, among children
treated early for PKU, current performance reflects current plasma Phe levels
rather than earlier ones. For example, Smith et al. (1996) and Welsh et al.
(1990) report that performance on measures of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
function was strongly correlated with concurrent Phe levels and less so with
lifetime Phe levels. Brunner et al. (1983) found that cognitive neuropsychological performance was significantly correlated with concurrent Phe levels
but not with Phe levels during infancy. Using IQ and school achievement as
the outcome measures, Dobson et al. (1976) also found a significant, negative
correlation with concurrent plasma Phe levels and a much weaker association
with Phe levels earlier in life.
The only contrary finding we have seen is the report of de Sonneville,
Schmidt, Michel, and Batzler (1990) that Phe levels during the 2 years preceding cognitive testing were a better predictor of speed of responding on a
continuous performance test than were concurrent Phe levels. Because partic168
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ipants in the present study were followed longitudinally, we are able to present evidence for the first time that performance on tasks requiring the working memory and inhibitory control functions of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
covaried inversely with Phe levels in the same child over time.

Discussionof the Importanceand Implications
The finding that performance is most closely tied to current plasma Phe
levels bodes well for the possible reversibility of the kinds of cognitive deficits
documented here. Had Phe levels early in life (during the first month or
the first year) best predicted performance, that would have suggested that
something irreversible might have happened during early infancy (especially
during the first weeks of life, before a PKU infant is placed on a low-Phe
diet, when Phe levels can be extraordinarily high). Instead, we found that
performance was most sensitive to Phe levels around the time of testing.
Indeed, where investigators have tried to reverse cognitive deficits in patients with PKU by reducing Phe intake, the results have been quite promising. Krause et al. (1985) manipulated Phe intake during three 1-week periods
in a triple-blind, crossover design. They found that cognitive performance
covaried with plasma Phe concentrations. Schmidt et al. (1994) placed PKU
adults back on diet for 4-5 weeks. They found that, when plasma Phe levels
were lower, the patients were better able to maintain sustained attention and
had quicker reaction times, although the patients never performed as well as
control subjects.
Although we did not intervene to manipulate Phe levels, we had hoped
that there might be enough naturally occurring variation in plasma Phe levels
over the 4 years of the study to obtain preliminary evidence of the possible
reversibility of the cognitive deficits. Unfortunately, while some children's
Phe levels fluctuated a good deal, it was rare for a participant's Phe levels to
be brought stably down. Over the period of the study, several children's Phe
levels gradually climbed higher, but no child who was brought under better
dietary control continued to follow the improved regimen. This speaks to
how difficult it is to impose a more restrictive diet on a child who has grown
accustomed to a less restrictive one. If our hypothesis is correct that the problem is in the moderate imbalance between Phe and Tyr in the bloodstream,
which reduces dopamine metabolism in prefrontal cortex, then it may be
possible to reverse the cognitive deficits in PKU children, even when their
plasma Phe levels are three to five times normal, by providing supplemental
Tyr or by increasing the level or efficacy of available dopamine (perhaps with
low doses of L-dopa or ritalin).
The finding that cognitive performance covaried with children's current
plasma Phe levels is also consistent with the biological mechanism that we
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have proposed as the cause of the cognitive deficits. We have proposed a
biochemical explanation based on the level of dopamine metabolism in prefrontal cortex, which should vary directly with changes in the Phe:Tyr ratio in
plasma, as opposed to an explanation based on structural, neuroanatomical
changes, which might less flexibly react to changes in the current level of
Phe in the bloodstream.

AGERANGES
TESTED
AND OLDEST
DEFICITS
SEENIN THEYOUNGEST
The impairment of the PKU children with higher Phe levels in the exercise of working memory and inhibitory control could be seen throughout the
age range tested. It was as evident in our oldest age range (31/2-7 year olds)
as it was in our youngest (6-12 month olds). Thus, when age-appropriate
tasks were used, there was little evidence of any narrowing of the gap between
higher-Phe PKU children and their same-aged peers, at least from 6 months
through 6 years of age.

Summaryof the Evidence
The present study provides the first evidence of cognitive impairments
in infants treated early and continuously for PKU. On AB and object retrieval
(the two tasks requiring memory plus inhibition administered to infants),
PKU and MHP infants as a group and PKU infants alone (all of whose plasma
Phe levels were three to five times normal) performed significantly worse than
the four comparison groups (other affected children with lower plasma Phe
levels, children from the general population, matched controls, or siblings)
on seven of these eight comparisons (using one dependent measure per task;
p < .04, binomial distribution). (When all dependent measures for the AB
and object retrieval tasks are considered, PKU children with higher Phe levels
performed significantly worse than the other subject groups on 17 of the 24
comparisons [71%]; p < .04.)
On the day-night Stroop-like task, the tapping task, and the three pegs
task (the three tasks requiring memory plus inhibition administered to young
children), PKU plus MHP children as a group and PKU children alone (all of
whose average concurrent plasma Phe levels were three to five times normal)
performed significantly worse than the four comparison groups on 10 and
11, respectively, of 12 comparisons (using one dependent measure per task;
p < .02, and p < .003, respectively, binomial distribution). (When all dependent measures for the day-night, tapping, and three pegs tasks are considered, PKU children with higher Phe levels performed significantly worse than
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the other subject groups on 19 of the 24 comparisons [79%]; p < .004, using
one measure per task, or 39 of 56 comparisons [70%]; p < .005, z distribution.)
The results are strongest at the youngest and oldest age ranges tested
and weakest for toddlers, probably because of the lack of good tasks for this
age range (15-30 months).

Discussionof the Importanceand Implications
Although prefrontal cortex is probably not fully mature until puberty or
later, it is already subserving important cognitive functions during the first
year of life. Our present results indicate that the cognitive functions dependent on dorsolateral prefrontal cortex seem to be acutely sensitive to the level
of dopamine in prefrontal cortex even during infancy and early childhood.
This extends previous results that had shown that these cognitive functions
are acutely sensitive to the level of dopamine in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
in adult monkeys and human adults (Brozoski et al., 1979; Luciana, Depue,
Arbisi, & Leon, 1992; Sawaguchi & Goldman-Rakic, 1991).
Are the cognitive deficits we have observed indicative of a developmental
delay or of absolute, lasting deficits? On the one hand, all children, even PKU
children with higher Phe concentrations, improved over time on our tasks.
On the other hand, the impression that PKU children may "catch up" to
other children is probably misleading. In almost all cases, such catching up
was due to ceiling effects because the same tasks were administered over a
wide age range and these tasks were often too easy for children at the upper
end of an age range. Many tests, such as IQ measures, get around this problem by increasing the difficulty of the test as children get older, although the
test may be called by the same name throughout. We have repeatedly found
that, when all groups of children appeared to be performing comparably because all were near ceiling, the differences between the groups reappeared
when we went to the next battery of tasks for the next age range.
We stopped studying children at 7 years of age. One cannot tell from
this study whether sometime after 7 years PKU children whose plasma Phe
levels remain only moderately elevated might no longer show the kinds of
cognitive deficits we have documented, as Mazzocco et al. (1994) have suggested. Many studies of elementary school-age PKU children have found cognitive deficits (e.g., Smith & Beasley, 1989; Weglage, Pietsch, Ffinders,
Koch, & Ullrich, 1995; Welsh et al., 1990); recent studies by Ris et al. (1994)
and Smith et al. (1996) report deficits in the cognitive abilities dependent
on prefrontal cortex in young adults with PKU. However, dietary compliance
tends to become progressively more lax after children enter school, and these
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studies have therefore included participants whose plasma Phe levels were
outside what has been the acceptable limit for young children (5 10 mg/
dl). What would happen if plasma Phe levels were maintained at three to five
times normal? Would the cognitive deficits eventually disappear? The data
do not presently exist to answer that question.
Amino acid uptake across the blood-brain barrier changes during development, offering more protection against plasma Phe elevations as children
get older (Greengard & Brass, 1984; Lajtha, Sershen, & Dunlop, 1988). Thus,
it is quite possible that the plasma Phe levels we found to be detrimental
during infancy and early childhood might be benign in later childhood or
adolescence. Indeed, Smith, Beasley, and Adee (1991) found a weaker relation between plasma Phe levels and IQ in children over 8 years of age than
in younger children.
Early cognitive deficits or developmental delays, especially when they extend over a period as long as we have documented here (6 years), are likely
to have profound and enduring effects, even if the cognitive deficits themselves are subsequently resolved and the developmental gap closed. Children
who have inordinate difficulty when a change in thinking is required, when
presented with a new problem, or when trying something for the first time
may come to avoid facing new problems or confronting new situations out
of fear. Their frustration and discouragement at the difficulty they have with
cognitive tasks that come so much easier to other children may lead them to
dislike school or cognitively demanding situations; they might stop trying
even if, when they are older, those tasks are no longer so difficult for them.
Children who have repeatedly seen themselves struggle with cognitive
tasks that their peers find easy come to believe themselves to be less able and
less intelligent and may continue to see themselves in this way long after the
ability gap may have narrowed. Similarly, others around the child (parents,
teachers, and peers) will expect the child to perform as he or she always has,
and it is well known that people often perform as others expect them to perform. Thus, to label a young child as not as sharp as others can have a lifelong
effect on him or her, even if objective measures later show that the cognitive
gap has been closed. Also, PKU children whose Phe concentrations are moderately elevated appear to have difficulty getting their actions to reflect their
intentions or their knowledge because they can sometimes get stuck in behavioral ruts from which they cannot easily extricate themselves, and they may
therefore be considered bad, intentionally difficult, or willful, judgments that
can affect a child for life.
Consequently, although we do not know whether the cognitive gap that
we have demonstrated closes at a later age, we would contend that, even
if it does, its presence early in life is likely to have powerful effects thereafter.
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TASKSREALLY
DO OURWORKING
MEMORY
PLUSINHIBITORY
REQUIRE
DORSOLATERAL
PREFRONTAL
CORTEX?
How clear is the evidence that the impairment we have found is in the
functions of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex? Empirical evidence does not yet
exist on the neural system subserving performance on all six of the tasks that
we claim require the working memory and inhibitory control abilities dependent on dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. However, the results are the same if
you consider only the three tasks for which such empirical evidence already
exists (AB, object retrieval, and tapping).

Summaryof the Evidence
PKU children with higher plasma Phe levels were impaired on the AB,
object retrieval, and tapping tasks whether they were compared to other
PKU children with lower Phe levels, their own siblings, matched controls, or
children from the general population. AB and object retrieval have been
shown empirically to depend on dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (Diamond &
Goldman-Rakic, 1985, 1989; Diamond et al., 1989). Tapping has been shown
empirically to depend on the prefrontal system; however, this is based on
human patients who had massive lesions of the frontal lobe (Luria, 1980).

Discussionof the Importanceand Implications
Most neuropsychological testing with young children has been conducted with modifications of tests used with adults or animals, without evidence that the modified test requires the hypothesized neural system, or with
tests justified on theoretical grounds alone. This is also true of some of the
tests we have used here. However, wherever possible, we have tried to use,
not modifications of existing tests, but exactly the same task that has been
linked to one or another neural system. This is important because investigators have often been wrong in their hypotheses about the neural system required for success on a behavioral task and because seemingly minor modifications in a task can change which neural regions are recruited for its
performance. We have also tried to use diverse tasks thought to require the
working memory and inhibitory abilities dependent on dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in order to obtain converging evidence. The fact that we found
similar group differences on tasks superficially as different as AB and object
retrieval (both of which require working memory and inhibitory control) yet
not on a task as superficially similar to AB as spatial discrimination (which
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requires reference memory but not working memory or inhibition) gives us
added confidence in our conclusions.
It should be noted, however, that the empirical evidence linking the AB,
object retrieval, and tapping tasks to prefrontal cortex is based on results in
nonhuman primates and human adults. We are assuming here that the neural
basis for successful performance on these tasks is the same in children, but
that has not yet been tested empirically.
The strongest output projection from dorsolateral prefrontal cortex is
to the caudate nucleus (which is one of the structures that make up the striatum or basal ganglia). The striatum matures earlier than does prefrontal cortex. Could the cognitive deficits that we have documented here be caused by
dysfunction in the striatum rather than in prefrontal cortex? Yes, it is certainly
possible. The striatum participates in the "prefrontal neural system," and
there is considerable overlap in the cognitive deficits produced by damage
to prefrontal cortex or to the caudate nucleus.
We think it unlikely that the critical structure affected is the striatum
rather than prefrontal cortex, however, because, unlike the prefrontal dopamine projection (which originates in the ventral tegmental area), the striatal
dopamine projection (which originates in the substantia nigra) is extremely
robust in the face of reduced availability of Tyr (e.g., Bradberry et al., 1989;
Roth, 1984). Indeed, in our animal model of early and continuously treated
PKU, we found that, while dopamine metabolism in prefrontal cortex was
markedly reduced, dopamine metabolism in the striatum was not significantly
reduced. There is a known mechanism that could produce a selective effect
on prefrontal cortex function (moderately reduced CNS levels of Tyr can
cause this), and there are known mechanisms that could produce a global
effect across brain regions," but we know of no mechanism that could produce a selective effect on striatal function in PKU children. (For evidence of
the selectivity of the cognitive deficits, see the section "Selective, Rather than
Global, Cognitive Deficits" below.)

EFFECT
ON IQ
Early and continuously treated PKU children with plasma Phe levels
roughly three to five times normal had significantly lower IQ scores than con-

s Mechanisms that could produce a global effect across brain regions include (a) excessive amounts of Phe reaching the brain (which would have a global toxic effect), (b) reductions in the levels of Trp as well as Tyr reaching the brain (which would affect serotonergic
systems as well as dopaminergic systems), or (c) a dramatic reduction in CNS Tyr levels
(which would affect dopamine and norepinephrine systems throughout the brain).
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trol subjects, although all scored within the normal range (IQs
found to be inversely related to plasma Phe concentrations.

2 80). IQ was

Comparisonwith FindingsfromOtherStudies
Lower IQ scores among PKU children than control groups and a direct,
negative relation between IQ scores and PKU children's plasma Phe levels
are well-replicated findings (e.g., Costello et al., 1994; Dobson et al., 1976;
Smith & Beasley, 1989; Smith et al., 1991)-although
here, as with most of
the other findings on the cognitive performance of early treated PKU children, not every study has found this effect (e.g., Welsh et al., 1990).
In agreement with our results, Dobson et al. (1976) found early plasma
Phe levels to be much more weakly related to later IQ scores than concurrent
Phe levels. The results of Costello et al. (1994) also suggest that it is concurrent Phe levels, rather than the early, grossly elevated Phe concentrations,
that are responsible for the diminution of IQ. In their study of children with
mild atypical PKU, who never had grossly elevated blood concentrations of
Phe early in life, Costello et al. (1994) found below-normal IQ scores and a
negative and significant association between IQ and Phe level, using the same
IQ measure as used here (the Stanford-Binet test) administered at the same
age (4 years).

Discussionof the Importanceand Implications
As have others, we found that the IQs of PKU children whose plasma
Phe levels were three to five times normal were in the 80s and 90s. This is
comparable to the IQ scores of people after prefrontal cortex excision (see,
e.g., Stuss & Benson, 1986, 1987). The effect on IQ scores of PKU children
may be due to that portion of the IQ test that taps dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex functions. IQ tests, by design, are gross measures of cognitive functioning, as they are designed to tap many functions. Thus, an overall IQ score is
not a sensitive measure of dysfunction specific to one neural system, affecting
one kind of ability.

RATHER
THAN GLOBAL,COGNITIVEDEFICITS
SELECTIVE,
Children treated early and continuously for PKU whose plasma Phe levels were three to five times normal and who were impaired on all six tasks
dependent on the working memory plus inhibitory control abilities dependent on dorsolateral prefrontal cortex performed normally on all 13 control
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on other neural sys-

tems.

Summaryof the Evidence
In contrast to the consistency of the deficits we observed in the working
memory and inhibitory control functions dependent on dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, PKU children whose Phe levels were three to five times normal
only occasionally performed poorly on the other 13 tests administered, which
required recognition memory, visuospatial processing, rule learning, and
working memory but not also inhibitory control. On each of the 13 control
tasks, the performance of children with higher plasma Phe levels was compared with four comparison groups: other PKU and MHP children with lower
plasma Phe levels, their own siblings, matched controls, and children from
the general population. This yielded a total of 52 pairwise comparisons using
one dependent measure per task (13 tasks X 4 comparisons per task). On
these 52 comparisons, PKU and MHP children with higher Phe levels performed significantly worse on only four (8%; see Table 10 above). If the MHP
children are omitted from the analyses, PKU children with higher Phe levels
similarly performed worse on only four of the 52 comparisons (8%).
On the other hand, on the six tasks dependent on the working memory
and inhibitory control functions dependent on dorsolateral prefrontal cortex,
PKU and MHP children with higher Phe levels performed worse on 18 of
the 24 comparisons (75%). PKU children with higher Phe levels performed
worse on 19 of the 24 comparisons (79%). The consistency of the deficits of
the PKU children with higher plasma Phe levels on the memory and inhibition tasks and of the scarcity of their deficits on all other tasks is extremely
unlikely to be a chance occurrence (67 of 76 comparisons in the predicted
direction [88%], p < .0001, z distribution). Indeed, over all 19 tasks, 175 of
the 190 pairwise comparisons (92%) yielded the predicted results (p < .0001,
z distribution).
If performance on all dependent measures is considered, the results are
as follows. On the 13 control tasks, PKU and MHP children with higher Phe
levels performed significantly worse on only six of the 164 comparisons (4%).
If the MHP children are omitted from the analyses, PKU children with higher
Phe levels similarly performed worse on only four of the 164 comparisons
(2%). On the other hand, on the six tasks dependent on the working memory
and inhibitory control functions dependent on dorsolateral prefrontal cortex,
PKU and MHP children with higher Phe levels performed worse on 37 of
the 56 comparisons (66%). PKU children with higher Phe levels performed
worse on 39 of the 56 comparisons (69%). The likelihood of finding 195 of
220 comparisons in the predicted direction (89%, for higher-Phe PKU and
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MHP participants vs. the other subject groups) or of finding 199 of 220 comparisons in the predicted direction (91%, for higher-Phe PKU participants
vs. the other subject groups) by chance is extremely low (for both 89% and
91%, p < .0001, z distribution). Indeed, over all 19 tasks, 519 of the 550
pairwise comparisons (94%) yielded the predicted results (p < .0001, z distribution).
Performance on some of the control tasks (delayed nonmatching to samvisual
ple,
paired comparison, global-local spatial processing, and the control
condition of the day-night Stroop-like task) covaried with plasma Phe levels.
However, on these tasks, which do not require dorsolateral prefrontal cortex,
only one Phe measure was typically related to performance, and which Phe
measure related to performance varied from task to task. For example, on
the delayed nonmatching to sample task, performance was directly related to
current Phe levels, while performance on the toddler global-local task was
directly related to what the average Phe level had been during the first year
of life.

TasksDependenton OtherRegionsof PrefrontalCortex
Three boxes (boxes scrambled after each reach), six boxes (boxes scrambled after each reach), and the Corsi-Milner test of temporal order memory
also tax working memory and also require the functions of prefrontal cortex,
but they do not tax inhibitory control as well, and they do not require precisely the same region of prefrontal cortex as do tasks that tax both working
memory and inhibitory control. Similarly, learning the delayed nonmatching
to sample rule, as opposed to being able to remember the sample over
lengthy delays, may well be dependent on ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (see
the discussion of this in Chapter III above). Learning delayed nonmatching
to sample apparently requires being able to understand the symbolic relation
between stimulus object and reward; it does not tax inhibitory control. On
only four of the 16 comparisons between the PKU and the MHP children
with higher plasma Phe levels and the other groups of children on these four
tasks (4 tasks X 4 comparisons per task) did the children with higher Phe
levels perform significantly worse than the comparison groups. (Comparable
numbers when all dependent measures were included are 4 of 52 comparisons, i.e., less than 8%.)
Similarly, when plasma Phe level was treated as a continuous variable,
only one significant relation was found between plasma Phe levels and any
measure of performance on these four tasks: Phe level during the first month
of life was related to performance on the training delay in the delayed nonmatching to sample task. Thus, in general, neither PKU nor MHP children
with higher plasma Phe levels were impaired on these other prefrontal tasks,
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which required memory but not inhibitory control, and no direct relation
was found between current Phe level and performance on any of these tasks.
The other subject groups did not differ from one another on any of these
tasks either.

TasksDependenton the Medial TemporalLobe
The visual paired comparison task, delayed nonmatching to sample task
(with a 30-sec delay), and Corsi-Milner test of recognition memory require
the recognition memory ability dependent on the medial temporal lobe. Of
the 12 comparisons between the children with higher plasma Phe levels
and the other groups of children on these three tasks (3 tasks x 4 comparisons per task), children with higher Phe levels performed significantly worse
than the comparison groups on only two of these 12 comparisons. (Comparable numbers when all dependent measures were included are 2 of 32 comparisons, i.e., less than 6%.) Thus, as a rule, PKU and MHP children with higher
plasma Phe levels performed comparably to other participants on the three
tasks dependent on the functions of the medial temporal lobe.
The two significant effects were that PKU and MHP children with higher
Phe levels performed worse than children from the general population in
the longest delay condition on the visual paired comparison task and on the
delayed nonmatching to sample task. More significant effects might have
been found, however, had there been more trials in the visual paired comparison task or if delayed nonmatching to sample had been tested at more ages.
Plasma Phe levels covaried inversely with performance on the visual paired
comparison task among infants with PKU but not among MHP infants.

TasksDependenton ParietalCortex
The global-local task (administered to toddlers as a preferential looking
task and to preschoolers as a forced choice reaction time task) and the line
bisection task are sensitive to dysfunction in parietal cortex. On none of the
12 comparisons between the PKU and MHP children with higher plasma Phe
levels and the other groups of children on these three parietal tasks (3 tasks
x 4 comparisons per task [one dependent measure per task]) did children
with higher Phe levels perform significantly worse than the comparison
groups. PKU participants with higher Phe levels performed significantly worse
on 3 of the 12 comparisons with the other subject groups. Comparable numbers when all dependent measures were included are 0 of 40 (for the PKU
and MHP groups combined) and 3 of 40 (when the participants with MHP
were omitted). Thus, in general, subject groups did not differ from one an178
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other in their performance on tasks dependent on parietal cortex function,
nor did performance covary by Phe level on any of these tasks.
During the preschool period, however, PKU participants whose Phe levels were higher performed worse than children from the general population,
matched controls, or siblings of PKU children when tested on the global features of the hierarchical stimuli in the forced choice version of the globallocal task. MHP preschoolers with higher Phe levels also performed significantly worse than the normative or matched control groups on the global
features, but only when the test stimuli were intermediate in size. In contrast
to their performance on tests of the global features, 31/2-5-year-old PKU and
MHP children with higher Phe levels perform better when tested on the
small, local features than the group of children from the general population
or the group of siblings of MHP and PKU participants. Perhaps children with
higher Phe levels are less likely to take in the big picture because they focus
too narrowly on one little part of the larger whole. That would be consistent
with a frontal lobe impairment (e.g., Luria, 1980). This result might be worth
further exploration and attempted replication in other studies.

Comparisonwith FindingsfromOtherStudies
Consistent with the findings reported here, Smith et al. (1996) and
Welsh et al. (1990) found (a) that young children (Welsh et al., 1990) and
young adults (Smith et al., 1996) treated early and continuously for PKU
whose plasma Phe levels were moderately elevated were more impaired on
tasks dependent on prefrontal cortex function than on tasks dependent
on parietal cortex or the medial temporal lobe and (b) that performance on
the prefrontal cortex tasks, but not on the other tasks, was significantly and
negatively associated with plasma Phe level. For example, Welsh et al. (1990)
found normal recognition memory (a skill dependent on the medial temporal lobe) among PKU children with moderately elevated plasma Phe levels.
On the global-local forced choice task, we found that, compared to other
children of the same age, 31/2-5-year-old PKU children whose Phe levels were
three to five times normal were impaired in processing the global feature of
stimuli and may have been a bit facilitated in processing the local feature of
the stimuli. There are two possible interpretations of this finding. The first
is that it might reflect a laterality effect. We had not predicted any laterality
effects and, in general, did not design our tasks to investigate that. However,
this pattern of performance on the global-local forced choice task would be
consistent with an impairment in the functions of the right hemisphere, and
a possible left hemisphere advantage, among the PKU children with moderately elevated plasma Phe levels. Pennington et al. (1985) also report finding
similarities between the performance of PKU children and patients with right
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hemisphere damage (e.g., problems with visuospatial tasks). However, Craft,
Gourovitch, Dowton, Swanson, and Bonforte (1992) found effects in their
PKU participants that suggested more compromise in left hemisphere furctioning. Hemispheric differences in the density of the dopaminergic innervation (e.g., Glick, Jerussi, & Zimmerberg, 1977) might account for differential
effects in the two cerebral hemispheres.
is most consistent with our other
The second interpretation-which
findings, however-is that the higher-Phe PKU children's impaired attention
to the global, overall form and excellent attention to the small, recurrent
detail of which the overall form was composed may reflect impaired prefrontal cortex functioning. "A patient with a frontal lobe syndrome examines only
one detail of the picture shown to him. . . . He perceives a single detail, does
not move on to any further details, [and does not attempt] to correlate the
details of the picture" (Luria, 1966, pp. 270-272). Goldstein (1944) similarly
observed that damage to frontal cortex renders a person unable "to grasp
the entirety of a complex situation," focusing on one aspect rather than the
whole. This can be conceived of as a failure of inhibition; the patient's attention is captured by one salient feature, and the patient is unable to inhibit
that pull and thus move his or her attention around. On the global-local task,
focusing on only one detail would result in focusing on the local feature of
the stimulus, and it would not matter where on the stimulus one looked because the same local feature was displayed throughout the stimulus. However,
focusing on only one detail would impair one's ability to perceive the global
gestalt. Children of 3 years display a similar tendency to look at only a few
points on a novel object rather than more thoroughly examining the entire
object (e.g., Zinchenko, Chzhi-Tsin, & Tarakanov, 1963). Whereas most children show this tendency much less after 3 years, PKU children with higher
plasma Phe levels seem to continue to display it for another year or more.

Discussionof the Importanceand Implications
Our results suggest that PKU children whose plasma Phe levels are three
to five times normal have a selective cognitive deficit. Their deficit appears
to be limited principally to one neural system. They have difficulty holding
information in mind and at the same time resisting or overriding a strong
response tendency. This conclusion is based on converging evidence obtained
from six different measures. So far as we have been able to discern, the results
from 13 different measures indicate that the functions of the medial temporal
lobe, of parietal cortex, and, indeed, of other regions of prefrontal cortex
appear to be spared. PKU children who had been treated early and continuously, even those whose Phe levels were 6-10 mg/dl, could hold information
in mind (when they did not need to exercise inhibitory control at the same
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time), recognize pictures or objects they have seen before, and perform spatial analyses.
This finding of deficit in the functions of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex,
but not in the functions of other neural systems, is consistent with the biological mechanism we have proposed as the cause of the cognitive deficits. We
had predicted that dopamine metabolism would be affected because, since
Phe and Tyr compete to cross the blood-brain barrier, less Tyr reaches the
brain if the ratio of Phe: Tyr increases in the blood. Tyr is an essential precursor of dopamine. We predicted that a moderate imbalance in the Phe:Tyr
ratio in plasma (as when Phe levels are three to five times normal in PKU
children) would have a more adverse effect on the dopamine projection to
prefrontal cortex than on other dopamine systems in the brain because the
high firing and high dopamine turnover rates of the prefrontally projecting
dopamine neurons make them unusually vulnerable to modest reductions in
the level of Tyr reaching the brain. If the Phe:Tyr ratio in plasma is only
modestly elevated, the corresponding reduction in Tyr reaching the brain
would only be modest.
High levels of Phe in the brain can have toxic effects, particularly on glia
and myelin (e.g., Dyer, Kendler, Philibotte, Gardiner, Cruz, & Levy, 1996;
Hommes, 1990). Such effects are seen in untreated PKU. When PKU is
treated, high levels of Phe do not enter the brain because the plasma elevation in Phe is kept to a moderate level. At most, the increase in the level of
Phe reaching the brain is moderate; there is no evidence that such modest
Phe increases adversely affect the brain, although it is certainly possible. The
specificity of the deficits that we have observed leads us to reason that the
cause of those deficits is probably too little Tyr in the brain, rather than too
much Phe reaching the brain, because all neural regions should be equally
vulnerable to the negative effects of too much Phe; the functions of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex should not be disproportionately affected. If the cause
of the cognitive deficits were too much Phe in the CNS, we would have expected the cognitive deficits to be global, rather than limited to one neural
system.
Finally, Trp, which is the precursor of serotonin, also competes with Phe
to cross the blood-brain barrier. We predicted that the level of
Trp in the
brain would be less affected than the level of Tyr when plasma Phe levels are
five times normal or lower (a) because Trp competes more
successfully with
Phe for access to the protein carriers at the blood-brain barrier than does
Tyr (the transport proteins have a very high affinity for Phe, a rather low
affinity for Tyr, and an intermediate affinity for Trp) and (b) because the
level of Tyr in the bloodstream is reduced in children with PKU (since the
conversion of Phe to Tyr is disrupted) but the level of Trp in the bloodstream
is normal. If the cause of the cognitive deficits were too little
Trp in the CNS,
we would have expected the cognitive deficits to be global, or more reflective
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of the functions of other neural systems, rather than limited to the functions
subserved by dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. However, we found some effect
on the serotonergic system in the brain in our initial animal model of early
and continuously treated PKU (Diamond, Ciaramitaro, et al., 1994); it is possible that the behavioral effects that we document in this Monograph may be
caused by reductions in both Tyr and Trp in the CNS and perhaps by increased Phe as well.
Our conclusion must be twice tempered. First, some of the tasks on
which we saw no group differences had ceiling or floor effects, some showed
little variability in performance over age, sex, or other variables, and some
had only a handful of test trials within a given session. It is certainly possible
that, had more sensitive measures been used, we might have found the performance of PKU children with Phe levels of 6 mg/dl or higher to be worse
than that of other children on still other cognitive functions, in addition to
the deficit we found when working memory and inhibitory control were required.
Second, the mechanism that we have proposed to explain the cause of
the cognitive deficits in children treated early and continuously for PKU rests,
in part, on the special properties of the dopamine neurons that project to
prefrontal cortex. We were surprised, therefore, that the performance of our
PKU children was largely unaffected on tasks that required remembering
what choices one had already made or remembering the order in which stimuli had been presented (the three and six boxes tasks and the Corsi-Milner
test of temporal order memory), tasks that have been shown empirically to
depend on prefrontal cortex function. PKU children with moderately elevated Phe levels were impaired only on the subclass of prefrontal cortex tasks
that required both holding information in mind and resisting a prepotent
action tendency. We had not predicted this, and we are not sure why we
found it. Why should a moderately elevated ratio of Phe to Tyr in the bloodstream adversely affect performance on certain tasks dependent on prefrontal
cortex (those that require the ability simultaneously to hold information in
mind and to resist or override a strong response tendency) but leave performance on other tasks that require other cognitive functions dependent on
prefrontal cortex unaffected?
One possibility is that there may be a dissociation in the regions within
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex required by these different tasks (Passingham,
1995, 1996) and that different subregions may be more or less sensitive to a
decrease in dopamine. The information on the dopamine projection that we
have thus far is limited, as it comes from rats who do not have enough dorsolateral prefrontal cortex to parcelate it into separate subregions. However,
that information as of now provides no evidence of regional differentiation
within dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in the properties of the dopamine projection; prefrontal cortex in general is innervated by dopamine neurons
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whose cell bodies lie in the A10 cell group within the ventral tegmental area
(VTA). As a class, these neurons have a higher baseline firing rate and a
higher rate of dopamine turnover than the dopamine neurons in the substantia nigra.
On the other hand, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex consists primarily of
Areas 9 and 46. In the rhesus macaque, Area 9 is much more densely innervated by dopamine than is Area 46 (Lewis, Campbell, Foote, & Morrison,
1986; Lewis & Morrison, 1989). The tasks on which we found no effect are
more strongly linked to Area 9 than to Area 46 (Petrides 1995, 1996; Petrides,
Alivisatos, Evans, & Meyer, 1993). Perhaps the subregion of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex that enables us to hold information in mind and inhibit interfering actions or thoughts is more acutely sensitive to any small fluctuations in dopamine because it has so relatively little dopamine to start with
and hence might need all its allotment all the time.
Another possibility is suggested by the fact that the prefrontal tasks on
which we found no effect do not require memory of spatial information, and
it has been proposed that dorsolateral prefrontal cortex is specialized specifically to hold spatial information in mind (Goldman-Rakic, 1987). However,
not all the tasks on which we found an effect require memory of spatial information-the
day-night Stroop-like task and the tapping task do not.
our
tasks that required working memory but not inhibition were
Perhaps
too easy. That may have been the case. Two of the tasks that required working
boxes (boxes scrambled) and Corsi-Milner
memory but not inhibition-six
order
however, to have been at least as difficult
temporal
memory-appear,
as the six tasks on which children with higher Phe levels were impaired, judging by measures such as the percentage of correct responses.
Perhaps no effects were found on the tasks that required working membut
not inhibition because of a combination of ceiling effects on some
ory
tasks and floor effects on others. There was probably a floor effect on the
Corsi-Milner temporal order memory task. Certainly, there appear to have
been ceiling effects on the three boxes task. On the prefrontal tasks on which
we found strong group differences, there were clear improvements in performance over the age range studied. On the prefrontal tasks on which we found
no effect, and on AB with invisible displacement (where we found little effect), the age x performance gradient was relatively flat. It is very possible
that there was too little variation in performance among participants for us
to be able to detect differences in performance among the subject groups
on those tasks.
Robbins and his colleagues (e.g., Robbins, 1996) and Mangels (1997)
have found that prefrontal cortex is not required for memory of the choices
one has already made or for temporal order memory when that information
is processed incidentally, rather than intentionally, or when the task does not
lend itself to the use of a strategy. It is possible that the versions of the self183
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ordered and temporal memory tasks that we have used here might not require prefrontal cortex involvement because they did not lend themselves to
the use of a strategy. Certainly, on the Corsi-Milner test of memory for temporal order, there was no meaningful order to the stimuli; they told no story,
reflected no underlying organizing principles, and in general did not relate
one to another. Perhaps a group difference would have emerged had there
been a reason to remember the order in which the stimuli were being presented other than the fact that one would be tested on that.
Milner and her colleagues (Milner et al., 1991) found that patients with
prefrontal cortex excisions were impaired on the temporal order test on
which we found no impairment, but the excisions in their patients extended
across subregions within prefrontal cortex and were not restricted to Areas
46 and 9. Robbins (1996) found that prefrontal cortex was critically involved
in remembering which stimuli one had already chosen when normal participants were able to apply a strategy to the task. However, in a condition very
much like our multiple boxes tasks, where the boxes were scrambled after
each reach, they found that participants were not able to develop a strategy to
solve the task, and prefrontal cortex did not appear to be required. However,
Petrides (1995) found that monkeys were impaired on the three boxes tasks
(boxes scrambled after each reach) after lesions of dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex. Thus, the literature is contradictory on this point. The possibility exists that we might have found an impairment among participants with high
plasma Phe levels had we included a test where temporal order memory, or
memory of responses already made, was more amenable to the use of a
strategy.
In short, we are not sure why children with higher Phe levels were impaired on the tasks that required working memory and inhibitory control but
not on other tasks that also are linked to prefrontal cortex. We have suggested
that the boxes and Corsi-Milner tasks may have failed to show an effect (a)
because of ceiling and floor effects, (b) because they did not lend themselves
to the use of a strategy (the boxes tasks) or because the stimuli were presented in random order (Corsi-Milner), (c) because taxing inhibitory control
alone or in combination with a working memory load is critical, or (d) because these tasks depend on a different region of prefrontal cortex and there
are regional differences within prefrontal cortex in the density of dopaminergic innervation and perhaps in the tolerance for mildly reduced Tyr availability.
Is it critical that both working memory and inhibitory control be taxed
for PKU children with mildly elevated plasma Phe levels to show a deficit?
Would deficits be found if only one of those abilities were taxed?
The tasks that PKU children with plasma Phe levels three to five times
normal failed all require two things. (1) Participants must act on the basis
of information that is not perceptually present, information that is held in
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mind. That is, the tasks require participants to keep information in working
memory or keep their attention focused on information (sustained attention). (2) Participants must act in a way that is counter to their initial inclination. In other words, participants must inhibit a predisposition to act a certain
way and instead do something else; they have to exercise control over their
behavior, instead of acting unthinkingly or reflexively. We found that, when
PKU children whose plasma Phe levels were 6-10 mg/dl had to use information they were holding in mind to act counter to their predilections, they too
often gave the prepotent response rather than the considered one.
The working memory and inhibitory control requirements of these tasks
are probably complexly intertwined. On the one hand, by concentrating especially hard on the information you are holding in mind, you increase the
likelihood that that information will guide your behavior, and you decrease
the likelihood of mistakenly emitting the "default," or normally prepotent,
response. On the other hand, in order to be able to keep your mind focused
on the relevant information, you must inhibit both internal and external distractions. (Some of these issues are discussed at the end of Chapter III.)
Working memory is required for the visual paired comparison, delayed
nonmatching to sample, three and six boxes, Corsi-Milner, and global-local
tasks. Few deficits were found on these tasks. Indeed, the control condition
of the day-night Stroop-like task posed the same working memory requirement as its companion task (participants had to keep two rules in mind), but,
unlike the companion task, the control condition did not also require response inhibition. PKU children with higher Phe levels were impaired on the
companion task (with white-sun and black-moon cards) but not on the control condition (where abstract designs appeared on the cards). Perhaps we
would have found an impairment when working memory, but not inhibitory
control, was taxed if we had administered delayed nonmatching to sample
to younger children or in more testing sessions, if we had included more trials
on the visual paired comparison task, or if the recognition memory portion of
the Corsi-Milner test had been more challenging or the temporal order memory portion less challenging. We cannot be sure. We also cannot rule out the
possibility that other tasks that require working memory alone might reveal
a problem where we have found none. However, thus far there is no evidence
that PKU children with moderately elevated Phe levels perform any worse
than other children when working memory is taxed if inhibitory control is
not taxed as well.
None of the tasks on which the children with mildly elevated plasma Phe
levels succeeded required inhibitory control. However, we included no task
that required inhibitory control without also requiring working memory. PKU
children with higher Phe levels sometimes also have attention deficit disorder
(ADD) or attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). For example, 13%
of the early treated PKU patients studied by Craft et al. (1992) were also
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diagnosed with ADHD. More commonly, PKU children have ADD- or ADHDlike symptoms or behavior problems, rather than full-blown ADHD. That is,
despite dietary treatment, PKU children are sometimes unusually easily distracted and can have difficulty concentrating or maintaining their attention;
they can be unusually fidgety, restless, irritable, or lacking in impulse control
(e.g., Anderson, Siegel, Fisch, & Wirt, 1969; Berry et al., 1979; Dobson, Williamson, Azen, & Koch, 1977; Smith, Beasley, Wolff, & Ades, 1988).
Perhaps the function most affected in these children is the ability to control their behavior. We might have found an impairment on tasks that required inhibitory control alone had we included any such tasks. On the other
hand, these children might be able to exercise inhibitory control and to hold
information in mind, but not be able to do both at the same time; it may be
critical that both abilities are taxed. The present data do not permit us to
distinguish between these two possibilities, but the data do point to the centrality of inhibitory control functions, either alone or in combination with
working memory. Indeed, the one measure on the three boxes task that
yielded group differences (the number of consecutive reaches back to the
same position) is sensitive to difficulties in inhibitory control. Participants
having such difficulties tend to repeat their last rewarded response.
Is it simply that children with higher Phe levels were impaired on the
more difficult tests? Were the control tasks too easy?
Some of the control tasks were easy. There were ceiling effects on the
three and six boxes tasks (boxes remaining stationary), the control condition
of the day-night Stroop-like task, and the Corsi-Milner test of immediate recognition memory. However, there do not appear to have been ceiling effects
on the visual paired comparison, delayed nonmatching to sample, globallocal spatial processing (with either preferential looking or forced choice reaction time), six boxes (boxes scrambled after each reach), Corsi-Milner temporal order memory, or line bisection tasks. These tasks appear to have been
as difficult, or more so, for our participants than the tasks that required working memory and inhibitory control, yet the children with higher Phe levels
generally performed as well as other children on the control tasks.
The control groups differed from one another on 4%-5% of the comparisons on the working memory and inhibition tasks and on 1%-4% of the
comparisons on the control tasks (depending on the method of comparison
used; see Table 10 above). Had there been a large discrepancy in difficulty,
one might have expected to find more differences among the four control
groups on the more difficult tasks, but such a discrepancy was not found.
The question of difficulty level should not be dismissed too easily, however. Tasks sensitive to prefrontal cortex function, in general, tend to be more
difficult than tasks not dependent on that neural system. It remains to be seen
whether group differences are still found primarily on the tasks dependent on
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the functions of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex when researchers control for
difficulty more rigorously than we have done here.

WHEN PHELEVELS
GOOD PERFORMANCE
ARE UNDER6 MG/DL
PKU children whose plasma Phe levels were closer to normal (under
three times above normal) performed comparably to all control groups on
our cognitive neuropsychological tests.

Summaryof the Evidence
On the 57 comparisons across all 19 tasks between children with lower
Phe levels, on the one hand, and matched controls, siblings, and children
from the general population, on the other hand (19 tasks [one dependent
measure per task] x 3 comparisons per task), lower-Phe children performed
significantly worse on only three pairwise comparisons (5%); on one comparison, they performed better than children from the general population (see
Tables 7, 8, and 9 above). Indeed, only 5 of the 114 pairwise comparisons
among all control groups (PKU children with lower plasma Phe levels, children from the general population, matched controls, and siblings of the PKU
children) on these 19 tasks (19 tasks x 6 comparisons per task) yielded a
significant difference (see Table 10 above). (When all the dependent measures were considered, PKU and MHP children whose Phe levels were under
three times normal performed worse than the matched control, normative,
and sibling groups on 3 of the 165 comparisons [2%]; only 3 of the 330
pairwise comparisons among all control groups yielded significant differences
[1%].) Thus, in general, all these groups of children performed comparably
to one another.

Comparisonwith FindingsfromOtherStudies
The generally good performance we found on our 19 tasks among PKU
children whose Phe levels were under 6 mg/dl is consistent with other recent
reports. For example, de Sonneville et al. (1990) found that performance
differences between PKU children and controls were due solely to the subgroup of PKU children whose Phe levels were over 9.5 mg/dl. In our study,
as in others, PKU children with "lower" Phe levels did not have Phe levels
lower than normal; on the contrary, by and large their Phe levels were elevated above normal, but the elevations were relatively small compared to
other PKU children.
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Discussionof the Importanceand Implications
For the children who have some residual phenylalanine hydroxylase activity or who are able to follow a very restrictive diet, our results look very
promising. In general, PKU children whose Phe levels were less than three
times normal looked very much like other healthy, normal children. Parents
of children with PKU or MHP who generally keep their children's Phe levels
below three times normal (below 6 mg/dl) should take comfort from these
results.
The results on the AB task demonstrate the importance of maintaining
plasma Phe levels within the acceptable range (2-6 mg/dl), rather than
allowing Phe levels to vary widely even if their mean value is acceptable: those
infants who had mean Phe levels under three times normal but who on 20%
of their Phe tests showed levels under 2 or over 6 mg/dl performed as poorly
on AB as infants whose mean Phe levels were high (three to five times normal). On the other hand, those PKU and MHP infants whose plasma Phe
levels were maintained consistently between 2 and 6 mg/dl performed fully
as well as children from the general population, matched controls, and our
group of siblings.
These results provide hope that the cognitive deficits that we have observed in PKU children whose Phe levels are three to five times normal may
be preventable. If plasma Phe levels do not rise above 6 mg/dl, the working
memory and inhibitory control functions dependent on dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (as well as the other cognitive functions) appear to be normal. It
had long been thought that a diet sufficiently low in Phe to keep plasma Phe
levels from reaching 6 mg/dl or more was so restrictive and burdensome that
children would not comply with it. However, in clinics in Denmark, Ireland,
the United Kingdom, and the United States, and across the Netherlands and
Switzerland, it has been demonstrated that compliance can be obtained when
children are placed on a strict diet from the beginning and are told that
there is no acceptable alternative. Compliance is problematic where children
have been on a more lax regimen and are later asked to give up foods that
were previously permitted or where strict dietary compliance is presented as
an ideal that the child is not really expected to achieve. (It is also important
that families realize that plasma Phe levels below 2 mg/dl are also detrimental
to PKU children, as several earlier studies have demonstrated, and that, depending on the particular mutation on chromosome 12 causing the PKU,
some children cannot bring their plasma Phe level down into the 2-6 mg/dl
range even if they follow a low-Phe diet rigorously.)
If our hypothesis is correct-if
the problem is indeed in the moderate
imbalance between Phe and Tyr in the bloodstream, which reduces dopamine metabolism in prefrontal cortex-then
it may be possible to prevent
cognitive deficits in PKU children, even when their plasma Phe levels are
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three to five times normal, by providing supplemental Tyr or by increasing
the level or efficacy of available dopamine (perhaps with low doses of L-dopa
or ritalin).

INTERMEDIATE
PERFORMANCE
OF MHPCHILDREN
In general, the performance of children with MHP whose plasma Phe
levels were three to five times normal was intermediate between that of PKU
children with comparable plasma Phe levels and that of the comparison
groups. MHP children with higher plasma Phe levels performed almost as
well as all control groups but also almost as poorly as children with PKU
whose Phe levels were similarly moderately elevated.

Summaryof the Evidence
If one compares the performance of the MHP children with higher
plasma Phe levels to that of matched controls, siblings of PKU and MHP children, or children from the general population, the conclusion would be that
MHP children look fine; they perform almost as well as other children. On
the other hand, if one compares the performance of these MHP children to
that of PKU children whose Phe levels are similarly 6-10 mg/dl, the conclusion would be that there are grounds for concern; PKU children with plasma
Phe levels three to five times normal have a clear deficit, and MHP children
with comparable Phe levels perform almost as poorly. Although the means
show intermediate levels of performance, the number of MHP children with
higher Phe levels within each individual age range in our study was small;
more significant differences between the performance of MHP children and
that of other subject groups might have emerged had we been able to include
more higher-Phe MHP participants in our study.

Comparisonwith FindingsfromOtherStudies
Our findings are in agreement with those from other studies insofar as
we found that MHP children were generally not significantly impaired on our
tests even if their Phe levels are within the range of 6-10 mg/dl. Lang, Koch,
Fishler, and Baker (1989) and Weglage, Schmidt, Ffinders, Pietsch, and Ullrich (1996) report similar results.
Among the MHP children we tested, we found a direct, inverse relation
between plasma Phe level and performance on a number of our tasks as well
as on IQ. Similar results are reported by the Medical Research Council
(1993). Indeed, that report indicates a significant deficit in IQ among chil189
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dren with MHP. Lang et al. (1989), however, did not find a significant relation between plasma Phe level and IQ among their participants with MHP.

Discussionof the Importanceand Implications
MHP children did not perform significantly worse than other normal,
healthy children even when their plasma Phe levels were three to five times
above normal. On the other hand, our results also provide a cautionary note:
MHP children with moderately elevated Phe levels did not perform on an
even par with other children; they were just not significantly worse. Their
performance was not significantly better than that of PKU children with moderate plasma Phe elevations, who were significantly impaired. It may not be
true that MHP children can eat a diet rich in Phe with impunity. After all,
we found that their performance on a number of our tasks, as well as on our
IQ measure, suffered in direct proportion to how high their plasma Phe levels
rose (even though the variation was within the range that has been considered clinically acceptable, 2-10 mg/dl).
Because they can hydroxylate Phe to some extent, MHP children tend
to have near normal plasma Tyr levels. The fact that cognitive deficits were
clear among children with PKU whose Phe levels were three to five times
normal, while marginal for MHP children with similar Phe levels, is consistent
with our hypothesis that it may be the ratio of Phe to Tyr in the bloodstream
that is critical, not just the level of Phe.9 We regret that the absence of plasma
Tyr measurements on many of the children prevented us from investigating
this hypothesis more directly.
Clinical opinion has generally considered a low-Phe diet sufficient treatment for PKU. However, blood Phe levels often cannot be maintained at fully
normal levels because of the body's need for protein. If the problem is the
plasma Phe:Tyr ratio, it might be possible to ameliorate the cognitive deficits
in PKU children who are under moderately good dietary control through the
oral administration of supplemental Tyr. If the Tyr supplements succeed in
raising the level of Tyr in the bloodstream (and hence reducing the plasma
Phe:Tyr imbalance), and if the added Tyr succeeds in reaching the brain,
the result should be normal, or near normal, cognitive performance-if
our
hypothesis is correct.
There have been studies of the effect of Tyr supplementation on the
cognitive performance of PKU patients. Generally, however, the amount of
Tyr administered was insufficient to raise plasma Tyr levels (Mazzocco et al.,
1992) or the plasma Phe:Tyr ratio (Smith et al., 1996) significantly, or the
9For the subset of children in our studyfor whom we had plasmaTyr measurements,
we found whatmost others havefound: MHPchildrenhave roughlynormallevelsof Tyrin
their bloodstreams.
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PKU children had relaxed their dietary compliance, and their plasma Phe
levels were therefore much greater than five times normal (Pietz et al., 1995;
Smith et al., 1996), resulting in a marked plasma Phe:Tyr imbalance despite
the added Tyr. Smith et al. (1996) did find, however, that performance on
the self-ordered pointing task designed by Petrides and Milner (1982) and
on a one-back continuous performance task was significantly correlated with
plasma Tyr levels. Lou, Lykkelund, Gerdes, Udesen, and Bruhn (1987) report
that cognitive neuropsychological performance improved when a low-Phe
diet was supplemented by high Tyr intake, but this study included few participants. Giuttler and Lou (1986) report a beneficial effect from Tyr supplementation even when PKU patients were eating a regular diet, which appears to
contradict the results of other studies.
In short, the data are not yet available to evaluate our prediction that
supplementing a low-Phe diet with added Tyr should ameliorate the cognitive
impairments in PKU children whose plasma Phe levels are kept under five
times normal if the additional Tyr remains in the bloodstream rather than
being quickly urinated out and if the added Tyr is able to reach the brain.
Our data do not permit us to rule out three other possible interpretations of why cognitive deficits were clear among PKU children with Phe levels
three to five times normal while marginal among MHP children with comparable plasma Phe levels: (1) MHP children eat a normal diet; PKU children
cannot. We cannot rule out the possibility that the PKU diet somehow contributes to the clearer cognitive deficits among the children with PKU. (2)
PKU children have extremely high neonatal Phe levels until they are placed
on the low-Phe diet; MHP children never have such high Phe levels. We cannot rule out the possibility that extremely high Phe levels at such a critical
time during early development contributes to the more pronounced cognitive deficits found among the children with PKU. (3) Within each age range,
our numbers of MHP participants with higher Phe levels were very small.
Points 1 and 2, however, apply equally well to the PKU children with lower
Phe levels, in whom we found normal cognitive performance.
SEX DIFFERENCE
We found the cognitive performance of girls with PKU to be more adversely affected than that of boys with PKU. PKU boys tended to outperform
PKU girls.

Summaryof the Evidence
On four different tasks, among the children with PKU only, girls did not
perform as well as boys; on none of these tasks was a similar sex difference
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found in any of the other four subject groups. On one task (AB), among all
other subject groups (MHP, matched controls, siblings, and norms), the girls
could withstand significantly longer delays than the boys. This sex difference
was reversed among participants with PKU-PKU boys could withstand significantly longer delays than PKU girls. Girls in all subject groups received
higher IQ scores than boys, but this sex difference was smallest among the
children with PKU. On no task did PKU girls outperform PKU boys.

Discussionof the Importanceand Implications
We had not predicted a sex difference and are not sure why we found
it. We do not know of other reports of differential effects of PKU or of plasma
Phe elevations on girls. Craft et al. (1992) report greater cognitive deficits in
PKU males than in PKU females. However, research on another inborn error
of metabolism, galactosemia, has found girls to be disproportionately affected
(Fishler, 1993). Galactosemic girls were found to score six points lower than
boys on the Stanford-Binet test and 14 points lower on the WAIS-R, where
the performance of girls trailed most strongly on the performance subscales.
On the WAIS-R, galactosemic boys consistently performed within the normal
range, whereas several scores among galactosemic girls were below average.

OVERALL
SUMMARY
In conclusion, we have found that PKU children with plasma Phe levels
of 6-10 mg/dl perform worse than other children of the same age when the
working memory and inhibitory control abilities dependent on dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex are required. This deficit was evident in both the youngest
and the oldest subjects and showed no evidence of subsiding with age. It was
evident regardless of the group to which the children were compared-other
PKU children with lower Phe levels, children from the general population,
matched controls, or their own siblings-and
it remained significant even
when IQ, gender, health variables, and background variables were controlled.
The cognitive deficit appears to be selective in that weaknesses were not
found in other cognitive abilities, dependent on other neural regions. The
finding that other PKU children whose plasma Phe levels did not rise as much
above normal performed normally across all 19 cognitive tasks provides hope
that the cognitive deficits observed in other PKU children with higher Phe
levels might be preventable. The finding that performance on the tasks requiring working memory and inhibitory control was most strongly related to
concurrent plasma Phe levels, rather than to chronic Phe levels or to Phe
levels earlier in life, provides hope that the cognitive deficits reflect current
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biochemical levels, rather than structural damage, and hence might be reversible.
These findings, plus those from our work on an animal model of early
and continuously treated PKU (Diamond, Ciaramitaro, et al., 1994) and our
work on visual contrast sensitivity (Diamond & Herzberg, 1996), provide support for the biological mechanism we have hypothesized to underlie the observed cognitive deficits. The mechanism that we have hypothesized is that,
when the ratio of Phe to Tyr in the bloodstream is moderately elevated, the
amount of Tyr that can reach the brain from the bloodstream is moderately
reduced; those dopamine neurons that fire most quickly and turn over dopamine most quickly (i.e., the dopamine neurons that project to prefrontal cortex and that are in the retina) are disproportionately affected by a moderate
reduction in available Tyr.
Since we think that we understand the biological mechanism causing the
deficits, we think that we might be able to correct them. We take heart that
the cognitive deficits documented here might be preventable or reversible
by keeping children on low-Phe diets strict enough to maintain plasma Phe
levels between 2 and 6 mg/dl and, where that is not possible (and some
children's metabolism is such that it is not possible), by giving the children
Tyr or low doses of L-dopa or ritalin.
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